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Abstract
According to the World Health Organization, stroke is the third leading cause of disability. A
common consequence of stroke is hemiparesis, which leads to the impairment of one side of the
body and affects the performance of activities of daily living. It has been proven that targeting the
motor impairments as early as possible while using wearable mechatronic devices as a robot assisted
therapy, and letting the patient be in control of the robotic system can improve the rehabilitation
outcomes. However, despite the increased progress on control methods for wearable mechatronic
devices, the need for a more natural interface that allows for better control remains.
This work presents, a user-independent gesture classification method based on a sensor fu-
sion technique that combines surface electromyography (EMG) and an inertial measurement unit
(IMU). The Myo Armband was used to measure muscle activity and motion data from healthy
subjects. Participants were asked to perform 10 types of gestures in 4 different arm positions while
using the Myo on their dominant limb. Data obtained from 22 participants were used to classify
the gestures using 4 different classification methods. Finally, for each classification method, a
5-fold cross-validation method was used to test the efficacy of the classification algorithms. Over-
all classification accuracies in the range of 33.11%–72.1% were obtained. However, following the
optimization of the gesture datasets, the overall classification accuracies increased to the range
of 45.5%–84.5%. These results suggest that by using the proposed sensor fusion approach, it is
possible to achieve a more natural human machine interface that allows better control of wearable
mechatronic devices during robot assisted therapies.
Index terms— Body-machine interfaces, wearable robotic systems.
i
Lay Summary
According to the World Health Organization, stroke is the third leading cause of disability.
A common consequence of stroke is the paralysis on one side of the body, which affects the per-
formance of activities of daily living. It has been proven that treating this paralysis as early
as possible using devices that combines both electrical and mechanical components, can improve
the rehabilitation outcomes. However, despite the increase progress on control methods for these
devices, a need for a more natural interface that allows for an intuitive interaction remains.
This work presents, a comparison of multiple interfaces based on gesture recognition that allow
a natural interaction with a wearable robotic device. Muscle electrical activity of the forearm, and
motion data were collected from 22 healthy participants while they performed 10 types of gestures
in 4 different arm positions. These data were used to train four interfaces to recognize these 10
gestures.
Each interface was evaluated on its ability to differentiate between gestures after being trained
using only the data obtained from the muscles’ electrical activity, and after being trained using
both, the muscle electrical activity and motion data. The results obtained suggest that it is possible
to achieve a more natural interaction with wearable devices during robot assisted therapies.
ii
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Cerebrovascular accidents, commonly known as stroke, are the third leading cause of disability
and the second leading cause of death in the world [1]. Up to 80% of stroke survivors often present
upper extremity (UE) hemiparesis [2] thus, requiring extensive rehabilitation sessions to regain
some UE functions. The main inconvenience for hemiparetic stroke patients is that they may not
be eligible for common rehabilitation techniques, which are usually aimed towards a population
with mild impairments [3]. Therefore, alternative therapies are necessary for hemiparetic stroke
patients to improve neuroplasticity, which is the ability of the brain to “rewire” functions associated
with damaged tissue to healthy parts of the brain.
One alternative therapy is bilateral training, which consists of the activation of motor synergies
between limbs, and as explained by Stewart et al.[4]: “voluntary movements of the intact limb
may facilitate voluntary movements in the paretic limb.” Rehabilitation is enhanced because when
symmetrical movements are executed, the motor cortex governing the actions of the healthy limb
is activated, thus increasing the voluntary muscle contractions in the impaired limb. Hence, by
performing bilateral movements, it is possible to promote neuroplasticity [4]. Moreover, bilateral
training has been tackled from different approaches, with robot-assisted therapy being the one
with greatest potential. Even though this innovative field has proven to be effective, much work
needs to be done regarding the interaction with robotic devices during robot-assisted therapies. In
this sense, by improving the patient’s level of engagement during robot-mediated rehabilitation,
such rehabilitation can provide an advantage over traditional rehabilitation therapies [5].
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1.1 Motivation
Recently, it was proven that by using robot-assisted therapy as a complementary method to tra-
ditional rehabilitation techniques, it is possible to achieve significant improvements in the rehabil-
itation outcomes [6]. In the context of upper-limb robot-assisted therapy, wearable mechatronic
devices allow for the rehabilitation of specific groups of muscles by applying different torques at
certain joints of the upper limb [7]. An important aspect of robot-assisted therapy is the need
to promote patient mobility instead of just letting the robot perform the complete rehabilitation
task. Furthermore, it has been found that when the user’s movements are governed by those of the
robot, the amount of effort that the patient exerts while performing voluntary actions is reduced,
leading to negative effects during the recovery process [8]. Consequently, the ideal therapy is one
in which the patient is part of the control loop, which can be achieved by enabling different ways of
communication and interaction between the robotic device and the user [9]. However, even when
research in the field of robot-assisted therapy has increased [6, 7, 10–12], the need for a natural
human machine interface that allows an intuitive control and long-term adoption of this technology
remains [13].
To address this issue, gesture recognition has been studied as a possible solution for human
machine interface applications [14, 15], with gesture recognition based on electromyography (EMG)
being the most commonly used for interactions with robotic devices [16]. In previous years, the Myo
Armband [17], was introduced as a commercially available EMG based gesture recognition device,
opening a lot of possibilities for gesture recognition applications. However, the built-in proprietary
system of the Myo Armband is limited to the recognition of 5 gestures. This limitation may be
because the accuracy of the device is inversely proportional to the amount of gestures it can detect
[18, 19]. Moreover, when the Myo Armband is used in a user-independent scenario, which means
that it can be used by new users without prior training, its recognition accuracy drops from 83.1%
(user-dependent) to 53.7% (user-independent) [20]. This is important because a user-independent
scenario allows for a practical gesture recognition system. Such system can help new users become
proficient in using wearable mechatronic devices during robot-mediated therapies after a short
period of time. By using the system’s previous training data, long training sessions that would
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otherwise be required to adjust the interface to a specific subject, would not be necessary anymore
[21]. Hence, the time to complete a rehabilitation session for hemiparetic stroke patients would
be reduced. By overcoming these limitations, the Myo Armband, or a similar EMG-based device,
can be used to build a low-cost, reliable interface that can interact with wearable robotic devices.
1.2 General Problem Statement
Commonly, gesture recognition can be achieved by using different pattern recognition algorithms
such as support vector machines (SVM) and linear discriminant analysis (LDA). Furthermore,
the ideal gesture recognition interface should be one that requires training a classifier only once
without the need of retraining every time a new subject wears the device. This is known as user-
independent classification. However, because EMG signals are affected by different factors such as
muscle fatigue and level of health, among others, a user-independent classification is not always
possible without sacrificing classifier accuracy. To overcome this issue, one proposed solution
consists of using sensor fusion techniques, for example combining EMG data with kinematic data
coming from an inertial measurement unit (IMU), to improve the classification accuracy [21, 22].
Another solution is the use of incremental learning, which is a strategy to update the classifiers
by retraining them using new data samples [23]. However, in the specific case of SVM, using
incremental learning may lead to a concept drift, which is the change in the data distribution
over time [24]. Nonetheless, recent studies [23, 25] have proposed solutions for concept drift
during incremental learning by using SVM with particle adaptive classifier (PAC) [23] or SVM in
combination with another classification algorithm, such as k nearest neighbours (kNN) [25].
The purpose of this work is to develop a user-independent hand gesture recognition interface
using sensor fusion techniques and an adaptive incremental learning classifier. This work proposes
that by combining EMG and IMU data from the commercially available Myo Armband, and by us-
ing incremental learning using different classification methods, it is possible to increase the number
of gestures that the Myo Armband can recognize while also improving its detection accuracy.
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1.3 Research Objectives and Scope
This thesis specifically focuses on identifying and classifying wrist and finger gestures based on
EMG and IMU data collected from the forearm muscles. A database of EMG and kinematic data
was collected from healthy subjects while they performed 10 different wrist and finger gestures.
The primary objectives of this thesis are as follows:
1. To acquire and analyze EMG and IMU data from healthy subjects while they perform dif-
ferent hand gestures.
2. To train different classifiers using EMG data, and EMG and IMU data collected from the
Myo Armband, and then evaluate their classification performance.
1.4 Overview of the Thesis
The structure of this thesis is summarized in the outline below:
Chapter 1 Introduction: This introductory chapter.
Chapter 2 Literature Review: Presents a review of wrist anatomy, wrist rehabilitation,
robot-assisted therapy, human machine interfaces used in robot-assisted ther-
apies, gesture recognition and motion intention detection, EMG and IMU sig-
nal acquisition, processing and analysis, and user-independent classification
methods.
Chapter 3 Data Collection and Processing: Presents the methods used for collecting
EMG and IMU data using the Myo Armband including the data collection
protocol and methods of data processing and analysis.
Chapter 4 Classification Methods: Presents the implementation of four classification
methods aimed towards an user-independent gesture recognition using EMG,
and EMG and IMU data.
Chapter 5 Results and Discussion: Presents the results of the data analysis and explains
their significance.
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Chapter 6 Conclusion and Future Work: Emphasizes the contributions of this work and
provides recommendations for future work.
Appendix A Permissions and Approvals: Includes ethics permission and approval, consent
form and trial form.
Appendix B MATLAB Code: Describes the MATLAB code used for EMG and IMU anal-
ysis.
Appendix C Mathematical Formulations: Describes the mathematical equations used to
solve some of the classification algorithms presented in this work.
Appendix D Python Code: Describes the Python code used for real-time EMG data
streaming, and for classification using the bilinear EMG models.
Appendix E R Code: Describes the R code used for training and testing the MLP networks.
Chapter 2
Literature Review
2.1 Introduction
To provide a knowledge base for the remainder of this thesis, this chapter presents a review of
the literature in the areas of wrist anatomy (Section 2.2), wrist rehabilitation (Section 2.3), robot-
assisted therapy (Section 2.4), motion intention and gesture recognition interfaces (Section 2.5),
user-independent gesture recognition (Section 2.6), EMG pattern recognition (Section 2.7), and
classification methods aimed towards a user-independent classification (Section 2.8). A literature
search was conducted using Google Scholar from September 2017 to July 2019. The keywords used
in the search included combinations of the following: upper limb rehabilitation, EMG features,
EMG+IMU sensor fusion, user-independent classification, and EMG gesture recognition. A total
of 119 references, which include papers and books, were incorporated into the literature review.
2.2 Wrist Anatomy
The wrist is a complex human joint localized between the hand and the forearm. It is comprised of
a collection of bones, which consist of the distal ends of the radius (Rad) and ulna (Uln) bones, 8
carpal bones, which include the scaphoid (Sca), the lunate (Lun), the triquetrum (Trq), the pisiform
(Pis), the trapezoid (Tpd), the trapezium (Tpm), the capitate (Cap), and the hamate (Ham); and
the proximal segments of the 5 metacarpal bones (MC1 to MC5) of the hand (Figure 2.1) [26, 27].
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Figure 2.1: Anterior (left) and posterior (right) views of the bones in the wrist. Reprinted, with
permission [27].
This complex structure allows the hand to interact with the external environment by adopting
different poses depending on the situation. Furthermore, by involving the radio–ulnar complex of
the forearm, complex movements, such as the rotation of the hand, can be performed [28]. These
sets of motions allow the wrist joint to be represented, in mechanical terms, as a 3 degree-of-freedom
(DOF) system [29].
2.3 Wrist Rehabilitation
Although it is possible for the the hand to achieve different poses thanks to the wrist joint, these
poses are limited to a certain range of motion (ROM) (Table 2.1). However, when people suffer from
a neurological injury such as a stroke, they are prone to experiencing some sort of impairment that
hinders the motor abilities of the wrist joint. This impairment can come in the form of hemiparesis,
which is the partial paralysis of the limbs due to muscle weakness, and can be a limiting factor
during activities of daily living [30]. Therefore, to regain lost motor functions, hemiparetic stroke
patients must undergo a series of rehabilitation treatments in order to promote neuroplasticity,
i.e., the ability of the brain to form new neural connections associated with damaged brain tissue
in healthy parts of the brain [4, 31]. In the following sections, some of the popular therapeutic
techniques used to promote neuroplasticity of the brain are described.
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Table 2.1: Average range of motion of the wrist joint for each type of movement [32].
Motion Average ROM
Wrist Flexion 73◦
Wrist Extension 71◦
Wrist Radial Deviation 19◦
Wrist Ulnar Deviation 33◦
Wrist Pronation 71◦
Wrist Suppination 84◦
2.3.1 Constraint-Induced Movement Therapy
Constraint-induced movement therapy (CIMT), also known as unilateral training therapy, is a
common rehabilitation technique used for hemiparetic stroke patients. This therapeutic approach
consists of improving the involvement of the affected limb during activities of daily living by forcing
the movement of the paretic limb while the motions coming from the healthy limb are reduced
or constrained [33, 34]. Although promising, CIMT has the drawback of being aimed only at a
population whose hemiparetic symptoms are not that severe [3]. Also, the constant practice of
CIMT may result in a reduced need for the brain to retain some information related to the motions
being performed, which results in less improvement of neuroplasticity [35].
2.3.2 Bilateral Movement Training
An alternative to CIMT is known as bilateral movement training. This technique consists of
activating motor synergies of the limbs by promoting the coordination of movement between the
paretic and non-paretic limb, thus facilitating voluntary motions on the affected limb [4, 36]. Three
main categories of bilateral training exist, divided according to the type of rehabilitation task they
perform. These categories are the following:
Repetitive reaching practice with the hand fixed: This type of training consists of training
a reaching motion by attaching the distal ends of both hands to a mechanical device. Then, a
reaching movement is trained by performing symmetrical motions (both hands push the device in
the same direction) or assymetrical motions (one hand pushes while the other pulls the device) [37].
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Isolated muscle repetitive task practice: Isolated repetitive muscle training consists of iso-
lating a group of muscles on both arms by restraining all types of motions but one. For example,
patients may be asked to perform repetitive movements of wrist flexion, wrist extension, among
others [37].
Whole arm functional task training: While the previous two tasks required the performing
of a single motion or activity, this training involves a set of motions that include the grasp, reach,
and release of an object. This training can be done by simultaneously using both arms to perform
these three actions or by using the non-paretic limb to guide the impaired limb [37].
2.4 Robot-Assisted Therapy
The previous section described traditional upper limb rehabilitation methods aimed towards im-
proving neuroplasticity. Even though the described therapeutic methods are designed to provide
high intensity training by being repetitive, task-oriented and challenging to the patient, a need to
further enhance the effects of the rehabilitation treatments exists [38]. Therefore, research groups
have come with the solution of using smart robotic devices to address the need of improving the
rehabilitation effects on patients with impaired arm functions after stroke. Robot-assisted therapy
can provide the tools to asses the improvement of motor control of the affected limbs in a much
faster, efficient, and objective way [39].
Usually, upper limb robot-assisted therapy is based on two types of robotic devices: serial
robotic manipulators and wearable mechatronic devices (Figure 2.2). The former is based on the
use of a robotic manipulator, which its end effector is attached to the hand of the patient, and
then it assists the patient by generating forces in order to complete the rehabilitation task.
The second type of therapy robots are known as wearable mechatronic devices. Contrary to end
effector robots, these types of mechatronic devices are designed so that their joints match those of
the user. Moreover, the main advantage of this design is that wearable mechatronic devices allow
for the rehabilitation of specific group of muscles by applying different torques at certain joints of
the upper limb [7].
In order for the wearable mechatronic devices to work properly with the upper limb, it is
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.2: Example of robotic devices that can be used during upper limb rehabilitation. The
KUKA robot, a serial robotic manipulator (a), and the WearME Brace [40], a wearable
mechatronic device (b).
necessary to apply effective control strategies, which will dictate not only the mechanical behavior
of the system, but also the human-robot interactions [10]. Table 2.2 shows a summary of the
different control strategies used during robot-assisted therapies.
Among all of the control strategies described in Table 2.2, partially assistive control stands
as the most important because it promotes patient mobility instead of just letting the robot
perform the complete rehabilitation task. Furthermore, it has been discussed that when the user’s
movements are led by those of the robot, the amount of effort the patient puts while performing
voluntary actions is reduced, leading to negative effects during the recovery process [41]. Therefore,
it is important to adopt the concept of user in the loop, in which the patient can interact with
the robotic device in a more natural and active way. Consequently, by adopting a more active
role that promotes self-improvement, hemiparetic stroke patients will feel more comfortable during
robot-assisted therapy sessions [42].
2.5 Motion Intention Detection vs. Gesture Recognition
Different approaches have targeted the “user in the loop” paradigm. Of these, motion intention
detection is the approach that has the potential to give almost full control to the wearer of the
mechatronic device. Motion intention detection works by identifying motion patterns and classi-
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fying them into different categories. Whenever the user intends to move a joint, different muscle
fibers corresponding to the muscles of that joint, produce different patterns of contraction and
relaxation. These patterns generate different biological signals that can be detected using different
techniques, such as electroencephalography (EEG), electromyography (EMG), mechanomyography
(MMG) and force myography (FMG). These signals can be used then to predict the user movement
intention and then generate control commands for the wearable mechatronic devices.
Several studies have managed to utilize motion intention detection as a sophisticated control
method. Ryser et al. [43] developed a wearable robotic hand orthosis controlled using motion
intention detection based on EMG signals. The device detected patterns produced by the activation
of different muscles while performing specific hand gestures and then, these patterns were utilized
to control a wrist wearable mechatronic device. Zhang and Harrison [44] created a device that
was able to measure the cross-sectional impedance distribution among the muscles of the wrist
of the subject using the principle of the electrical impedance tomography (EIT). Because of this,
they were able to detect hand gestures with high accuracies. In studies like [45], the detection of
vibrations produced by the muscles also known as mechanomyography, was used to classify the
patterns; whereas in [46] force myography was utilized, which is the detection of the force produced
by the inner exerted pressure of the limb.
However, adopting motion intention detection as a control method narrows the population
of stroke survivors that can benefit from robot-assisted therapy to just a few. This is due to
the presence of involuntary muscular activation during voluntary movements that compromise
the signal classification in the training process of stroke patients [47]. Therefore, it is necessary
to shift to a more reliable approach that can provide an intuitive and straightforward control
method. Gesture recognition has been used as a reliable human machine interface in mobile
devices, as well as with robotic manipulators [14, 15]. Yet, even when gesture recognition can be a
valuable interface for the control of wearable mechatronic devices during robot-assisted therapies,
its potential has not been fully explored.
Nonetheless, recent studies have started to explore the use of different technologies for the
detection of upper limb gestures. For example, Jung et al. [48] designed a wearable device that
was able to detect six gestures of the hand. The device consisted of a bracelet containing several
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air bladders and air pressure sensors that detected the small changes in the shape of the muscles
due to swelling during voluntary actions. The problem with this device was that the presence of
involuntary movements affected the sensor readings, thus decreasing its reliability for the control
of wearable mechatronic devices. Noronha et al. [49] explored the use of eye tracking technology
to control a soft robotic glove, however the problem with this approach was that they were only
able to detect one single gesture, making the overall control system less versatile for activities
of daily living. Another approach for detecting gestures was explored by Zheng et al. [50], who
developed an armband with capacitive sensors. However, their study did not explore environmental
disturbances that occur when the sensing band was used multiple times. Finally, Haroon and Malik
[51] were able to detect gestures by obtaining EMG signals from the forearm of a subject. This
information was then used for the control of a robotic gripper.
2.6 User-Indpendent Gesture Recognition
To effectively use gesture recognition-based interfaces during rehabilitation sessions of hemiparetic
stroke patients, it is necessary to develop strategies aimed towards a user-independent scenario.
In doing so, deployment of robot-assisted therapies would be facilitated by adopting a system that
does not require any type of offline training for each new patient [21, 52].
Although EMG-based gesture recognition shows the potential to be the ideal interface for
human machine interactions due to EMG signals being rich in information about muscle electrical
activity, EMG has a low signal to noise ratio (SNR), and the fact that hemiparetic stroke patients
have limited motor abilities, this type of signals are difficult to use during robot-assisted therapies.
However, when used in combination with other types of sensors, its possible to compensate for
this disadvantage, as shown in several studies [15, 53]. Despite the capabilities of simultaneously
employing information coming from multiple sources, different studies have opted to employ more
sophisticated pattern recognition techniques to enhance the capabilities of the EMG signals, in
order to achieve a user-indepenendent gesture recognition interface. In the following sections,
these EMG pattern recognition techniques will be presented.
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2.7 EMG Pattern Recognition
Before explaining the user-independent pattern recognition methods, it is important to understand
how pattern recognition of EMG signals works. In general, development of an EMG-based pattern
recognition system follows the procedure summarized in Figure 2.3 [54, 55].
Data
Acquisition
Data
Segmentation
Feature
Extraction
Training and
Evaluation
of Classifier
Figure 2.3: General procedure of an EMG pattern recognition system.
2.7.1 EMG Data Collection
Electromyography (EMG) is a way to measure the electrical activity produced by the muscles when
they contract. In general, this electrical activity can be acquired using invasive and non-invasive
methods [56]. The first method consists of inserting needle electrodes through the skin and directly
into the muscle. On the other hand, the non-invasive technique consists of using electrodes made
of conductive materials that range from stainless steel to gold or silver metals [57], placed on the
surface of the skin over the muscle of interest. This process of acquiring the EMG signals using
the non-invasive method is also known as surface electromyograpy (sEMG).
Whenever a muscle contracts, each of its muscle fibers produces an action potential, which
when summed together, produce something known as motor unit action potential (MUAP). The
MUAP is responsible for producing currents that flow from the muscle cells to the surface of the
skin. The sum of all MUAPs produce an EMG signal that is read by electrodes placed on the
skin [58]. Once obtained, this EMG signal needs to be preprocessed before proceeding towards the
next steps of the pattern recognition. Given that the EMG signal is in the order of milivolts, the
first preprocessing step consists of amplifying with a gain in the range of 1000 to 10000 [59]. After
being amplified, the EMG signal is then filtered using a bandpass filter, which is usually composed
by a high-pass filter and a low-pass filter. These two filters are designed with cut off frequencies
around 10 to 20 Hz for the high-pass filter, and 500 Hz for the low pass filter [60]. Furthermore, a
notch filter with a cutoff frequency of 60 Hz is also applied to remove the power line interference
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that can corrupt the EMG signal.
2.7.2 EMG Data Segmentation
Following the amplification and filtering of the raw EMG signal, the second step of the pattern
recognition process consists of segmenting the preprocessed signal so that it can be analyzed for
real-time applications. However, it is necessary to first detect the moment when the muscle goes
from an idle or relaxed state to the contracted state. This process of detecting the change of state
is known as EMG onset detection and is important because it can be used as the trigger to start
motion analysis.
Typical EMG onset detection methods use threshold-based algorithms. These algorithms in-
clude single-threshold approaches [61], and double-threshold approaches [62–64]. While single-
threshold based approaches rely on detecting the instant when the amplitude of the signal sur-
passes a predefined value, double-threshold approaches take this concept even further by ignoring
false-alarm triggers. This is achieved by counting the number of consecutive samples in which the
amplitude of the EMG signal is above a predefined threshold, after the first motion trigger event
happens.
2.7.2.1 Teager-Kaiser Energy Operator
Solnik et al. [65] showed that regardless of the motion onset detection method used, the detection
accuracy could be improved by using the Teager-Kaiser energy operator (TKEO), which measures
the instantaneous energy change of the signal [66], and is defined as follows:
Ψ (xi) = x
2
i − (xi+1 × xi−1) , (2.1)
where xi represents the i
th EMG sample value.
2.7.2.2 Data Windowing
After preprocessing the EMG signal with TKEO, it can be properly segmented. This is particularly
useful because segmenting the EMG signal allows for the extraction of information from the active
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segments of the signal, i.e., segments where the motion is being performed. However, for this
information to be used in real-time applications, segments must be divided into windows, which
may be either continuous or with overlaps. From these windows, features used on the latest
stages of the EMG pattern recognition are extracted. If the system were to work in real time,
the length of the windows should account for the maximum tolerated delay (300 ms) between
processing the information and controlling a myoelectric device [67]. Furthermore, depending on
the application, a trade-off between classification accuracy and delay exists, which can affect the
choice of the window length. In this sense, continuous windows with lengths of 200 ms provide
better classification accuracies, while overlapped windows with lengths above 200 ms, and 150 ms
of overlap, provide a faster response with a noticeable increase in the classification error [68].
2.7.3 Feature Extraction
Following data segmentation, the next pattern recognition step consists of feature extraction. For
the control of EMG-based wearable mechatronic devices, different studies have explored the use
of time domain, frequency domain, and time-frequency domain features for motion classification
[55, 69, 70]. Time domain features are the predominant features used in applications involving
wearable mechatronic devices and most myoelectrical devices. Their popularity comes from their
relatively fast computation due to not requiring any type of transformation [70]. On the other hand,
frequency domain features are mostly used in applications that study muscle fatigue, and are based
on the signal’s estimated power spectrum density (PSD) [54, 70]. Finally, time-frequency domain
features are used to extract the signal’s energy information in time and frequency simultaneously.
However, both frequency and time-frequency domain features require transformations that can be
computationally expensive [54].
2.7.3.1 Time Domain Features
Some of the most commonly used time domain features used in the literature are listed below
[70, 71]:
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Mean Absolute Value (MAV) The MAV feature represents the mean absolute value of the
signal amplitude from a segment of window of size m, as follows:
MAV (n) =
1
m
m∑
i=1
|xn (i)| , (2.2)
where xn(i) represents the measure of sample i of channel n.
Waveform Length (WL) This feature represents the cumulative length of the signal over a
time segment [70].
WL =
N−1∑
i=1
|x(i+ 1)− x(i)| , (2.3)
where N is the length of the signal, and x(i) is the ith sample of the signal.
Mean Absolute Value Slope (MAVS) The MAVS feature of each segment n is defined as
the difference between the MAV of the current segment and the next segment for all N segments
[70], as follows:
MAV S(n) = MAV n+1 −MAV n n = 1, . . . , N. (2.4)
Auto-regressive Coefficients (AR) An AR model represents each sample xi of the EMG
signal as the linear combination of each previous xi−p samples and white noise wi [70]. The AR
model is defined as follows:
xi =
P∑
p=1
apxi−p + wi, (2.5)
where P is the AR order and the coefficients ap are used as the EMG features.
Zero Crossing (ZC) This feature represents the number of times the signal crosses the zero
value. To avoid any background noise, a crossing is considered only when the signal exceeds certain
threshold th [70]. The ZC value is computed as follows:
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ZC =
N−1∑
i=1
f [x (i) , x (i+ 1)] , (2.6)
where the function f(x, y) is defined as:
f(x, y) =

1 if(x× y) < 0 ∩ |x− y| ≥ th
0 otherwise.
(2.7)
2.7.3.2 Frequency Domain Features
The other type of features extracted during motion classification are the frequency domain features.
Phinyomark et al. [70] found that frequency domain features are not well suited for EMG signal
classification due to some of the features having the same discrimination as most time domain
features. However, they also found that two features in the frequency domain have the ability to
provide some useful information for EMG signal classification. These features are the following:
Mean Frequency (MNF) The mean frequency of the signal is the average frequency of the
EMG power spectrum [70]. It is calculated as follows:
MNF =
M∑
i=1
fiPi
/
M∑
i=1
Pi, (2.8)
where M is the length of the frequency bin, fi is the frequency of the power spectrum at bin i,
and Pi is the EMG power spectrum at frequency bin i.
Power Spectrum Ratio (PSR) The power spectrum ratio represents the ratio between the
maximum value of the EMG power spectrum and the whole energy of the EMG power spectrum
[70]. The PSR is calculated as follows:
PSR =
P0
P
=
f0+n∑
i=f0−n
Pi
/
E2∑
i=E1
Pi, (2.9)
where P is the energy of the EMG power spectrum, which can lie within the range of E1 = 20
Hz and E2 = 500 Hz [72]. On the other hand, P0 is the energy near the maximum value of the
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EMG power spectrum, n is the integral limit, and f0 is the frequency with the maximum power
spectrum in a frequency bin of length M [70].
Peak Frequency (PSR) The peak frequency, is the frequency at which the maximum power
occurs [70]. The PKF is given by:
PKF = max(Pi) i = 1, . . . , M. (2.10)
2.7.4 Classification Methods
After features have been extracted, they need to be used as inputs to a classifier in order to be
mapped to new known gestures. This section reviews some of the common pattern recognition
classification methods used for the control of wearable devices.
2.7.4.1 Support Vector Machines
Support Vector Machines (SVM) are a powerful classification method for solving non-linear prob-
lems regarding pattern recognition. SVM uses separating hyperplanes to distinctly classify between
data points corresponding to different classes. To properly classify these data points while also
increasing the probability of correctly classifying new data, SVM tries to find the ideal separating
hyperplane that maximizes the distance between samples of different classes. This distance is also
known as the classification margin, and it is defined by the support vectors, i.e., data that are
closest to the hyperplane. However, because the support vectors are the most difficult data to
classify, the classification margin is tuned to allow for some violations.
Although SVM can be used to solve linear classification problems, most of the applications
involve non-linear classification problems. In other words, the vast majority of pattern recognition
applications involves data samples that are not linearly separable. Therefore, SVM solve this issue
by using kernel functions. These functions allow the data samples to be projected into a high
dimensional space, where data that have some sort of similarity between each other are grouped
together. This allows for a non-linear classification problem to be treated as a linear classification
problem. Commonly used kernel functions include the linear kernel, the polynomial kernel, and
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the Gaussian or radial basis function kernel [73].
SVM have been successfully used for many EMG applications including motion classification
for the control of wearable devices [68, 74]
2.7.4.2 Least Squares Support Vector Machines
The Least Squares Support Vector Machines (LS-SVM) classification algorithm proposed by Suykens
and Vandewalle [75] is a variation of the SVM classifier. It was introduced to solve one of the major
drawbacks of SVM, which is the high computational burden of its optimization problem. LS-SVM
solve this issue by approaching the optimization problem using equality instead of inequality con-
straints, and a sum of squared errors [76]. This reformulation allows the solutions of the SVM
classification problem to be obtained using a system of linear equations. Because of this, LS-SVM
constitute the basis algorithm for most user-independent classification problems.
2.7.4.3 Multilayer Perceptron Neural Networks
Previous research in the field of EMG pattern classification [77] has successfully implemented Ar-
tificial Neural Networks (ANN) as a classification algorithm due to its high generalization abilities
over large data sets that are not linearly separable. Multilayer perceptron (MLP) networks are a
type of feedforward network that consists of an input layer, one or multiple hidden layers, and an
output layer (Figure 2.4).
Training of a MLP network occurs through an iterative process that consists of two steps: the
forward propagation phase and the back propagation phase. During the forward phase, information
used as the input signal travels through the network layer by layer in a forward direction. The
output of each layer is given by an activation function, whose choice depends on the application.
Different activation functions exist, however the commonly used one for bilinear problems is the
sigmoid function [78], whereas for multiclass classification problems, the softmax function [79] is
employed. On the other hand, during the back propagation phase, the output of the network
travels from the output layer to the input layer, with the purpose of computing a set of weights
that minimizes the classification error. This is achieved by using different algorithms, with the
backpropagation algorithm being the most commonly used [80].
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Figure 2.4: MLP network model for multiple inputs and outputs.
2.8 User-Independent Classification Methods
In the previous section, the process of EMG pattern recognition was described. While the same
process is true for a user-independent EMG pattern recognition, the classification methods used
differ from the traditional ones. In the following sections some of these classification methods are
presented.
2.8.1 Particle Adaptive Classifier
The particle adaptive classifier (PAC) is an adaptive learning classification method based on LS-
SVM, and incremental learning. The concept of incremental learning consists of taking the support
vectors of a pretrained model and combining them with a new batch of incoming data. Then, a
new classification model is trained using these new data. However, this method will eventually
lead to a higher risk of misclassification due to the concept drift, which is caused by the change in
the data distribution every time a new model is trained [24].
Therefore, Huang et al. [23] proposed an alternative to this method that consisted of using a
new type of incremental learning that they called universal incremental learning. This new method
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consists of extracting a representative sample set from a pretrained LS-SVM model using clustering
algorithms such as the k nearest neighbours (kNN) [25]. Then, this representative sample set, also
known as the particle set, is used as the new predictive model used to train a new classifier. When
a new data sample is ready to be classified, the universal incremental learning compares how close
this data sample is to any of the samples in the particle set. These distances are measured in the
kernel space. If the distance between the sample and a particle is below a predefined threshold,
the particle set is updated by substituting the sample particle with the new data sample. Finally,
if the particle set was updated, a new predictive model is trained.
The advantage of the PAC method is that it is possible to avoid not only the concept drift,
but also the computational cost of training new predictive models. This is because the size of the
particle set used is small, which yields a reduced number of support vectors.
2.8.2 Adaptive LS-SVM
Another adaptive approach for a user-independent classification scenario is based on the work
proposed by Tomasi et al. [81]. This approach assumes that a database of pretrained LS-SVM
models exists, which can be used as the starting point to train a new predictive model for a new
user. To properly work, the adaptive LS-SVM requires the use of a calibration set, which is formed
whenever a new user performs a defined set of motions. Then, each of the pretrained models in
the database are used to classify the data obtained from the calibration phase. Because the user
performs the same motions used to train the pretrained models, it is assumed that at least the
new distribution of the data is close to at least one of the existing models.
The Adaptive LS-SVM proved to improve the classification performance of new data when used
in a user-independent scenario [81]. However, the main drawback of this method is that it relies
on the assumption that at least one previous model matches the new data distribution, which as
shown in [81], is not always the case.
2.8.3 Bilinear Models
Matsubara et al. [82] proposed a different user-independent classification method that consists
of using bilinear models (BM) to represent the EMG signal. They based their work on a similar
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Figure 2.5: Representation of the EMG symmetric model. The EMG signal can be represented
as a multidimensional array where each row K, which represents one EMG channel,
contains the same number of samples.
approach used for computer vision applications [83].
To implement their technique, they represented a multichannel EMG signal (Figure 2.5) using
a symmetric bilinear model, as follows:
ΨSC =
I∑
i=1
J∑
j=1
wijk · zSi · xCj , (2.11)
where ΨSCk represents the EMG signal of channel k, z
S ∈ RI and xC ∈ RJ indicate the parameters,
respectively, of the style (user-dependent factors) and content (motion-dependent factors) vectors.
Also, by denoting W ∈ RI×J as the parameter matrix of the bilinear model with entries wijk, each
channel k of ΨSC can be represented in a vectorized form, as follows:
ΨSCk = z
ST ·Wk · xC . (2.12)
By using the bilinear model representation, Matsubara et al. [82] were able to effectively classify
motion data using the content variables as a type of new feature inputs for a SVM classification
model. However, they found that this approach is heavily dependent on the setup of the EMG
collecting device. In this sense, if the EMG electrodes were not placed in the exact same location,
the classification performance would drop.
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2.9 Conclusion
This chapter reviewed the anatomy of the wrist, and some of the techniques used in its rehabil-
itation following a stroke episode. The different types of robot assistive rehabilitation devices as
well as their control methods were described. Finally, EMG pattern recognition and some of the
user-independent classification algorithms were reviewed. In the following chapter, an IMU and
EMG-based sensor fusion technique used in combination with these user-independent classification
methods will be explored.
Chapter 3
Data Collection and Processing
This chapter describes the procedure for EMG and IMU data collection and processing. The
following sections present a description of the equipment used, the experimental protocol, which
includes participant recruitment and data collection procedures, and signal processing methods
implemented to move forward to the development of a user-independent interface based on different
classification models. The code used in this section is shown in Appendices B.1 and B.2.
3.1 Equipment
3.1.1 The Myo Armband
The Myo Armband (Fig. 3.1), which is a gesture recognition band comprised of eight dry stainless
steel medical grade EMG sensors and one 9 degree-of-freedom (DOF) IMU, was used to collect data
during the trials. Each EMG sensor was sampled at a frequency of 200 Hz, and output an eight-bit
unitless integer value that ranges from -128 to 127 representing the level of activation of the muscle
being sensed. The 9 DOF IMU contains a three-axis accelerometer, a three-axis gyroscope, and a
three-axis magnetometer, each one sampled at a frequency of 50 Hz. Furthermore, six sixteen-bit
analog-to-digital converter (ADC) are used to digitize each axis of the accelerometer and gyroscope
elements of the IMU, while three thirteen-bit ADC are used for the magnetometer outputs [84].
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Figure 3.1: The Myo Armband showing the labels for each sensor. The IMU is located within
Sensor 4.
Figure 3.2: Custom data acquisition software developed. Figures on the left represent the panel
used to establish communication with the Myo Armband (top), and the experimental
setup panel (bottom). The figure on the right shows the data acquisition panel.
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3.1.2 Data Analysis Software
Data from the Myo Armband were streamed via Bluetooth 4.0 to a 3.40 GHz Intel CoreTM i7 PC
running Windows 10 with 8 GB memory RAM. To complete the collection of the data, a custom
data acquisition GUI (Fig. 3.2) was developed in MATLAB R2017b using the App Designer toolbox
and the Myo SDK MATLAB Mex Wrapper toolbox [85].
3.2 Participant Recruitment
Trials began following approval from the Human Research Ethics Board at Western University
(Appendix A.1). Participants were recruited via email advertisement over a period of 7 months
from October 2018 to April 2019. Only healthy subjects over the age of 18 years old, with no
previous injuries of the shoulder, elbow or wrist, nor neurological disorders, were considered for
the trials. These exclusion criteria were implemented because musculoskeletal or neurological
disorders in these joints could hinder the ability to perform the gestures at their full range of
motion.
3.3 Experimental Protocol
Following participant consent, data collection began at the Wearable Biomechatronics Laboratory
at Western University. Each participant provided information about their age, dominant hand,
sex, weight, height, waist circumference, wrist circumference, forearm circumference, arm length,
and any information about prior upper-limb injuries. Such information was collected as a standard
procedure because it may account for differences in biological signals that may be useful for future
studies. However, only a portion of this information was employed in this study. Table 3.1 shows
a summary of the participants’ information.
Table 3.1: Summary of participant information.
Sex
Dominant
Hand
Age
(yrs)
Weight (kg) Height (cm)
Wrist
Circumference (cm)
Forearm
Circumference (cm)
18 Male 22 Right
23.70 ± 3.92 71.30 ± 12.13 173.67 ± 10.51 16.42 ± 1.20 26.41 ± 2.81
6 Female 2 Left
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3.3.1 Myo Armband Placement
During the trials, each participant wore the Myo Armband on their dominant arm just bellow the
elbow joint (Fig. 3.3). To ensure consistency and avoid further variability in the EMG readings
during the data collection phase, the fourth sensor of the Myo Armband (Fig. 3.1) was positioned
above the Extensor Carpi Ulnaris muscle, which was located using palpation techniques. Therefore
and depending on the dominant arm, each remaining sensor of the Myo Armband was positioned
over the muscles described in Table 3.2, according to [86].
Table 3.2: Myo Armband sensor placement with respect to the forearm muscles depending on hand
dominance [86].
Sensor # Right Arm Muscles Left Arm Muscles
1 Flexor Carpi Ulnaris
Brachioradialis
Flexor Digitorum Superficialis
2
Anconeus Extensor Carpi Radialis Longus
Flexor Carpi Ulnaris
Extensor Carpi Radialis Brevis
Brachioradialis
3 Extensor Digiti Minimi
Extensor Digitorum
Extensor Pollicis Longus
4
Extensor Digitorum Extensor Digitorum
Extensor Carpi Ulnaris Extensor Carpi ulnaris
5
Extensor Digitorum
Extensor Digiti Minimi
Extensor Pollicis Longus
6
Extensor Carpi Radialis Longus Anconeus
Extensor Carpi Radialis Brevis
Flexor Carpi Ulnaris
Brachioradialis
7
Brachioradialis
Flexor Carpi Ulnaris
Flexor Digitorum Superficialis
8 Flexor Carpi Radialis Flexor Carpi Radialis
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Figure 3.3: Placement of the Myo Armband on the user’s dominant arm.
3.3.2 Gestures
After the initial setup, participants performed ten hand gestures, which included a set of six wrist
motions and four finger motions (Fig. 3.4). The order of each motion was randomized for each
participant. Prior to the data collection, participants were instructed to perform each gesture
at a moderate and repeatable force level, i.e., there was no restriction on the amount of force
exerted by each participant. For each gesture, ten consecutive repetitions were performed, and
each repetition was held for five seconds with three seconds of resting time between repetitions.
The completion of the ten repetitions of the ten gestures was defined as a trial. Each trial was
performed in four different arm positions (Fig. 3.5) to prevent degradation of the classification
algorithm during the pattern recognition step, since it has been proven that changing the arm
position affects the classification performance [87]. Finally, each trial was video recorded to review
the motions performed by the participant in case any abnormalities in the data were found during
the data analysis.
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
(f) (g) (h) (i) (j)
Figure 3.4: Wrist and finger motions that were recorded; a) Wrist Flexion (WF), b) Wrist Exten-
sion (WE), c) Wrist Pronation (WP), d) Wrist Supination (WS), e) Wrist Adduction
(WAd), f) Wrist Abduction (WAb), g) Hand Closed (HC), h) Hand Open (HO), i)
Precision Pinch (PP), j) Key Pinch (KP).
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 3.5: Arm positions used during data acquisition; a) forearm at full extension (0◦), b) fore-
arm flexed at 90◦, c) forearm flexed at 135◦, d) forearm at 90◦ flexion while externally
rotating the shoulder at 50◦.
3.4 Data Processing
Collected EMG data were filtered using a 60 Hz notch filter to remove power line interference,
and a 4th order high-pass Butterworth filter with a cut-off frequency of 20 Hz. Accelerometer and
gyroscope data were filtered using a 4th order Butterworth band-pass filter with cut-off frequencies
of 0.2 Hz and 15 Hz to remove the gross orientation effects [88]. A summary of the data collection
and processing is shown in Figure 3.6.
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Figure 3.6: Block diagram of the EMG and IMU data collection and processing. EMG and IMU
data collected from the Myo Armband were sent via Bluetooth to a PC running MAT-
LAB. Then, the data were preprocessed before proceeding to the data segmentation
step.
3.4.1 Signal Segmentation
The active region of the gesture, i.e., sections of the EMG and IMU data where the gesture motion
was being performed, was divided into segments using the following procedure. First, the active
area was computed by conditioning each EMG channel with the TKEO using Equation (2.1), and
then passed through a 4th order Butterworth low-pass filter with a 50 Hz cut-off frequency, before
it was finally rectified (Fig. 3.7), to improve the accuracy detection of the motion onset [65].
Then, the average absolute value of all the channels for each sample was computed using
Equation (3.1), resulting in the signal shown in Fig. 3.8a.
Ψavg =
1
n
n∑
i=1
|Ψi (t)| . (3.1)
In this equation, n is the number of channels and Ψi(t) represents the measure of sample t of the
sensor i. Finally, Ψavg was smoothed using Equation (3.2), with a window size W = 60, to obtain
its root mean square Ψrms (Fig. 3.8b).
Ψrms =
√√√√ 1
W
t+W−1∑
j=t
Ψ2avg (j). (3.2)
The motion onset and offset were obtained from Ψrms using a variation of the double threshold
technique proposed in [89]. The onset threshold was set to 20% of the average of all the peaks (local
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Figure 3.7: Sample data set showing a participant’s EMG signals after performing the WF gesture.
The first column contains the EMG signals of channels 1, 3, 5, and 7; the second column
contains the EMG signals of channels 2, 4, 6 and, 8. The EMG signal is represented
in green, and the conditioned EMG signal with TKEO is represented in blue.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.8: Averaged EMG signal (a) and smoothed EMG signal (b) of a WF gesture sample data
set. Motion onset and offset threshold are represented by the red and green lines,
respectively, in (b).
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maximas), whose values were above 10% of Ψrms global maxima. Then, the offset threshold was
set to 60% of the onset threshold. These percentages were determined experimentally. Afterwards,
the indices of Ψrms where the onset and offset occurred were taken and matched to every channel
of the EMG (Figure 3.9).
To avoid any false positives due to involuntary motions, data from the active region that was
less than 750 samples (3.75 seconds) was discarded. Furthermore, data longer than 1200 samples
(6 seconds) was truncated to 1000 samples (5 seconds as determined in the experimental protocol)
in case that the smoothed EMG signal failed to cross the offset threshold. In the event that the
double threshold technique failed to detect an active region, it was defined as the area between
samples 800 and 1650, which corresponds to the time frame when the participant was prompted
to perform the gesture. Using this technique, the active region of 72.51% of the data sets was
successfully detected.
To determine the onset and offset of the motion in the IMU data, the accelerometer and
gyroscopic data were upsampled from 50 Hz to 200 Hz using a cubic spline, so that the number of
Figure 3.9: Sample data set showing the active region of each EMG channel after performing the
WF gesture. The first column contains the EMG signal of channels 1, 3, 5, and 7; the
second column contains the EMG signal of channels 2, 4, 6 and, 8. The active region
of each EMG signal is within its corresponding black box.
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samples of these data were the same as the EMG data. Then, the previously obtained onset and
offset indices of the EMG were matched to the upsampled data.
Finally, each active segment was divided into overlapping windows of 250 ms with 50% overlap.
This was done following the recommendations of Englehart and Hudgins [71], who stated that the
maximum acceptable controller delay of upper-limb myoelectric devices should be 300 ms.
3.4.2 Feature Extraction
For both sensor modalities, time domain features were extracted from each window due to their
low complexity and the fact that they do not require any transformation into the frequency domain
[70], which reduces any extra computational resources. The following time domain features were
extracted:
 From each EMG channel: MAV, MAVS, WL, 4th order AR and ZC.
 From each axis of the IMU’s accelerometer and gyroscope: MAV and WL.
The result was a vector of 64 features ([4 features + 4 AR coefficients] × 8 channels) for
each window of the EMG data, and a vector of 12 features (2 features × 3 accelerometer axes
+ 2 features × 3 gyroscope axes) for each window of the IMU data. From these feature vectors,
two data sets were developed. The first one was formed by the 64 features extracted from each
window of the EMG data, and the second data set contained all 64 EMG features plus, the 12
extracted from the IMU data. In the case of the second data set, a feature-level fusion approach
was employed by concatenating each feature vector to form a single vector of 76 features. By using
this fusion level, correlated features can be detected better during the feature reduction phase [90].
A summary of the whole data collection process is shown in Figure 3.10.
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Figure 3.10: Summary of the data collection process.
3.4.3 Cross-Validation Sets
Before implementing the classification methods, five cross-validation folds were created from 22
participants using a 5-fold cross-validation method. Although data from a total of 24 participants
were collected, data from two participants (Subject 8 and Subject 21) had to be removed due to
an improper execution of the gestures during the data collection phase. This was identified from
the data and confirmed when watching the videos of the trials. Therefore, each cross-validation
fold was randomly formed, as follows:
 Cross-validation Fold 1 (CVF1): Subject 10 (S10), Subject 16 (S16), Subject 17 (S17), and
Subject 18 (S18).
 Cross-validation Fold 2 (CVF2): Subject 13 (S13), Subject 14 (S14), Subject 19 (S19),
Subject 22 (S22), and Subject 23 (S23).
 Cross-validation Fold 3 (CVF3): Subject 4 (S4), Subject 6 (S6), Subject 12 (S12), Subject
20 (S20), and Subject 24 (S24).
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 Cross-validation Fold 4 (CVF4): Subject 3 (S3), Subject 5 (S5), Subject 7 (S7), and Subject
25 (S25).
 Cross-validation Fold 5 (CVF5): Subject 2 (S2), Subject 9 (S9), Subject 11 (S11), and
Subject 15 (S15).
Then, training and testing of the classification methods occurred, as follows:
 Iteration 1 (Itr1): Trained on CVF2, CVF3, CVF4, and CVF5. Tested on CVF1.
 Iteration 2 (Itr2): Trained on CVF1, CVF3, CVF4, and CVF5. Tested on CVF2.
 Iteration 3 (Itr3): Trained on CVF1, CVF2, CVF4, and CVF5. Tested on CVF3.
 Iteration 4 (Itr4): Trained on CVF1, CVF2, CVF3, and CVF5. Tested on CVF4.
 Iteration 5 (Itr5): Trained on CVF1, CVF2, CVF3, and CVF4. Tested on CVF5.
3.5 Summary of Data Collection and Processing
This chapter described the methods of data collection and processing. An overview of the developed
data collection software was given as well as the methods used for detecting the active region of the
EMG and IMU signals. The methods employed for feature extraction on both sensor modalities,
following signal segmentation, were described. Finally, the cross-validation models created from
the 22 participants were explained. The next chapter will describe the implementation of four
classification methods used to classify the EMG, and EMG and IMU datasets described in this
chapter.
Chapter 4
Classification Methods
This chapter describes the implementation of four classification methods used on the EMG, and
EMG and IMU datasets. The methods used to implement the particle adaptive classifier (PAC),
the Adaptive LS-SVM, the Bilinear Model-based classifier, and the MLP networks classification
methods are described. Furthermore, a description of how each model was evaluated is provided
before moving towards the results and discussion chapter.
4.1 Classification Method: PAC
The first classification method that was explored was the Particle Adaptive Classifier (PAC), which
was proposed by Huang et al. [23], and described in Section 2.8.1. To classify the EMG, and EMG
and IMU datasets obtained in Chapter 3 using this classification method, code was developed in
MATLAB R2017b. This programming code is shown in Appendix B. In the following sections, the
procedure used to implement the PAC classification method during each of the cross-validation
iterations presented in Section 3.4.3, is described.
4.1.1 Feature Normalization and Feature Reduction
Following the feature extraction step described in Section 3.4.2, the features from the EMG, and
EMG and IMU datasets were standardized using the Z normalization, i.e., after normalization,
data had a mean equal to zero and a standard deviation equal to one. Then, these normalized
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features were scaled to the range of ±1 so that they had comparable range of values. Finally, these
scaled features were reduced using the principal component analysis (PCA) procedure to speed up
the learning process of the PAC classification method. A total of 17 principal components were
used so that at least 95% of the data’s variance was retained.
4.1.2 Calibration Phase
Once the data of the EMG, and EMG and IMU datasets were reduced using PCA, a calibration
phase was performed. The purpose of this calibration phase was to find a subject in the cross-
validation training set, whose data distribution was similar to that of a subject in the cross-
validation testing set. This calibration phase was implemented as described below.
First, a LS-SVM predictive model (PM) was created for each each subject in the cross-validation
training set (Figure 4.1a). Then, the data of each subject in the cross-validation testing set were
split in two subsets of data: the calibration data Xcal, and the test data Xtest (Figure 4.1b).
The calibration data were formed by two repetitions from each gesture in a random arm position
(twenty motions in total), whereas the test data were formed by the rest of the motions. The
reason for using two repetitions was because adaptive methods, like the PAC, require to be trained
with a small portion of data that includes all gestures [82]. The amount of time required to perform
these repetitions was equivalent to 2.6 minutes, which is less than the 2 hours used to collect all
of the data for each subject.
Furthermore, the test data were set aside so it could be used later during the evaluation of
the PAC classification method, as it was used to represent unseen data. On the other hand, the
calibration data were classified using each of the previously created PM (Figure 4.1c). After finding
the PM that performed best, the data from the subject in the cross-validation training set that
was used to create this PM was selected as the training dataset Xtrain (Figure 4.1d). This training
dataset was then used to build the PM of the subject in the cross-validation testing set, whose data
distribution was similar to that of the subject in the cross-validation training set. The process of
building this PM is described in the next section.
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Figure 4.1: Summary of the PAC calibration phase. The cross-validation training dataset, and the
cross-validation testing dataset represent the data from a single subject. a) Creating a
PM using the cross-validation training dataset. b) Splitting the cross-validation testing
dataset. c) Finding the best PM using the calibration data. d) Selecting the best PM
dataset as the training data.
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4.1.3 The Representative Sample Set
To create a new PM for a new subject in the cross-validation testing set, a subset of the data
from Xtrain obtained in the previous section, was extracted. This subset of data, known as the
representative sample set (RSS), served two purposes. The first one was to allow for a high
efficiency training of the new PM by reducing its training time, while also keeping a similar
classification performance [23]. The second purpose was to allow the update of the PM during the
adaptive phase of the PAC classification method, in a simple manner.
To build the RSS, each training sample in the training set was divided into groups according
to its labeled class. Then within each group, samples were split into clusters based on the kernel
distance and the K-Medoids clustering algorithm developed in [91]. The kernel distance ([92, 93])
between two samples, xi and xj , is defined as follows:
d(φ(xi), φ(xj)) = ‖φ(xi)− φ(xj)‖ =
√
K(xi, xi) +K(xj , xj)− 2K(xi, xj), (4.1)
where φ(·) represents the non-linear function that maps the samples to a high dimensional Hilbert
space1, and K(·) is the kernel function. To compute the kernel distance, the radial basis function
(RBF) kernel was employed.
K(xi, xj) = exp(−γ‖xi − xj‖2), (4.2)
where γ is the kernel parameter. For this application, a value of γ = 0.5 was used, which was
determined by using the grid search method during the hyperparameter optimization step [94].
This occurred when the PM from the best subject in the cross-validation training set was created
during the calibration phase (Figure 4.1a). From Equation (4.2), Equation (4.1) was simplified as:
d(φ(xi), φ(xj)) =
√
2− 2K(xi, xj). (4.3)
After dividing the training set, p percent of the samples from each cluster, which were obtained
after using the previously mentioned K-Medoids algorithm, were selected as the representative
1The Hilbert space is an infinite dimensional inner product space, in which kernels can be represented as norm-
based distances [92].
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particles (RP) to form the RSS. For this application, a value of 10 and 23 were chosen for the
number of clusters and the percentage p, respectively, following the recommendations in [23].
Finally, a new LS-SVM PM was created using the RSS as the training data, a regularization term2
C = 2 and a RBF with the kernel parameter γ = 0.5. These parameters were obtained after
performing a grid search during the training step of the PM.
4.1.4 The Representative Particles Attractive Zone
Once the new PM and the RSS were created, an attractive zone around the RP had to be defined.
The attractive zone was necessary to decide which RP had to be replaced. This was done to avoid
the SVM concept drift, which is the change in the data distribution over time, that happens on
every adaptive learning classifier. Therefore, the attractive zone of each RP in the RSS was defined
following three principles, as follow:
a) For a new sample xN , the closest RP had the same class label.
b) The distance between the new sample xN and the closest RP was small.
c) If the closest RP to the new sample xN had not been replaced in a certain amount of time,
then the RP was more likely to be replaced.
The above conditions were implemented using the following procedure: First, each sample xN
in Xcal, which was created in Section 4.1.2 (Figure 4.1a), was classified using the PM obtained in
the previous section. Then, the nearest RP was found using the kernel distance function shown in
Equation (4.3), as follows:
idx = argmin{exp(t/λ) ·KDr,c}, (4.4)
where idx is the index of the closest RP to xN , λ is the factor controlling the age of the RP, t
is a vector that contains the age of each RP, and KDr,c is a matrix that contains the distances
of each sample xN (represented by the rows r) to each RP (represented by the columns c) in
the RSS. Finally, if the distance of the sample xN was above a certain threshold dTh, the RP
2The definition of the LS-SVM regularization term C, and its derivation is explained in Appendix C.1.
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in RSS was replaced by xN using the universal incremental learning algorithm developed in [23].
Equation (4.5) was applied to determine if the new sample xN was within the attractive zone
of the nearest RP, using the values of 0.99 and 105 for dTh and λ, respectively, as following the
recommendations in [23].
D = dTh − [exp(tidx/λ) ·KDr,idx]

> 0 replace RPidx with xN
≤ 0 ignore xN .
(4.5)
The subscript idx in Equation (4.5) indicates the index of the variable. Finally, depending on
the results of Equation (4.5), the vector t in the index position idx was increased if the new sample
xN was ignored, or reset to zero if the RP in the index position idx was replaced.
A summary of the general learning process of the PAC classification method presented in this
section, and in the previous one, is shown in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2: Learning process of the PAC classification method. a) Creating the RSS, and training
a PM. b) Updating the RSS and the PM using the attractive zone and incremental
learning, respectively. Samples from the calibration data are predicted one at a time.
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4.1.5 PAC Evaluation
After creating a PM for a user in the cross-validation testing set using the PAC classification
method, the classification performance of the PM, obtained after iterating through each sample in
Xcal (Figure 4.2b), was evaluated using the testing data Xtest (Figure 4.3). The PAC classification
method was repeated for each user in the cross-validation testing set, and for each cross-validation
iteration described in Section 3.4.3. Furthermore, a new set of 7 gestures, which was created by
removing the WAd, WAb and the PP gestures EMG, and EMG and IMU data from the datasets,
were also analyzed using the PAC algorithm. This was done to further optimize the classification
algorithm [95] by removing the gestures whose motions were controlled by the same muscles, e.g.,
the Extensor Carpi Radialis Longus and the Extensor Carpi Radialis Brevis controlling both the
Wrist Extension and the Wrist Adduction motions [96]. The results from the analysis of both,
the 10 and 7 gesture sets using the EMG, and EMG and IMU sensor modalities are discussed in
Chapter 5.
Prediction
PM
Test Data
Performance
Test Labels
Figure 4.3: Evaluation of the classification performance of the PAC classification method.
4.2 Classification Method: Adaptive LS-SVM
Following the classification of the EMG, and EMG and IMU datasets using the PAC classification
algorithm, the next classification method explored was the Adaptive LS-SVM. This method, in-
troduced in Section 2.8.2, was first proposed by Tommasi et al. [81] as an approach towards an
EMG user-independent classification scenario. In this work, the Adaptive LS-SVM classification
method was implemented to classify the EMG dataset, and then adapted to classify the EMG and
IMU dataset. To implement the Adaptive LS-SVM, code was developed in MATLAB R2017b.
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This code can be found in Appendix B. The following sections3 describe the procedure used to
implement the Adaptive LS-SVM classification method.
4.2.1 Calibration Phase
Similarly to the PAC classification method, features from the EMG, and the EMG and IMU
datasets were standardized, scaled, and reduced using the same procedure explained in Sec-
tion 4.1.1, before implementing the Adaptive LS-SVM classification model. Then, a calibration
phase was included in which a LS-SVM PM was created for each subject in the cross-validation
training set (Figure 4.4a). Furthermore, the data from each subject in the cross-validation testing
set were split in two subsets of data: the calibration data Xcal, and the test data Xtest. As with
the PAC calibration phase, two repetitions from each gesture in a random arm position were used
to form Xcal. In the same way, all of the remaining gestures, i.e., gestures that were not part of
the calibration set, formed the testing set Xtest (Figure 4.4b). Finally, Xcal was used to find a
new PM model using the Adaptive LS-SVM classification method. On the other hand, Xtest was
set aside so it could be used to asses the classification performance of the Adaptive LS-SVM PM.
The process of implementing the Adaptive LS-SVM to build a PM is explained in the following
sections.
4.2.2 The Leave-One-Out Prediction
To effectively apply the Adaptive LS-SVM classification method, a closed form solution for the
leave-one-out prediction Y˜N , which is the prediction of a sample N when removed from a training
set, was implemented. To find the close form solution, the system of linear equations shown in
Equation (4.6), which represents the Adaptive LS-SVM formulation4, was used a starting point,
as follows:
3In the following sections, unless otherwise stated, a matrix is denoted with a capital letter. Further, when
only one subscript is present, it indicates a specific column of the matrix, e.g., Aij represent a matrix A with the
subscripts (i, j) indicating its row and column, respectively. On the other hand Ai is the same matrix A with the
subscript i indicating the ith column.
4A thorough explanation of the mathematical derivations of the Adaptive LS-SVM formulation is given in Ap-
pendix C.2.
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Figure 4.4: Summary of the Adaptive LS-SVM calibration phase. The cross-validation training
dataset, and the cross-validation testing dataset represent the data from a single sub-
ject. a) Creating a PM using the cross-validation training dataset. b) Splitting the
cross-validation testing dataset into Xcal and Xtest.
K + IC ~1
~1T 0
 ·
AT
~bT
 =
Y T − βYˆ T
0
 , (4.6)
where ~1 represents a vector5 of 1’s, I is the identity matrix, C is the LS-SVM regularization param-
eter, and K is the kernel matrix with entries Ki,j = K(xi, xj) = 〈φ(xi), φ(xj)〉, being K(xi, xj) the
kernel function. Moreover, the coefficient β represents the scaling factor that weighs a pretrained
PM. Furthermore, the matrices Y, Yˆ , and A ∈ RG×I , and ~b ∈ RG×1. Here, I is the number of
training samples, and G represents the number of motion labels (classes). Each row of the matrix
A, and each element in ~b holds the α’s (the LS-SVM support vectors), and the corresponding bias
term of each G class, respectively. Similarly, Y and Yˆ are the matrices containing the labels of
each sample, and the prediction of each sample using a previous model, respectively, of Xcal. Each
column of Y and Yˆ represents a vector with all of the elements equal to -1 except for the gth
element, which is equal to 1 and indicates the corresponding class and the predicted class label,
respectively, of sample i in Xcal.
Denoting the first matrix to the left in Equation (4.6) as M , A and ~b were obtained as follows:
5In this work, unless otherwise stated, a vector is defined as a column vector.
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AT
~bT
 = P ·
Y T − βYˆ T
0
 . (4.7)
Afterward, the matrix P , which is the inverse of the matrix M , was efficiently computed using
the Cholesky factorization [97] and the inverse matrix block lemma using the procedure described
bellow.
First, the matrix M was divided into four submatrices, as follows:
M =
MA MB
MC MD
 , (4.8)
where the matrices MA, MB, MC , and MD are defined as follows:
MA =
[
K + IC
]
(4.9)
MB =
[
~1
]
(4.10)
MC =
[
~1T
]
(4.11)
MD = 0. (4.12)
Then, matrix MA was computed using Xcal with a regularization term C = 2, and a RBF
kernel with parameter γ = 0.5, being used to form the kernel matrix K. These parameters were
the same ones used to train the PMs during the calibration phase described in section Section 4.2.1.
Furthermore, given that the matrix MA was positive definite, i.e., it was a symmetric matrix with
all its eigenvalues being positive, the Cholesky method was used to factorize the matrix into a
lower triangular matrix L that satisfied the following equation:
MA = L · LT . (4.13)
Matrix L was then used to efficiently compute the inverse of matrix MA using Equation (4.14):
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M−1A = L
−T · L−1, (4.14)
where L−T is the transpose of the inverse of matrix L. Using M−1A , matrix P was then given by
the following equation:
P =
M−1A +M−1A ·MB · S−1MA ·MC ·M−1A −M−1A ·MB · S−1MA
S−1MA ·MC ·M−1A S−1MA
 , (4.15)
where SMA = −MC · M−1A · MB is the Schur complement of MA. Finally, following the same
procedure as in [98], and noting that the order in which the training samples are presented in
Equation (4.6), does not affect the prediction outcomes, the closed form solution for the leave-
one-out prediction Y˜i on sample i when removed from the training set was given by the following
equation:
Y˜i = Yi − Ai
Pii
. (4.16)
Having A = A′ − βA′′, the leave-one-out prediction was then represented as follows:
Y˜i = Yi − A
′
i
Pii
+ β
A′′i
Pii
. (4.17)
4.2.3 Adaptive LS-SVM From Multiple Subjects
Having found the closed form of the leave-one-out prediction shown in Equation (4.17), it was
then modified to discriminate between G classes while also including information from previous K
models, as follows:
Y˜i = Yi − A
′
i
Pii
+
K∑
k=1
~β(k)
A
′′(k)
i
Pii
∀k = 1, . . . ,K, (4.18)
where ~β was the vector containing all parameters β from previous K models, and A′ and A′′(k)
were given by the equations:
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[A′, b′] = [Y, 0] · P T (4.19)
[A′′(k), b′′(k)] = [Yˆ (k), 0] · P T . (4.20)
To find the optimal parameters of ~β, Equation (4.21) [81] was used, as follows:
min
~β
N∑
i=1
`(Yi, Y˜i)
s.t. ‖~β‖ ≤ 1,
~β(k) ≥ 0 k = 1, . . . ,K,
(4.21)
where `(·) is the convex multiclass loss function [81] defined as the following:
`(Yi, Y˜i) = max{1− Y˜g,i + max
g∗ 6=g
{Y˜g∗,i}, 0} ∀i = 1, . . . , N, (4.22)
where Y˜ was computed using Equation (4.18), and Y is the matrix that contains all of the label
samples of the calibration set. Moreover, the subscript g indicates the row where the matrix Y is
equal to 1. The loss of Equation (4.22) is equal to zero when the confidence value of the predicted
class of sample i is greater than at least 1 over the confidence value assigned to the rest of the
classes for the same sample.
The optimization problem in Equation (4.21) was solved using a projected sub-gradient descent
algorithm as in [81]. To do so, the matrices A′ and A′′(k) were computed using Equations (4.19)
and (4.20) respectively. Convergence was achieved when the norm of Equation (4.22) in the current
update iteration was less than at least 0.05 over its norm in the previous update iteration.
Having found the optimal values of ~β, the parameter A in Equation (4.6) was found using
matrices A′ and A′′ in the following equation:
A = A′ −
K∑
k=1
~β(k) ·A′′(k). (4.23)
Finally, using the matrix A, and the bias term b′ from Equation (4.19), the prediction Ytest on
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Figure 4.5: Learning process of the Adaptive LS-SVM classification method. a) Optimization of
the parameters β during each iteration of the projected sub-gradient descent loop.
b) Evaluation of the classification performance of the Adaptive LS-SVM classification
method on the test data.
a new sample i from the testing set was computed using a one-vs.-all approach as follows:
Ytest = argmax{wtest + b′}, (4.24)
where wtest was given by the following equation:
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wtest = A · [K(Xcal, Xtest)]T , (4.25)
being K(·) the RBF kernel function between the calibration set and the new sample from the testing
set. Here, a value for parameter γ of 0.5 was used. A summary of the training and evaluation
process of the Adaptive LS-SVM classification method is given in Figure 4.5.
4.2.4 Adaptive LS-SVM Evaluation
Similar to the PAC classification method, the classification performance of the Adaptive LS-SVM
was evaluated for each user in the cross-validation testing set during each of the cross-validation
iterations described in Section 3.4.3. Furthermore, the same subset of 7 gestures from Section 4.1.5
was used to evaluate this method. The results of these analyses are discussed in Chapter 5.
4.3 Classification Method: Bilinear Model-based Classification
After evaluation the Adaptive LS-SVM, the third classification method explored was the bilinear
model-based classification method. This method, which was described in Section 2.8.3, was pro-
posed by Matsubara et al. [82] to represent EMG signals in the form of bilinear models. Then,
the bilinear EMG model was classified using conventional classification algorithms. In this work,
this concept was further expanded to be applied to a dataset composed of EMG and IMU signals.
The implementation of this approach is presented in the following sections.
4.3.1 Bilinear Model-based Classification: Datasets
To properly build a user-independent classification model based on bilinear models, data acquired
from both sensor modalities (EMG and IMU) had to be extracted from a fixed active region. This
was done so that each motion class G had the same number of samples N to comply with the
symmetric model in Equation (2.11). To do so, the indices of the onset and offset of the motion
were manually selected for the EMG signal. Then, following a similar procedure as in Section 3.4.1
the onset and offset of the motion for the IMU’s accelerometer and gyroscope were determined.
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Finally, features were calculated from these active regions using the same procedure described in
Chapter 3.
4.3.2 Bilinear Model Learning
Using the datasets obtained in the previous section, a bilinear model of each EMG signal of
each subject in the cross-validation training sets (Section 3.4.3) was created using the procedure
described bellow.
First, the EMG data from each subject in the cross-validation training set were divided into
style6 (S) and content (C) variables [82], which represented the user-dependent factors and the
motion dependent factors respectively. To do so, the symmetric K-dimensional EMG signal model
in Equation (2.12) was stacked into a single FK × C matrix, so that standard matrix operations
could be applied, as in Equation (4.26):
Y¯ S =

F 11
...
FK1
F 12
...
FKx

, (4.26)
where Y¯ S represents the symmetric model of the EMG signal of a subject (style variable), and FKx
indicates the feature x computed for channel K. Further, FKx was given by the following equation:
FKx =
[
C11 . . . C
1
N C
2
1 . . . C
G
N
]
, (4.27)
where C ∈ R1×NG, with N being the number of samples in motion G. By repeating this procedure
for each subject in the cross-validation training set, a matrix Y¯ was constructed by stacking each
matrix Y¯ S on top of each other, as follows:
6In this work, the decision of using the word style instead of the word subject, was to follow the naming convention
of the bilinear models presented in [83].
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Y¯ =

Y¯ 1
Y¯ 2
...
Y¯ S

. (4.28)
Here, Y¯ ∈ RFS×C . Moreover, the weight matrix W in Equation (2.12) was defined as the
stacked FI × J matrix (Equation (4.29)) consisting on the K-dimensional weights wij from Equa-
tion (2.11), with each dimension K containing F number of features.
W =

w1,1 . . . w1,J
...
. . .
...
wI,1 . . . wI,J
 . (4.29)
With these definitions, Equation (2.12) was rewritten into two equivalent matrix forms [83]:
Y¯ =
[
W V T · Z]V T ·X, (4.30)
Y¯ V T = [W ·X]V T · Z, (4.31)
where Z ∈ RI×S and X ∈ RJ×C are the matrices containing the style, and content parameter
vectors respectively. Furthermore, {·}V T indicates the vector transpose [83], defined as:

a
b

g
h

c
d

i
j

e
f

k
l


V T
=

a
b

c
d

e
f

g
h

i
j

k
l


. (4.32)
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Finally, using Equations (4.30) and (4.31), Z and X were iteratively derived using the steps
described in [83], using I = 2 and J = 3 as recommended in [82]. Having found the optimal
values for the content matrix X, a pairwise dataset
{
X(c), l(c)
}
was created, where l(c) indicates
the motion label g = 1 . . . G of the corresponding column X(c). This pairwise dataset was then
used to train a NN model, which was created by using the TensorFlow [99] library for Python
[100].
The NN architecture consisted of the input layer, two hidden layers, and the output layer.
Moreover, the two hidden layers consisted of 50, and 20 nodes respectively. After each hidden layer,
a dropout regularization layer, with a dropout rate of 20%, was included to prevent overfitting
[101]. Furthermore, a batch normalization layer was added after the first dropout layer to reduce
the covariance shift, i.e., change in distribution of the layer’s input data during training [102]. To
compute the outputs of each hidden layer, a rectified linear unit (ReLU) activation function was
used. Similarly, a “softmax” activation function was used to compute the output of the output
layer.
Before training the NN, each row of the content matrix X was standardized to have a mean
of 0 and a standard deviation equal to 1. Then, the NN model was finally trained over 300
iterations with an Adam optimizer. This optimizer was configured to have a learning rate of 0.001,
and a decay value of 1e−6 to speed the learning process. These parameters were determined
experimentally. A summary of the NN structure is shown in Figure 4.6.
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Figure 4.6: Architecture of the NN used to train the bilinear model-based classifier. The hidden
layer is represented by the bar with numbered circles inside. Each numbered circle
represents a node of the hidden layer.
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Figure 4.7: Bilinear model learning process. The PM represents a NN model trained using the
content matrix X. a) Learning a bilinear EMG model. b) Fusing the content matrix X
with the averaged IMU features.
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In order to explore the effects of the IMU for classifying gestures using the bilinear models, the
content matrix X, was fused with the IMU features obtained in Section 3.4.2. However, because
these features belonged to multiple users, the average of these features across all subjects in the
cross-validation training set was employed (e.g., the WL feature computed for the acceleration
data in the x direction was averaged across all subjects). Then, a different NN model was trained
using this information and the same parameters used for the EMG NN model. A summary of the
process described in this section, and in Section 4.3.1 is shown in Figure 4.7.
4.3.3 Calibration Phase
Similarly to the previously evaluated classification models, the bilinear model-based classification
method required the use of a calibration phase. However, the main difference was that this cal-
ibration phase required a calibration set formed only by one repetition of only one motion. The
reason behind this was because only one motion is required to estimate the style matrix Z of a
new user. Therefore, for each user in the cross-validation testing set, one random repetition of the
wrist flexion gesture in a random arm position was used to calibrate the bilinear model. Then,
using the content variables, which were computed in Section 4.3.2, for the wrist flexion gesture,
the subject user-dependent factors Zn were computed using Equation (4.33):
Zn =
[[
W ·Xg
]V T ]+ · Y¯ V Tg , (4.33)
where {·}+ indicates the Moore–Penrose pseudoinverse matrix, and Xg and Y¯g represent, respec-
tively, the content variables and the new input data of motion g used to calibrate the model.
Finally, using the new style content variable Zn, the content variables Xn for new observations
Y¯n of motion n were obtained using Equation (4.34):
Xn =
[[
W V T · Zn
]V T ]+ · Y¯n. (4.34)
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4.3.4 Bilinear Model Evaluation
As with the previous classification methods, the bilinear model-based classification method using
NN was applied to the 10 gesture dataset from Section 3.3.2 to observe its performance. To
do so, programming code was implemented in Python 3.6 (Appendix D). Moreover, this same
classification method was equally applied to the 7 gesture dataset created in Section 4.1.5. The
steps described in this section were used to condition the data from the EMG, and the EMG and
IMU datasets from the 7 gestures. The results of this analysis are described in Chapter 5.
4.4 Classification Method: MLP Neural Networks
The final classification method implemented was based on MLP networks, which were described in
Section 2.7.4.3. Here, the EMG, and EMG and IMU datasets obtained from the Myo Armband in
Chapter 3 were used to train the MLP network. Further, to observe the effects in the classification
outcomes, the results from the classifier using EMG data only were compared against the results
obtained from the classifier using a combination of both EMG and IMU data.
4.4.1 MLP Dataset
The MLP networks datasets consisted of both the EMG, and EMG and IMU datasets obtained
in Chapter 3. For each cross-validation iteration in Section 3.4.3, each subject’s EMG data in the
training set were combined into a single dataset in order to be trained using the MLP networks,
as shown in Figure 4.8. This procedure was repeated for the combined EMG and IMU dataset for
further comparison.
4.4.2 MLP Learning
For this application, a stochastic gradient descent (SGD) learning algorithm was employed during
the backpropagation step. Using this learning method, which is also known as online learning
[103], the weights of the network were updated for each training sample after each epoch, i.e., for
each individual training sample, its weight was updated after a full forward–backward propagation
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Figure 4.8: Procedure used to create the MLP dataset. Data from each subject in the cross-
validation training set were combined, and then split in two data subsets: the training
data, and the cross-validation data.
phase. Further, the MLP network was trained in RStudio [104] with the RSNNS package [105]
software (Appendix E) following the procedure described below.
First, the data, and the data labels were standardized to have a mean of 0 and a standard
deviation equal to 1. Moreover, the mean and standard deviation parameters were saved to
reconstruct the original labels after training the network. Then, the original data were split into
two sub-datasets, the training and cross-validation set, each one formed of 80% and 20% of the
original data, respectively Figure 4.8. To determine the architecture of the MLP network, as well
as the learning parameters, the cross-validation set was used to observe the efficiency of the model
for classifying 10 gestures. The choice of implementing a cross-validation set was to evaluate the
neural network model on its ability to generalize to an unseen dataset. By doing so, it was possible
to keep a low bias, which is the model’s ability to obtain an output closer to the ground truth
label with small errors, and a reasonable high variance. Moreover, the cross-validation set allows
for an optimal bias-variance tradeoff, thus preventing an overfitted model [106]. Figure 4.9 shows
a summary of this procedure.
Having found the PM that performed best in the cross-validation set, the MLP network was
created using an architecture that consisted of the input layer, three hidden layers, and the output
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Figure 4.9: MLP network learning. a) Training a PM using MLP networks. b) Testing the PM on
the cross-validation data. The steps in a), and b) were repeated until the PM achieved
a high classification performance on the cross-validation dataset.
layer. The three hidden layers contained 300, 200, and 100 nodes, respectively. Training of the
network took an average of 4 hours. This architecture is shown in Figure 4.10.
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Figure 4.10: Architecture of the MLP network. The hidden layer is represented by the bar with
numbered circles inside. Each numbered circle represent a node of the hidden layer.
Table 4.1 show the parameters used as the input for the RSNNS MLP function. Here the
“initFunction”, is the initialization function that randomized the networks weights in a range of
values between −3 and 3. This was done to break symmetry of the network, i.e., each neuron in
the network was updated with a different value, thus allowing for a better accuracy of the training
model. Furthermore, the “learnFunc” parameter, which stands for learning function, allowed the
network to be trained using the SGD learning algorithm as explained before. Here, the learning
rate of the gradient algorithm was set to 0.2. Finally, the update function “Topological Order”
computed the outputs of the units during the forward propagation phase in a topological order,
i.e., starting with the input layer, the network computed the output of each unit before moving
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on to the next layer.
Table 4.1: RSNNS MLP network parameters.
Name Value Parameters
initFunc “Randomize Weights” -0.3, 0.3
learnFunc “BackpropMomentum” 0.2, 0
updateFunc “Topological Order” 0
For this application, a logistic activation function, was employed for the input and the three
hidden layers, whereas for the output layer, the identity or linear function was utilized, i.e., the
output value of the output layer was equal to the output of the previous layer (Figure 4.10). The
choice of a linear function in the output layer was due to the label values not being integer numbers.
Furthermore, the use of this linear activation function allowed for the output layer to have 1 node
only. Finally, the output of the network was unscaled using the previously obtained mean and
standard deviation parameters from the training set. However, because the values of the unscaled
labels were not integer numbers, a function was employed to round them to the nearest integer so
that they lay within the range 1 ≤ output label ≤ 10.
4.4.3 MLP Network Evaluation
Once the MLP network finished training using the best network parameters, it was tested in the 10
gesture dataset from Section 3.3.2 to observe its performance. Moreover, this same classification
method was equally applied to the 7 gesture dataset created in Section 4.1.5. To do so, the steps
described in this section were used to condition the data from the EMG, and the EMG and IMU
datasets from the 7 gestures. The results of this analysis are described in Chapter 5.
Chapter 5
Results and Discussion
This chapter describes the results of the four classification methods described in Sections 4.1
to 4.4 when applied in a user-independent scenario. First, each classification method was utilized
to classify data from the 10 gestures described in Section 3.3.2. These data were obtained using
two different sensor modalities: EMG, and EMG and IMU. Furthermore, this methodology was
applied to an optimized gesture set that was created by removing the sensor data from gestures for
which their motion was controlled by the same group of muscles, i.e., gestures showing the same
motion patterns because their EMG signals were generated from the same muscles, as indicated
in Section 4.1.5.
Since one of the preliminary goals indicated in Section 1.3 was to observe the efficacy of the
Myo Armband when classifying gestures using the information of the IMU, a statistical analysis
was performed on the classified data to compare the performance of the two sensor modalities in
each of the classification methods. Finally, the results from the best sensor modality from each
classification method were also compared against each other to determine which of the classification
method works best for the Myo Armband during a user-independent gesture classification scenario.
5.1 PAC Classification
This section describes the classification results of the datasets of 10 and 7 gestures using the PAC
classification algorithm described in Section 4.1. For each gesture dataset, features extracted from
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the EMG were classified first using this method. Then, the IMU features were combined with the
EMG feature sets for further classification.
5.1.1 PAC: 10 Gesture Classification
As mentioned in Chapter 4, for each cross-validation iteration described in Section 3.4.3, a LS-
SVM model was created for each subject in the cross-validation training set. Then, each subject
in the cross-validation testing set was tested using the PAC classification method. This procedure
was repeated for both the EMG, and the EMG and IMU datasets.
Classification results from each cross-validation iteration defined in Section 3.4.3 using the PAC
classification method are presented in Table 5.1. Further, Figure 5.1 shows the confusion matrices
for the twenty-two testing subjects when classifying the 10 gestures in a user-independent scenario
using EMG data only (Figure 5.1a), and a combination of EMG and IMU data (Figure 5.1b).
Each column of each confusion matrix represents the instances in a predicted class, while each
row represents the instances in an actual class. For EMG data only, classification accuracies using
the PAC classification algorithm ranged from 18.37–50.41% with a mean classification accuracy
of 33.11%(±8.88%), whereas for the combined EMG and IMU sensor modality, accuracies ranged
from 12.49–44.29% with a mean accuracy of 29.98%(±8.81).
For each gesture, the precision and recall scores were also calculated. The former evaluates
the performance of the model on the positive class or, in other words, it highlights the ability
of the classification model to return only relevant data, i.e., it shows which classified gestures
actually belong to a specific class. On the other hand, the recall value represents the rate of the
true positives (the correctly classified samples) of a specific class when compared against the false
negatives, which are the samples that were incorrectly classified as a different class. Therefore,
the precision and recall scores for each classified gesture using EMG data only, and EMG and
IMU data combined, were calculated from the confusion matrix in Figure 5.1a, and in Figure 5.1b,
respectively.
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Table 5.1: Classification accuracies of 10 gestures for each cross-validation iteration set using the
PAC classification method. The best classification result for each subject within each
cross-validation iteration testing set is shown in bold.
Cross-Validation Iteration Classification Accuracy (%)
Training Set Testing Set EMG EMG + IMU
CVF2, CVF3,
CVF4, CVF5
S10 36.40 39.50
S16 18.41 21.76
S17 50.41 39.32
S18 44.15 24.49
CVF1, CVF3,
CVF4, CVF5
S13 31.03 33.25
S14 42.23 27.90
S19 35.86 29.66
S22 31.59 30.31
S23 45.48 41.51
CVF1, CVF2,
CVF4, CVF5
S4 43.07 44.29
S6 32.87 37.85
S12 28.20 21.70
S20 36.97 29.11
S24 18.37 12.49
CVF1, CVF2,
CVF3, CVF5
S3 36.53 29.86
S5 34.30 39.35
S7 23.67 30.21
S25 33.26 21.93
CVF1, CVF2,
CVF3, CVF4
S2 35.02 41.44
S9 26.81 22.35
S11 23.83 15.65
S15 20.02 25.76
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Figure 5.1: PAC confusion matrix of the 10 gestures collected using EMG data only (a), and
EMG and IMU data (b) from all testing subjects. The last two rows of each confusion
matrix represent the precision score percentages and the false positive rate percentages
(the cumulative number of false positives) of each class, in the top and bottom row,
respectively. Similarly, the last two columns represent the recall score percentages and
the false negative rate percentages (the cumulative number of false negatives) of each
class, in the left and right column, respectively.
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For all of the gestures, the lowest precision score among the twenty-two subjects when using
EMG data only, was for the Wrist Pronation gesture with an overall precision of 21.7%, and the
highest precision was for the Wrist Flexion gesture with an overall precision of 56.6%. On the
other hand, the lowest recall scores were for the Wrist Pronation and the Hand Open gestures
with overall scores of 20.2% and 20.6%, respectively. The highest recall score was for the Wrist
Flexion gesture with an overall score of 63.1%. Furthermore, the lowest precision score among
the twenty-two subjects when using both modalities was for the Precision Pinch gesture with an
overall precision of 18.3%, and the highest precision score was for the Wrist Flexion gesture with
an overall precision of 49.8%. At the same time, the lowest recall score was for the Precision Pinch
gesture with a value of 18%, whereas the highest score was for the Wrist Flexion gesture with a
score of 60.4%.
Even though the overall classification accuracies from both sensor modalities were above chance
(10%), these accuracies were lower than the lowest accuracy reported in the literature for user-
independent pattern recognition applications (73%) [82]. Therefore, the classification algorithm
was further optimized by removing some gestures from the gesture dataset. The next section
describes the classification performance using a 7 gesture dataset in an attempt to improve the
outcomes of the PAC classification method.
5.1.2 PAC: 7 Gesture Classification
After reducing the number of gestures in the gesture dataset by removing the EMG and the
IMU information from the removed gestures, a new LS-SVM classifier was created. The PAC
classification method was then applied to the cross-validation sets following the same procedure
described in the previous section.
The new classification results from each cross-validation iteration using the PAC classification
method in the 7 gesture dataset are presented in Table 5.2. Figure 5.2 shows the confusion matrices
for the twenty-two testing subjects when classifying the new 7 gestures in a user-independent sce-
nario using EMG data only (Figure 5.2a), and a combination of EMG and IMU data (Figure 5.2b).
For EMG data only, classification accuracies using the PAC classification algorithm ranged from
31.72–60.38% with a mean classification accuracy of 45.59%(±7.05%), whereas for the combined
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EMG and IMU sensor modality, accuracies ranged from 23.88–57.50% with a mean accuracy of
42.58%(±10.35).
Table 5.2: Classification accuracies of 7 gestures for each cross-validation iteration set using PAC
classification method. The best classification result for each subject within each cross-
validation iteration testing set is shown in bold.
Cross-Validation Iteration Classification Accuracy (%)
Training Set Testing Set EMG EMG + IMU
CVF2, CVF3,
CVF4, CVF5
S10 48.34 55.97
S16 31.72 30.92
S17 48.43 54.15
S18 51.49 34.50
CVF1, CVF3,
CVF4, CVF5
S13 53.22 52.68
S14 45.67 33.67
S19 35.88 57.50
S22 49.19 39.62
S23 60.38 48.06
CVF1, CVF2,
CVF4, CVF5
S4 51.56 55.53
S6 44.17 36.39
S12 54.58 46.39
S20 46.90 26.24
S24 37.66 31.70
CVF1, CVF2,
CVF3, CVF5
S3 35.21 40.47
S5 48.29 54.52
S7 40.12 23.88
S25 48.08 37.31
CVF1, CVF2,
CVF3, CVF4
S2 45.09 42.74
S9 47.14 40.40
S11 43.02 54.73
S15 36.94 39.30
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Figure 5.2: PAC confusion matrix of the 7 gestures collected using EMG data only (a), and EMG
and IMU data (b) from all testing subjects. The last two rows from each confusion
matrix represent the precision score percentages and the false positive rate percentages
(the cumulative number of false positives) of each class, in the top and bottom row,
respectively. Similarly, the last two columns represent the recall score percentages and
the false negatives rate percentages (the cumulative number of false negatives) of each
class, in the left and right column, respectively.
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Similar to the 10 gesture dataset, for each gesture, the precision and recall scores were also
calculated. For each classified gesture the precision and recall scores using EMG data only, and
EMG and IMU data combined, were calculated from the confusion matrix in Figure 5.2a, and in
Figure 5.2b, respectively.
For all of the gestures, the lowest precision score among the twenty-two subjects when using
EMG data only was for the Key Pinch gesture with an overall precision of 27.7%, and the highest
precision was for the Wrist Flexion gesture with an overall precision of 69.6%. Furthermore, the
lowest recall scores were for the Key Pinch with an overall score of 28.1%. The highest recall
score was for the Wrist Flexion gesture with an overall score of 70.5%. On the other hand, the
lowest precision score among the twenty-two subjects when using both modalities was for the Wrist
Supination gesture with an overall precision of 30.3%, and the highest precision score was for the
Wrist Extension gesture with an overall precision of 59.9%. Similarly, the lowest recall score was
for the Wrist Supination gesture with an overall score of 26.6%, whereas the highest score was for
the Wrist Flexion gesture with a score of 63.5%.
5.1.3 PAC: Discussion
The results obtained for the PAC classification method show no clear improvement in the clas-
sification accuracy using a combination of the EMG and IMU sensor data for any of the 10 and
7 gesture datasets. To further validate this assumption, a statistical analysis was done on both
gesture datasets. A paired sample t test comparison of means was performed between the accuracy
results from the EMG, and the EMG and IMU sensor modalities. For the 10 gesture dataset, the
results show that the mean recognition accuracy of the combined EMG and IMU sensor modality
(29.98%) was lower than the mean recognition accuracy of the EMG sensor data (33.11%), how-
ever, this difference was not statistically significant (p = 0.06). On the other hand, the results for
the 7 gesture dataset show that the mean recognition accuracy of the combined EMG and IMU
sensor modality (42.58%) was lower than the mean recognition accuracy using the EMG sensor
data alone (45.59%). Again, these results were not statistically significant (p = 0.189). It can
also be seen from the mean accuracies that the PAC classification algorithm had a similar perfor-
mance when the IMU data were added to the EMG data on both gesture datasets. Also, from the
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precision and recall scores, it can be observed that there was no consistency on the classification
performance as most of the misclassified samples varied significantly between sensor modalities on
the gesture datasets.
The poor performance of the PAC classification method can be explained by looking at how
it works and how it was implemented. Given that the algorithm relies on updating the support
vectors, i.e., samples located closely to the separating hyperplane, it is a requirement for most
of the data to have the same probability distribution. It can be assumed that some of the data
distribution was at least close between subjects since the data were coming from the same gestures
across all subjects. However, other factors not considered in this study may have potentially
affected the classification performance. For example, because the sensors of the Myo Armband are
restricted to a specific position in the band, they cannot be placed on specific muscles, as their
placement is greatly influenced by the circumference of the user’s forearm, which in our study
ranged from 21.59–31.75 cm. This sensor placement greatly affects the reading of the EMG signal
by introducing some crosstalk between muscles, i.e., undesired EMG signals from surrounding
muscles [107].
Another potential factor that may have affected the distribution of the data, was the donning
of the Myo Armband by the different users, as this can introduce some electrode shift that affects
the classification accuracy [108]. Even though the PAC classification algorithm was meant to solve
this issue, the data distribution of a gesture from a specific subject may have overlapped with a
different gesture from other subjects. Furthermore, the introduction of the IMU features into the
classification method, may have caused some class imbalance issues, by potentially substituting
support vectors that belonged to a different class.
Even though the overall classification accuracies for the 10 and 7 gesture datasets where above
chance (10% and 14.28%, respectively), these results suggest that further improvement needs to be
done. In this sense, in order to potentially use the PAC classification method in a user-independent
scenario, it is important to account for the change in the data distribution introduced by multiple
subjects, as this has a considerable impact in the classification performance.
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5.2 Adaptive LS-SVM Classification
After classifying the EMG and IMU data using the PAC classification method, the classification
performance using a different classification method was explored. This section describes the classi-
fication results of the 10 and 7 gesture datasets using the Adaptive LS-SVM classification method
described in Section 4.2. For each gesture dataset, features extracted from the EMG were classified
first using this method. Then, the IMU features were combined with the EMG feature sets for
further classification.
5.2.1 Adaptive LS-SVM: 10 Gesture Classification
Similarly to the PAC classification method, for each cross-validation iteration, a LS-SVM model
was created for each subject in the cross-validation iteration training set. Then, each subject in
the cross-validation testing set was tested using the Adaptive LS-SVM classification algorithm.
This procedure was repeated for both the EMG, and the EMG and IMU datasets.
Classification results from each cross-validation iteration using the Adaptive LS-SVM classifi-
cation method are presented in Table 5.3. Further, Figure 5.3 shows the confusion matrices for
the twenty-two testing subjects when classifying the 10 gestures in a user-independent scenario
using EMG data only (Figure 5.3a), and a combination of EMG and IMU data (Figure 5.3b).
Each column of each confusion matrix represents the instances in a predicted class, while each row
represents the instances in an actual class. For EMG data only, classification accuracies using the
Adaptive LS-SVM classification algorithm ranged from 55.64–81.14% with a mean classification
accuracy of 71.14%(±7.37%), whereas for the combined EMG and IMU sensor modality, accuracies
ranged from 56.39–82.40% with a mean accuracy of 72.10%(±7.24).
Following a similar procedure to the PAC classification method, for each gesture, the precision
and recall scores were also calculated. The precision and recall scores for each classified gesture
using EMG data only, and EMG and IMU data combined, were calculated from the confusion
matrix in Figure 5.3a, and in Figure 5.3b, respectively.
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Table 5.3: Classification accuracies of 10 gestures for each cross-validation iteration set using the
Adaptive LS-SVM classification method. The best classification result for each subject
within each cross-validation iteration testing set is shown in bold.
Cross-Validation Iteration Classification Accuracy (%)
Training Set Testing Set EMG EMG + IMU
CVF2, CVF3,
CVF4, CVF5
S10 75.43 76.13
S16 60.06 62.08
S17 79.74 79.79
S18 79.74 80.43
CVF1, CVF3,
CVF4, CVF5
S13 75.44 75.80
S14 73.48 75.87
S19 77.11 77.28
S22 78.98 78.54
S23 66.36 65.91
CVF1, CVF2,
CVF4, CVF5
S4 77.11 79.89
S6 69.96 71.14
S12 67.29 68.04
S20 66.97 67.71
S24 73.86 74.84
CVF1, CVF2,
CVF3, CVF5
S3 81.14 82.40
S5 74.17 74.29
S7 70.20 70.83
S25 60.63 60.62
CVF1, CVF2,
CVF3, CVF4
S2 58.34 61.10
S9 73.84 74.63
S11 69.69 72.48
S15 55.64 56.39
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Figure 5.3: Adaptive LS-SVM confusion matrix of the 10 gestures collected using EMG data only
(a), and EMG and IMU data (b) from all testing subjects. The last two rows from
each confusion matrix represent the precision score percentages and the false positive
rate percentages (the cumulative number of false positives) of each class, in the top
and bottom row, respectively. Similarly, the last two columns represent the recall score
percentages and the false negatives rate percentages (the cumulative number of false
negatives) of each class, in the left and right column, respectively.
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For all of the gestures, the lowest precision scores among the twenty-two subjects when using
EMG data only was for the the Precision Pinch and the Key Pinch gestures with overall precision
scores of 57.3% and 57.0%, respectively. The highest precision was again for the Hand Close
gesture, which achieved an overall precision of 92.5%. At the same time, the lowest recall score
belonged to the Key Pinch gesture with a value of 58%, whereas the highest recall score was again
for the Hand Close gesture, with an overall score of 86.8%. Likewise, the lowest precision scores
among the twenty-two subjects when using both modalities were for the Precision Pinch and the
Key Pinch gestures with overall scores of 58.6% and 58.3%, respectively. Further, the highest
precision score was for the Hand Close gesture with an overall precision of 92.5%. Similarly, the
lowest recall score belonged to the Key Pinch gesture with a value of 60.1%, whereas the highest
recall score was for the Hand Close gesture, with an overall score of 86.9%.
Although most of the classification accuracies of this method were above 70%, the classification
algorithm was further optimized following a similar procedure as the PAC classification method,
i.e., by removing the data corresponding to some of the gestures. The next section will describe
the classification performance using this 7 gesture dataset.
5.2.2 Adaptive LS-SVM: 7 Gesture Classification
After reducing the number of gestures in the gesture dataset, a new LS-SVM classifier was created
for each subject so that the performance of the Adaptive LS-SVM classification method could be
assessed using the cross-validation testing sets during each cross-validation iteration. The new
classification results from each cross-validation iteration using the 7 gesture dataset are presented
in Table 5.4. Figure 5.4 shows the confusion matrices for the twenty-two testing subjects when
classifying the new 7 gestures in a user-independent scenario using EMG data only (Figure 5.4a),
and a combination of EMG and IMU data (Figure 5.4b). For EMG data only, classification
accuracies ranged from 61.69–92.54% with a mean classification accuracy of 83.45%(±7.46%),
whereas for the combined EMG and IMU sensor modality, accuracies ranged from 62.50–92.88%
with a mean accuracy of 84.55%(±7.32). Similar to the 10 gesture dataset, the precision and recall
scores for each classified gesture using EMG data only, and EMG and IMU data combined, were
calculated from the confusion matrix in Figure 5.4a, and in Figure 5.4b, respectively.
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Table 5.4: Classification accuracies of 7 gestures for each cross-validation iteration set using the
Adaptive LS-SVM classification method. The best classification result for each subject
within each cross-validation iteration testing set is shown in bold.
Cross-Validation Iteration Classification Accuracy (%)
Training Set Testing Set EMG EMG + IMU
CVF2, CVF3,
CVF4, CVF5
S10 83.25 84.57
S16 66.29 67.32
S17 88.77 88.33
S18 84.00 85.60
CVF1, CVF3,
CVF4, CVF5
S13 87.84 88.20
S14 87.85 89.19
S19 92.54 92.88
S22 89.53 89.59
S23 82.91 85.64
CVF1, CVF2,
CVF4, CVF5
S4 87.35 88.33
S6 84.75 85.37
S12 87.48 87.95
S20 74.86 77.48
S24 83.13 83.93
CVF1, CVF2,
CVF3, CVF5
S3 89.66 90.47
S5 89.82 90.71
S7 85.59 86.69
S25 80.26 80.44
CVF1, CVF2,
CVF3, CVF4
S2 83.46 86.00
S9 80.00 80.93
S11 84.97 87.85
S15 61.69 62.50
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Figure 5.4: Adaptive LS-SVM confusion matrix of the 7 gestures collected using EMG data only
(a), and EMG and IMU data (b) from all testing subjects. The last two rows from
each confusion matrix represent the precision score percentages and the false positive
rate percentages (the cumulative number of false positives) of each class, in the top
and bottom row, respectively. Similarly, the last two columns represent the recall score
percentages and the false negatives rate percentages (the cumulative number of false
negatives) of each class, in the left and right column, respectively.
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For all of the gestures, the lowest precision score among the twenty-two subjects when using
EMG data only was for the Wrist Supination gesture with an overall precision of 70.9%, and
the highest precision was again for the Hand Close gesture with an overall precision of 93.0%.
Furthermore, the lowest recall score belonged to the Key Pinch gesture with a value of 74%,
whereas the highest recall score was again for the Hand Close gesture, with an overall score of
89.8%. Likewise, the lowest precision scores among the twenty-two subjects when using both
modalities was for the Wrist Supination gesture with an overall precision of 72.4%, and the highest
precision score was for the Hand Close gesture with an overall precision of 93.9%. Similarly, the
lowest recall score belonged to the Key Pinch gesture with a value of 76.7%, whereas the highest
recall score was for the Hand Close gesture, with an overall score of 89.6%.
5.2.3 Adaptive LS-SVM: Discussion
The results obtained from the Adaptive LS-SVM classification method improved when using a
combination of the EMG and IMU sensor data when classifying 10 gestures. In this sense, the
mean recognition accuracy of this sensor modality (72.1%) was slightly greater than the mean
recognition accuracy obtained when using the EMG data only (71.14%). Even though there
was no clear difference of the means, the paired sample t test showed that this small difference
was statistically significant (p < 0.001). Regarding the 7 gesture dataset, a significant increase
(p < 0.001) was also observed between the combined EMG and IMU data mean recognition
accuracy (84.55%) and the EMG data only mean recognition accuracy (83.45%). Furthermore,
from the confusion matrices, it can be observed that both, the precision and recall scores, scaled
linearly during the classification using the EMG data only, and the combination of the EMG and
IMU data. This behaviour was observed in both the 10 and the 7 gesture datasets. This indicates
that by combining the EMG and IMU features, not only did the classification performance improve,
but also the ability of the model to recognize each individual gesture better.
Furthermore, the addition of the IMU features did not affect the behaviour of the Adaptive
LS-SVM classification method. In this sense, the distribution of the data among subjects was not
affected, which is why the difference between the mean classified accuracies was of 1.091% and
0.956% for the 10 and 7 gesture datasets, respectively. However, similar to what Tommasi et al.[81]
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found, there were subjects whose recognition accuracy performed the worst. This was because their
data distribution was not able to match those of the pretrained models, thus making the norm of
~β in Equation (4.21) small enough that there was no transfer of prior knowledge. This indicates
that information from more subjects needs to be recorded in an attempt to compensate for this
issue. On another note, by using a linear combination from multiple prior models, i.e., by selecting
the best information from multiple pretrained models, the Adaptive LS-SVM classification method
was able to cope with most of the limitations that the PAC classification algorithm was not able
to handle. For example, by not substituting the support vectors of previous models but instead
using them as a starting point for training a new predictive model, it was possible to avoid class
imbalances by preserving the support vectors for each class.
These results suggest that the Adaptive LS-SVM classification based on the combination of
EMG and IMU sensor data can be effectively used in a user-independent scenario. However,
as explained before, data from more subjects need to be recorded to have a bigger database of
pretrained models. By doing so, it will be easier to match the data distribution of new users to
one of these pretrained models.
5.3 Bilinear Model-Based Classification
Having classified the EMG and IMU data using the PAC, and the LS-SVM classification models,
the bilinear model-based classification method was explored. The classification results of the 10
and 7 gesture datasets using this method, which was described in Section 4.3, are presented. For
each cross-validation iteration, a symmetric bilinear EMG model was created using the EMG
data of all of the subjects in the training set. Then, a new feature matrix was formed using
the motion-dependent factors of this bilinear EMG model. This feature matrix was then used to
train a NN model, which was finally tested using the cross-validation iteration testing set. To
test the performance of the bilinear model-based classification method when also using IMU data,
IMU signals from each subject in the corresponding cross-validation iteration training set were
averaged to obtain a new feature matrix that consisted of 12 features. This feature matrix was
then combined with the motion-dependent factors feature matrix, and then used to train a NN
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model. The classification performance of this NN model was tested on the cross-validation iteration
testing set.
5.3.1 Bilinear Models-Based Classification: 10 Gesture Classification
Classification results from each cross-validation iteration after using the bilinear model-based clas-
sification method are presented in Table 5.5. Figure 5.5 shows the confusion matrices for the
twenty-two testing subjects when classifying the 10 gestures in a user-independent scenario using
the bilinear EMG model data only (Figure 5.5a), and a combination of the bilinear EMG model
and IMU data (Figure 5.5b). Each column of each confusion matrix represents the instances in a
predicted class, while each row represents the instances in an actual class. For the bilinear EMG
model data only, classification accuracies using this method ranged from 10.99–40.61% with a
mean classification accuracy of 28.09%(±6.85%), whereas for the combined bilinear EMG model
and IMU data, accuracies ranged from 22.79–75.42% with a mean accuracy of 51.44%(±10.54).
Further, for each gesture, the precision and recall scores were also calculated. The precision
score for each classified gesture using the EMG bilinear model data only, and the EMG bilinear
model and IMU data combined, were calculated from the confusion matrix in Figure 5.5a, and in
Figure 5.5b, respectively. The same procedure was followed for calculating the recall scores.
For all of the gestures, the lowest precision score among the twenty-two subjects when using
the bilinear EMG model data only was for the Precision Pinch gesture, which the NN failed to
classify, followed by the Wrist Supination gesture with an overall precision score of 10.8%. Further,
the highest precision was for the Hand Close gesture with an overall precision of 51.4%. At the
same time, the lowest recall score belonged to the Precision Pinch gesture with a value of 0%, due
to the NN failing to classify this gesture. The highest recall score was for the Wrist Extension
gesture, with an overall score of 78.8%. On the other hand, the lowest precision scores among the
twenty-two subjects when using both modalities was for the Key Pinch gesture with an overall
precision of 36.5%, and the highest precision score was for the Wrist Flexion gesture with an overall
precision of 72.1%. Similarly, the lowest recall score belonged to the Precision Pinch gesture with
a value of 28.3%, whereas the highest recall score was for the Wrist Flexion gesture, with an overall
score of 77.6%.
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Table 5.5: Classification accuracies of 10 gestures for each cross-validation iteration set using bilin-
ear models classification method. The best classification result for each subject within
each cross-validation iteration testing set is shown in bold.
Cross-Validation Iteration Classification Accuracy (%)
Training Set Testing Set EMG EMG + IMU
CVF2, CVF3,
CVF4, CVF5
S10 35.75 49.02
S16 33.62 53.35
S17 25.42 56.94
S18 38.90 57.29
CVF1, CVF3,
CVF4, CVF5
S13 20.19 52.65
S14 10.99 22.79
S19 27.74 54.99
S22 24.32 53.37
S23 27.52 66.56
CVF1, CVF2,
CVF4, CVF5
S4 38.63 75.41
S6 26.27 58.55
S12 20.10 35.43
S20 24.72 50.56
S24 25.32 48.99
CVF1, CVF2,
CVF3, CVF5
S3 26.04 40.26
S5 40.61 51.32
S7 26.46 57.43
S25 28.68 58.97
CVF1, CVF2,
CVF3, CVF4
S2 29.87 46.07
S9 26.08 49.19
S11 26.76 46.43
S15 34.00 46.09
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Figure 5.5: bilinear models-based confusion matrix of the 10 gestures collected using EMG data
only (a), and EMG and IMU data (b) from all testing subjects. The last two rows from
each confusion matrix represent the precision score percentages and the false positive
rate percentages (the cumulative number of false positives) of each class, in the top
and bottom row, respectively. Similarly, the last two columns represent the recall score
percentages and the false negatives rate percentages (the cumulative number of false
negatives) of each class, in the left and right column, respectively.
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Following a similar approach to the previous classification methods explained in this chapter,
the gesture datasets where further optimized in an attempt to improve the classification accuracy.
The next section will discuss the results of said optimization.
5.3.2 Bilinear Models-Based Classification: 7 Gesture Classification
After reducing the number of gestures in the gesture dataset, a new bilinear model had to be
created from the EMG signals of each subject within each cross-validation iteration training set.
Then, a similar procedure described in the previous section was followed to classify the gestures
of each subject in the cross-validation testing set using a NN classifier.
The new classification results from each cross-validation iteration using the 7 gesture dataset
are presented in Table 5.6. Moreover, Figure 5.6 shows the confusion matrices for the twenty-two
testing subjects when classifying the new 7 gestures in a user-independent scenario using the EMG
bilinear model data only (Figure 5.6a), and a combination of the EMG bilinear model and IMU
data (Figure 5.6b). For the EMG bilinear model data only, classification accuracies ranged from
21.23–67.31% with a mean classification accuracy of 42.82%(±11.53%), whereas for the combined
EMG bilinear model and IMU sensor data, accuracies ranged from 42.96–84.86% with a mean
accuracy of 67.53%(±11.64).
Similarly to the 10 gesture dataset, the precision and recall scores for each classified gesture
using the EMG bilinear model data only, and the EMG bilinear model and IMU data combined,
were calculated from the confusion matrix in Figure 5.6a, and in Figure 5.6b, respectively.
For all of the gestures, the lowest precision score among the twenty-two subjects when using the
EMG bilinear model data only was for the Key Pinch gesture with an overall precision of 19.3%,
and the highest precision corresponded to the Wrist Flexion gesture with an overall precision of
51.6%. At the same time, the lowest recall score belonged to the Key Pinch gesture with a value of
0.8%, whereas the highest recall score was for the Wrist Extension gesture, with an overall score of
78.8%. On the other hand, the lowest precision score among the twenty-two subjects when using
both modalities was for the Hand Open gesture with an overall precision of 53.3%, and the highest
precision score was for the Wrist Flexion gesture with an overall precision of 76.1%. Similarly, the
lowest recall score belonged to the Hand Open gesture with a value of 50.1%, whereas the highest
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recall score was for the Wrist Flexion gesture, with an overall score of 87.5%.
Table 5.6: Classification accuracies of 7 gestures for each cross-validation iteration set using bilin-
ear models-based classification method. The best classification result for each subject
within each cross-validation iteration testing set is shown in bold.
Cross-Validation Iteration Classification Accuracy (%)
Training Set Testing Set EMG EMG + IMU
CVF2, CVF3,
CVF4, CVF5
S10 30.20 62.80
S16 32.10 59.96
S17 36.34 74.11
S18 32.38 60.77
CVF1, CVF3,
CVF4, CVF5
S13 51.52 77.34
S14 36.22 55.73
S19 67.31 80.46
S22 57.74 70.36
S23 60.14 80.87
CVF1, CVF2,
CVF4, CVF5
S4 56.36 84.86
S6 43.75 77.51
S12 30.77 48.27
S20 42.05 66.38
S24 37.27 50.15
CVF1, CVF2,
CVF3, CVF5
S3 21.23 42.96
S5 40.19 78.57
S7 48.90 78.99
S25 40.11 69.00
CVF1, CVF2,
CVF3, CVF4
S2 55.31 75.09
S9 47.81 68.56
S11 38.95 57.78
S15 35.36 65.10
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Figure 5.6: bilinear models-based confusion matrix of the 7 gestures collected using EMG data
only (a), and EMG and IMU data (b) from all testing subjects. The last two rows
from each confusion matrix represent the precision score percentages and the false
positive rate percentages (the cumulative number of false positives) of each class, in
the top and bottom row respectively, whereas the last two columns represent the recall
score percentages and the false negatives rate percentages (the cumulative number of
false negatives) of each class, in the left and right column, respectively.
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5.3.3 Bilinear Models-Based Classification: Discussion
The results obtained by using EMG based bilinear models in combination with the IMU sensor
data when classifying 10 gestures, show a significant increase (p < 0.001) in the overall gesture
recognition accuracy (51.44%) when compared to the recognition accuracy obtained by using the
EMG bilinear model only (28.09%). Similar results were obtained when using the 7 gesture dataset.
In this sense, when comparing the overall recognition accuracies obtained between the EMG bi-
linear models combined with the IMU sensor data (67.53%), and the bilinear models EMG data
only (42.82%), a significant increase (p < 0.001) was also observed.
Furthermore, from the confusion matrices, it can be observed that, when using the data coming
from the IMU, the classification model was able to increase the recall scores. For example, from the
confusion matrix in Figure 5.5a, it can be seen that the classification algorithm failed to classify
the Precision Pinch gesture 100% of the time. A similar case occurred with the Key Pinch gesture
in the 7 gesture dataset, which was misclassified most of the time as being a Wrist Extension or
a Wrist Supination gesture (Figure 5.6a). Therefore, by adding the IMU data, the NN algorithm
employed was able to cope with this issue by using the information from the extra features to
make more general assumptions about the corresponding class of unseen data.
Although the classification performance improved, the low recognition accuracies impose a
major drawback on this classification method. This poor performance can be explained by three
important factors with the first one being the classification under confounding factors, i.e., the
gestures being classified under different arm positions. To deal with this issue, Ishii et al. [109]
proposed the use of a two-stage bilinear model in which during the first stage, user-dependent and
postural-dependent factors were separated. Then, during the second stage, the motion-dependent
factors were separated from the postural-dependent factors. However, even though the results
showed an improvement during classification, the validation of their methods was obscure. In this
sense, they failed to report the procedure followed to build the bilinear models, e.g., the number
of subjects assigned to the training and testing set or the classification algorithm parameters used
were not reported. Further, no statistical analysis was performed to validate their approach.
The second important factor that affected the classification performance of the proposed
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method, was the donning of the Myo Armband by novel users. Similarly to the PAC classifi-
cation algorithm, and explained by Matsubara et al. [82], the use of bilinear models required the
electrodes to be placed on the exact same location for all the users. However, the difference in the
dimensions of the forearm between subjects imposes a great obstacle for achieving this require-
ment. This suggests that the classification method can be further optimized by adopting a similar
approach as in [110], were the displacement of the sensors was estimated in order to improve the
classification accuracies.
Finally, the third factor was related to how the style and content variables (Equations (4.30)
and (4.31)) were computed. As explained in Section 4.3.2, the dimension of these parameters
are given by the values I and J , which for this application were selected as 2 and 3 respectively.
This resulted in a reduced number of features used for classification, which could have increased
the bias of the NN algorithm. To cope with this issue, a similar approach used to obtain the
principal components during PCA could be applied. Given that the iterative process to find the
style and content variables is based on using the singular value decomposition (SVD) factorization,
we can initialize the values I and J as the nth row of the diagonal matrix sigma computed for
each variable, with n being small enough, so that a specific percentage of the variance of the initial
stacked matrix Y¯ (Equation (4.28)) is retained.
Overall, the inclusion of the IMU features as an extra input for the classification of gestures
using bilinear models, showed that this classification method has the potential to be used in a user-
independent scenario. However, further improvement needs to be done to increase the efficacy of
the proposed method in order to improve the recognition accuracies.
5.4 MLP Networks Classification
After exploring the classification performance of the first 3 user-independent classification methods,
the MLP networks classification method was evaluated. This section describes the classification
results of classifying the 10 and 7 gesture datasets using MLP networks, which were described
in Section 4.4. For each gesture dataset, features extracted from the EMG were classified first
using this method. Then, the IMU features were combined with the EMG feature sets for further
classification.
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5.4.1 MLP Networks: 10 Gesture Classification
For each cross-validation iteration, a MLP network was first trained using sixty-four features ex-
tracted from the EMG data corresponding to the cross-validation training set, and then trained
using twelve additional features from the IMU data. This was done to further analyze the con-
tributions of the IMU data to the classification accuracy of the 10 gestures in a user-independent
scenario. To train the network using both sensor modalities, a feature fusion approach was em-
ployed by combining features extracted from the IMU with features extracted from the EMG into
a single matrix that was used as the input to the network. It is worth mentioning that, during
training of the MLP network, features were reduced using PCA. However, after testing the perfor-
mance of the network in the cross-validation set (Figure 4.8), it was found that the classification
accuracy dropped. Therefore, no feature reduction was used for the MLP network classification.
Finally, to observe the classification performance, data from each subject in the cross-validation
iteration testing set were classified using the MLP network.
Classification results from each cross-validation iteration are presented in Table 5.7. Further,
Figure 5.7 shows the confusion matrices for the twenty-two testing subjects when classifying the
10 gestures in a user-independent scenario using EMG data only (Figure 5.7a), and a combination
of EMG and IMU data (Figure 5.7b). Each column of each confusion matrix represents the
instances in a predicted class, while each row represents the instances in an actual class. For
EMG data only, classification accuracies using the MLP networks ranged from 21.31–57.10% with
a mean classification accuracy of 44.53%(±11.27%), whereas for the combined EMG and IMU
sensor modality, accuracies ranged from 28.60–67.94% with a mean accuracy of 53.44%(±12.15).
For each gesture, the precision and recall scores were also calculated. The precision and recall
scores for each classified gesture using EMG data only, and EMG and IMU data combined, were
calculated from the confusion matrix in Figure 5.7a, and in Figure 5.7b, respectively.
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Table 5.7: Classification accuracies of 10 gestures for each cross-validation iteration set using MLP
networks classification method. The best classification result for each subject within
each cross-validation iteration testing set is shown in bold.
Cross-Validation Iteration Classification Accuracy (%)
Training Set Testing Set EMG EMG + IMU
CVF2, CVF3,
CVF4, CVF5
S10 52.99 58.06
S16 42.46 56.24
S17 53.45 65.55
S18 53.70 66.14
CVF1, CVF3,
CVF4, CVF5
S13 47.93 59.84
S14 24.09 33.52
S19 44.61 57.99
S22 42.37 55.39
S23 57.00 67.94
CVF1, CVF2,
CVF4, CVF5
S4 54.94 67.01
S6 30.06 36.67
S12 21.31 28.60
S20 57.10 64.42
S24 39.01 46.58
CVF1, CVF2,
CVF3, CVF5
S3 23.00 30.53
S5 39.48 47.96
S7 50.86 60.22
S25 53.46 64.01
CVF1, CVF2,
CVF3, CVF4
S2 50.20 54.35
S9 51.31 55.09
S11 52.49 56.79
S15 37.86 42.81
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Figure 5.7: MLP network confusion matrix of the 10 gestures collected using EMG data only (a),
and EMG and IMU data (b) from all testing subjects. The last two rows from each
confusion matrix represent the precision score percentages and the false positive rate
percentages (the cumulative number of false positives) of each class, in the top and
bottom row, respectively. Similarly, the last two columns represent the recall score
percentages and the false negatives rate percentages (the cumulative number of false
negatives) of each class, in the left and right column, respectively.
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For all of the gestures, the lowest precision score among the twenty-two subjects when using
EMG data only was for the Precision Pinch gesture with an overall precision of 29.1%, and the
highest precision was for the Wrist Flexion gesture with an overall precision of 85.2%. Similarly,
the lowest recall score belonged to the Key Pinch gesture with a value of 15.4%, whereas the
highest recall score was again for the Hand Close gesture, with an overall score of 74.9%. On the
other hand, the lowest precision score among the twenty-two subjects when using both modalities
was for the Precision Pinch gesture with an overall precision of 35.3%, and the highest precision
score was for the Wrist Flexion gesture with an overall precision of 88.4%. Further, the lowest
recall scores belonged to the Precision Pinch and Key Pinch gestures with a score of 28.7% for
both gestures, whereas the highest recall score was for the Hand Close gesture, with an overall
score of 77.3%.
Following a similar approach to the previous classification methods, the gesture datasets where
further optimized by removing redundant gestures in an attempt to improve the classification
accuracy. The next section will discuss the results of said optimization.
5.4.2 MLP Networks: 7 Gesture Classification
After reducing the number of gestures in the gesture dataset, a new classifier based on MLP
networks was created for each subject so that the performance of the classification method could
be assessed using the cross-validation iterations testing sets.
The new classification results from each cross-validation iteration using the 7 gesture dataset
are presented in Table 5.8. Moreover, Figure 5.8 shows the confusion matrices for the twenty-two
testing subjects when classifying the new 7 gestures in a user-independent scenario using EMG
data only (Figure 5.8a), and a combination of EMG and IMU data (Figure 5.8b). For EMG data
only, classification accuracies ranged from 36.53–78.91% with a mean classification accuracy of
64.82%(±12.83%), whereas for the combined EMG and IMU sensor modality, accuracies ranged
from 36.10–88.27% with a mean accuracy of 73.68%(±14.05).
Again, for each gesture, the precision and recall scores were also calculated. The precision and
recall scores for each classified gesture using EMG data only, and EMG and IMU data combined,
were calculated from the confusion matrix in Figure 5.8a, and in Figure 5.8b, respectively.
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Table 5.8: Classification accuracies of 7 gestures for each cross-validation iteration set using MLP
networks classification method. The best classification result for each subject within
each cross-validation iteration testing set is shown in bold.
Cross-Validation Iteration Classification Accuracy (%)
Training Set Testing Set EMG EMG + IMU
CVF2, CVF3,
CVF4, CVF5
S10 68.54 73.34
S16 65.63 73.14
S17 78.91 87.32
S18 74.80 82.19
CVF1, CVF3,
CVF4, CVF5
S13 70.88 80.56
S14 41.93 51.99
S19 73.92 86.55
S22 64.58 77.52
S23 74.67 83.88
CVF1, CVF2,
CVF4, CVF5
S4 73.68 85.31
S6 53.90 60.29
S12 36.94 46.41
S20 76.46 82.11
S24 59.51 65.01
CVF1, CVF2,
CVF3, CVF5
S3 36.53 36.10
S5 66.03 80.61
S7 78.00 88.27
S25 71.76 79.65
CVF1, CVF2,
CVF3, CVF4
S2 72.88 79.34
S9 66.46 77.39
S11 68.05 79.72
S15 51.99 64.20
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Figure 5.8: MLP networks confusion matrix of the 7 gestures collected using EMG data only (a),
and EMG and IMU data (b) from all testing subjects. The last two rows from each
confusion matrix represent the precision score percentages and the false positive rate
percentages (the cumulative number of false positives) of each class, in the top and
bottom row, respectively. Similarly, the last two columns represent the recall score
percentages and the false negatives rate percentages (the cumulative number of false
negatives) of each class, in the left and right column, respectively.
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For all of the gestures, the lowest precision score among the twenty-two subjects when using
EMG data only was for the Wrist Supination gesture with an overall precision of 48.6%, and the
highest precision was again for the Wrist Flexion gesture with an overall precision of 91.2%. At the
same time, the lowest recall score belonged to the Key Pinch gesture with a value of 31.2%, whereas
the highest recall scores corresponded to the Wrist Flexion and Wrist Extension gestures, with
an overall score of 83.9% for both gestures. On the other hand, the lowest precision score among
the twenty-two subjects when using both modalities was for the Wrist Supination gesture with an
overall precision of 63.6%, and the highest precision score was for the Wrist Flexion gesture with
an overall precision of 92.7%. Further, the lowest recall score belonged to the Key Pinch gesture
with a score of 55.2%, whereas the highest recall score was for the Wrist Flexion gesture, with an
overall score of 86.5%.
5.4.3 MLP Networks: Discussion
The classification performance of the MLP networks improved when using a combination of the
EMG and IMU sensor data. In this sense, the mean recognition accuracy when using the two-
sensor modality (53.44%) was considerably greater than the mean recognition accuracy obtained
when using the EMG data only (44.53%) when classifying 10 gestures. This assumption was
upheld by the paired sample t test, which showed that the results were statistically significant
(p < 0.001). Regarding the 7 gesture dataset, a significant increase (p < 0.001) was also observed
between the mean recognition accuracy of the combined EMG and IMU data (73.68%) and the
mean recognition accuracy of the EMG data only (64.82%).
Regarding the 10 gesture dataset, even though the classification performance improved when
using the IMU data, there was little improvement in the precision and recall scores of the Wrist
Adduction, Wrist Abduction, and Precision Pinch gestures (Figure 5.7), which indicates that the
MLP network failed to generalize properly the unseen data that corresponded to these three classes.
This is caused by the redundant muscles governing multiple wrist motions as in the case of the
Wrist Extension and the Wrist Adduction gestures [96]. Therefore, by using a reduced number of
gestures, an increase of the precision and recall scores can be observed from Figures 5.8a and 5.8b.
This indicates that the MLP network was able to overcome the intrinsic variability of the EMG
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signals among different subjects.
Despite being able to increase the recognition accuracy and keep a consistent classification
accuracy trend with new subjects, this approach has several limitations. It is well known that
the topology of an ANN is usually determined empirically, so by adopting an approach similar to
[77], the performance of the proposed model can be improved. Another limitation is the improper
placement of the Myo Armband, which can affect the performance of the classification algorithm,
specially in a user-independent scenario. To deal with this issue, a similar approach followed in
[111], in which a classifier was trained using the data obtained from the Myo Armband while it
was placed in different forearm locations, can be implemented. By doing so, it may be possible
to avoid the change of distribution of the data due to displacements of the EMG electrodes. One
final limitation of the proposed classification method is that MLP networks are sensible to feature
noise, which is attributed to the inability of the users to match the same level of contraction
when performing the trained gestures [67]. This will inevitably degrade the ability of the trained
network to properly classify the gestures thus, requiring the MLP network to be retrained at some
point. Therefore, a self-recalibration algorithm that can track said degradation (e.g., [112]) can
be implemented to improve the robustness of the classifier.
Overall, the results showed that it is possible to achieve recognition accuracies of up to 67.94%
with an average recognition accuracy of 53.44% among five subjects when classifying 10 gestures
using a combination of EMG and IMU features. Furthermore, when classifying the 7 gesture
dataset, recognition accuracies increased up to 88.27% with a mean accuracy of 73.68%. This
indicates that by using the proposed classification approach, which consists of classifying EMG
and IMU data coming from the Myo Armband using MLP networks, it is possible to achieve a
user-independent classification.
5.5 Comparison of Classification Methods
Following the analysis of the performance of each individual classification-method on the 10 and
7 gesture datasets, a statistical analysis was performed using the Statistical Package for Social
Sciences v.25 (SPSS) software in order to identify the best classification method. First, a four-by-
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two repeated measures ANOVA with a Boneferroni correction Post Hoc test, was performed to
identify differences between each classification method. This was done to observe the effects that
the classification method (factor), and the sensor modality (level), i.e., EMG data only, and EMG
and IMU data, had on the gesture recognition accuracy. This procedure was performed on both
the 10 and 7 gesture datasets. Finally, accuracies from the best classification method with the best
sensor modality were compared against each other using a four-factor repeated measures ANOVA
with a Boneferroni correction Post Hoc test. This section will discuss the significant differences
found in the results.
5.5.1 Pairwise Comparisons
Tables 5.9 and 5.10 show the statistical analysis results of comparing the four classification models
using the EMG, and EMG and IMU data on the 10 and 7 gesture datasets, respectively. A
statistical significance was found between all four models (p ≤ 0.003), which means that the
classification performance is not only affected by the sensor modality as shown above, but also by
the type of classification approach employed. Furthermore, a significant interaction was observed
in the Bilinear Models based classification and the PAC classification method cases (p < 0.001),
and the effects of this interaction can be seen in Figures 5.9a and 5.9b. In this sense, the Bilinear
Models based classification had a lower classification performance than the PAC classification
method when using EMG data only. However, when classifying a combination of EMG and
IMU data, the Bilinear Model based classification algorithm outperformed the PAC classification
method. A similar behaviour was observed in the 7 gesture dataset.
Furthermore, from Tables 5.9 and 5.10, it can be noted that the classification method that
performed worst was the PAC, whereas the best classification method was the Adaptive LS-SVM.
Interestingly, the classification method that performed second best was the one based on MLP
networks, which suggests that the use of the calibration set employed in the PAC, Adaptive
LS-SVM, and Bilinear Models classification algorithms was not a critical factor that affected the
classification outcomes. Without the calibration set, these methods would not be able to accurately
classify data. However, this is not the case of the MLP network classification model, as it was able
to generalize to unseen data without transfer of prior knowledge.
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Table 5.9: Pairwise comparison of the different classification methods used with the 10 gesture
dataset.
Classification Method Mean Difference (%) Std. Error (%) Significance
PAC
Adaptive LS-SVM -40.074 1.896 < 0.001
Bilinear Models -8.216 1.992 0.003
MLP Networks -17.437 2.598 < 0.001
Adaptive LS-SVM
PAC 40.074 1.896 < 0.001
Bilinear Models 31.858 2.258 < 0.001
MLP Networks 22.636 2.941 < 0.001
Bilinear Models
PAC 8.216 1.992 0.003
Adaptive LS-SVM -31.858 2.258 < 0.001
MLP Networks -9.222 1.857 < 0.001
MLP Networks
PAC 17.437 2.598 < 0.001
Adaptive LS-SVM -22.636 2.941 < 0.001
Bilinear Models 9.222 1.857 < 0.001
Figures 5.10a and 5.10b show the classification performance on the 10 and 7 gesture datasets
when classifying both the EMG, and EMG and IMU data using each classification method. It
can be seen that changing the number of gestures did not have an effect on the performance of a
specific classification method. More specifically, the trend of each model regarding its classification
accuracy did not change, i.e., the classification methods improved their prediction accuracy but
the order of the best performing model remained the same. It should also be noted that, while
the performance of the MLP networks was similar to the Bilinear Model classification when using
data from the EMG and IMU combined for the 10 gesture dataset (mean difference = 2.0029), the
difference in performance increased for the 7 gesture dataset when using data from the EMG and
IMU combined (mean difference = 6.15).
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Table 5.10: Pairwise comparison of the different classification methods used with the 7 gesture
dataset.
Classification Method Mean Difference (%) Std. Error (%) Significance
PAC
Adaptive LS-SVM -39.915 1.568 < 0.001
Bilinear Models -11.088 2.288 0.001
MLP Networks -25.164 2.883 < 0.001
Adaptive LS-SVM
PAC 39.915 1.568 < 0.001
Bilinear Models 28.827 2.508 < 0.001
MLP Networks 14.751 3.230 0.001
Bilinear Models
PAC 11.088 2.288 0.001
Adaptive LS-SVM -28.827 2.508 < 0.001
MLP Networks -14.076 2.077 < 0.001
MLP Networks
PAC 25.164 2.883 < 0.001
Adaptive LS-SVM -14.751 3.230 0.001
Bilinear Models 14.076 2.077 < 0.001
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.9: Interaction between the classification methods and the sensor modality for 10 gestures
(a), and 7 gestures (b). Error bars represent the standard error of the mean.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.10: Overall accuracies of the classification methods using EMG data, and EMG and IMU
data for 10 gestures (a), and 7 gestures (b). Error bars represent the standard error
of the mean.
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5.5.2 Best Sensor Modality Pairwise Comparisons
After identifying the sensor modality that improved the performance of each classification method
the most, a statistical analysis was performed to compare the ability of each method to classify
the 10 and 7 gesture datasets. For the 10 gesture dataset the majority of the pairwise comparisons
showed a significant difference (p < 0.001), the exception being the MLP networks and the Bilinear
Model classification method, which showed no significant differences (Table 5.11). This can be
observed better in Figure 5.11, in which the length of the MLP networks and the Bilinear Models
bars are almost identical for the 10 gesture dataset. However, after reducing the number of gestures
to the 7 gesture dataset, all models showed statistical differences (Table 5.12).
Table 5.11: Pairwise comparison of the different classification methods using the best sensor modal-
ity with the 10 gesture dataset.
Classification Method Mean Difference (%) Std. Error (%) Significance
PAC
Adaptive LS-SVM -38.988 1.845 < 0.001
Bilinear Models -18.325 2.605 < 0.001
MLP Networks -20.328 2.716 < 0.001
Adaptive LS-SVM
PAC 38.988 1.845 < 0.001
Bilinear Models 20.662 2.677 < 0.001
MLP Networks 18.659 2.999 < 0.001
Bilinear Models
PAC 18.325 2.605 < 0.001
Adaptive LS-SVM -20.662 2.677 < 0.001
MLP Networks -2.003 1.796 1.000
MLP Networks
PAC 20.328 2.716 < 0.001
Adaptive LS-SVM -18.659 2.999 < 0.001
Bilinear Models 2.003 1.796 1.000
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Table 5.12: Pairwise comparison of the different classification methods using the best sensor modal-
ity with the 7 gesture dataset.
Classification Method Mean Difference (%) Std. Error (%) Significance
PAC
Adaptive LS-SVM -38.951 1.731 < 0.001
Bilinear Models -21.932 2.461 < 0.001
MLP Networks -28.082 2.996 < 0.001
Adaptive LS-SVM
PAC 38.951 1.731 < 0.001
Bilinear Models 17.019 2.734 < 0.001
MLP Networks 10.869 3.335 0.022
Bilinear Models
PAC 21.932 2.461 < 0.001
Adaptive LS-SVM -17.019 2.734 < 0.001
MLP Networks -6.150 1.977 0.032
MLP Networks
PAC 28.082 2.996 < 0.001
Adaptive LS-SVM -10.869 3.335 0.022
Bilinear Models 6.150 1.977 0.032
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Figure 5.11: Overall accuracies of the classification methods from the best sensor modality. Error
bars represent the standard error of the mean.
5.6 Conclusion
The results obtained show an improvement on the overall recognition accuracy when using a
classifier trained with a combination of EMG and IMU data, instead of EMG data only. The
exception was the PAC classification method whose performance degraded, albeit, this degradation
was not statistically significant. Previous studies based on the classification of hand gestures using
a combination of EMG and IMU data were able to achieve similar accuracies to the proposed
model in this thesis. For example, a recognition accuracy of 74.3% was reported in [21] using
Hidden Markov Models (HMM) to classify twelve gestures. Likewise, Zhang et al. [113] reported
a classification accuracy of 90.2% when classifying eighteen gestures to solve a virtual Rubik’s
cube using a classifier based on HMM and decision trees. However, these studies have two main
limitations, the first one is the low number of subjects recruited, which prevents the classification
algorithm from generalizing better to a larger population. The second limitation is that the gesture
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sets presented in those studies were conformed mostly of non-static gestures that can be easily
classified with IMU only, as shown in [21]. This study, to the best of the author’s knowledge, is the
first one to use IMU data to classify a set of static gestures in a user-independent scenario. When
classifying static gestures, like the ones in this study, one can expect some crosstalk interference,
given the anatomy of the muscles in the forearm as discussed in this chapter. However, by adding
the IMU data, this issue can be avoided to a certain extent. Finally, by using a reduced number of
gestures to classify, it can be observed that the classification performance of all of the classification
methods greatly improved.
Chapter 6
Concluding Remarks
The work presented in this thesis was aimed towards developing a user-independent hand gesture
recognition classification model using IMU and EMG-based sensor fusion techniques. The purpose
of the model was to improve existing user-independent classification models that relied solely on
classifying EMG data. To achieve this goal, each existing user-independent classification model
was compared against each other to find the best model before and after applying the EMG and
IMU sensor fusion techniques. Furthermore, a literature review was performed to identify how
hemiparetic stroke patients can benefit from robot-assisted therapy, and also to determine how
difficult it is to implement EMG wearable devices in this specific population.
User-independent classification methods were created in an attempt to accelerate the pattern
recognition training times for end-users. By doing so, the user’s learning process of the control
of wearable mechatronic devices would be reduced, thus promoting long term adoption of this
technology. However, even though these methods have shown promising results, they are still at
an early stage [114]. This study attempted to enhance some popular user-independent classification
methods, which included some adaptive learning frameworks, by employing data gathered from all
the sensors embedded in the Myo Armband, which is an accessible commercially available device.
The standard methods followed by other pattern recognition algorithms were applied. In this
sense, EMG and IMU data from healthy subjects, who performed 10 hand and finger gestures
under 4 arm positions, were collected and processed, and a set of features was extracted from
these data. Then, existing EMG-based user-independent classification models were improved by
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adding information from the IMU. As a result, accuracies of up to 82.4% were achieved for the best
performing model (Adaptive LS-SVM). Moreover, the classification models were further improved
by reducing the number of gestures to classify. This caused an overall accuracy increase of 12.48%,
12.44%, 16.08%, and 20.23% for the PAC, Adaptive LS-SVM, Bilinear Models based classification
method, and the MLP networks model, respectively.
Additionally, a statistical analysis was performed to compare the effects of adding the IMU data
to each of the user-independent classification models. In general, the majority of the tested models
improved their classification accuracy significantly, the exception being the PAC model that did
not show any signs of improvement. On another note, a second statistical analysis was performed
to compare each user-independent classification model against each other after classifying the
combined EMG and IMU data. The results showed that the Adaptive LS-SVM classification
method outperformed the rest of the tested classification models.
Although this work showed that the classification performance improved on the user-independent
classification methods after adding the information collected from another sensor, there is room
for further improvement.
6.1 Contributions
The contributions of the work presented in this thesis are as follows:
1. A software for collecting data from the Myo Armband was developed. This software allowed
the information from different trials to be collected and stored in a database. A friendly
and intuitive GUI was developed as part of this software. This GUI gives the user complete
control over which gestures to collect, the easiness of collecting data during different arm
positions, and the possibility of re-recording motions without needing to start the trials all
over again. These features give the developed software an advantage over similar software
developed for the Myo Armband.
2. A database of EMG and IMU signals collected from the Myo Armband was developed.
These data are composed of signals collected from 22 able-bodied participants performing
10 gestures in 4 different arm positions. Furthermore, because the gestures used to form
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the database were recorded in intervals of 1 repetition, the total number of motions in the
database is equal to 400 per subject. These data are particularly useful because they allow
the flexibility to observe the effects of having more or fewer information from a specific motion
while developing user-independent classification algorithms. Furthermore, this database can
be used towards the development of more user-independent algorithms based on sensor fusion
techniques. It is possible to make this database publicly available online. This would be a
major contribution given the fact that similar online databases are composed of EMG signals
collected from only 6 gestures [111].
3. A major contribution was the development of a user-independent hand gesture recognition
model using MLP networks and sensor fusion techniques. This model has the advantage of
not requiring a calibration dataset for new users, which is an improvement over the other
methods presented in this work. Such advantage is a step forward towards a zero calibration
phase for the ideal user-independent scenario. Moreover, this classification method was the
second best in terms of classification performance as shown in Section 5.5.2, Figure 5.11.
With a little bit of improvement, this classification method has the potential to enhance the
embodiment of wearable devices during robot-assisted therapies.
4. Another contribution is the statistically significant improvement of the classification perfor-
mance of the adaptive-based user-independent algorithms (the Adaptive LS-SVM and the
Bilinear Models based classification method), and the MLP network classification algorithm
after combining data collected from the EMG and IMU sensors. This opens up the pos-
sibility of exploring the effects of different combinations of sensors on the performance of
user-independent classification algorithms.
6.2 Limitations and Future Work
While sensor fusion techniques were effectively applied to develop and improve user-independent
classification methods, the insight gained from this work indicates that future work can be done to
effectively implement these methods during robot-assisted therapies. Some of the future research
avenues to explore are highlighted below:
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1. Implement sophisticated feature fusion techniques to improve the classification methods. In
general, three types of fusion levels exist: data-level fusion, decision-level fusion, and feature-
level fusion [90]. During data-level fusion, data coming from all sensor modalities are treated
as a single dataset from which features are extracted for future classification. On the other
hand, decision-level fusion refers to the process of separately classifying features from each
sensor modality and then, fusing the outputs of these individual classifiers, using statisti-
cal methods such as Bayesian inference, to make a final class decision [90]. In this work,
feature-level fusion was implemented. Features extracted from each channel of the EMG
were combined with features extracted from the IMU by joining the feature matrices from
each modality. Although effective, the main drawback of this technique is that, in most of
the cases, it requires the use of feature reduction techniques to find an optimal feature subset.
Further research should be directed towards exploring the effects and benefits of these fusion
levels on the classification performance of user-independent classification methods.
2. Real-time performance evaluation. The user-independent classification methods presented in
this work were analyzed offline. This allowed for a performance evaluation using machine
learning metrics such as accuracy, precision and recall values. However, future work should
focus on online analyses and evaluations. Novak and Riener [114] suggested that offline
parameters, such as the signal’s optimal window length, may affect the classification outcomes
when tested online. Therefore, implementation of new types of metrics, outside the scope
of the ones used in traditional machine learning applications, should be considered to asses
the efficacy of different sensors used in a user-independent, multisensor modality scenario.
It should be noted that the outcomes of this work were never tested on an actual wearable
mechatronic device. Therefore, future work should be aimed towards the development of a
system that encompass both hardware and software elements. Such system may be able to
provide new evaluation metrics when tested under real-time conditions.
3. Evaluation on a stroke population. The population used to test the user-independent clas-
sification models presented in this work was composed of healthy subjects. However, future
work should be aimed towards testing these models with a stroke-patient population. It is
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known that stroke patients can present a combination of muscle spasticity and muscle weak-
ness on their paretic limbs [115]. This condition can produce involuntary muscle contractions
that can affect the collected EMG and IMU signals, as well as the motion onset and offset
of each gesture. Therefore, new parameters, such as entropy measurements [116], may be
required to account for involuntary movements that are not unusual on stroke survivors.
4. Improve the data collection protocol. The current data collection protocol can be modified to
collect data from more gestures and add them to the database generated in this work, and also
to collect data from a population of hemiparetic stroke patients. Moreover, the time of the
experimental trials could be reduced. This is especially important when collecting data from
hemiparetic stroke patients as some of them may be at an early rehabilitation stage. Patients
at this stage may present high levels of discomfort when performing motions for prolonged
times. On another note, the GUI developed in this work, which was used during the data
collecting phase, can benefit from a better means for presenting visual data as feedback.
Currently, the EMG signal collected from the Myo Armband is summed across each channel,
and then this signal is rectified, before finally streamed in real time to a computer to be used
as a means for showing the participant that they are performing an isometric contraction.
However, as observed during the experiments, pinch gestures generated signals with small
amplitudes that were hard to visualize for some participants.
5. Train the classifiers using different positions of the Myo Armband. As discussed in Sec-
tions 5.1.3 and 5.3.3, the placement of the sensors of the Myo Armband is greatly influenced
by the circumference of the user’s forearm. In this sense, the sensors of the Myo Armband
cannot be placed on specific muscles because they are restricted to a specific position in the
band. This can introduce some muscle crosstalk in the EMG signal, which affects the classi-
fication performance of the classification models. Therefore, by training the classifiers using
different positions of the Myo Armband, the effect of the crosstalk between muscles could
be reduced. Another potential benefit of varying the position of the band during training, is
that it could be possible to account for a poor optimal sensor placement that might result
from end-users placing the device themselves.
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6. Explore the effects of simultaneously using different user-independent classification methods.
In this work, we used the precision and recall scores to remove gestures from the dataset
in order to boost the classification performance. Further, from the results, it was observed
that different user-independent classification methods achieved different precision and recall
scores for different gestures. This opens up the possibility of having multiple classification
methods running in parallel, each one classifying new incoming data simultaneously. Then, by
using majority voting techniques, the recognition accuracy of the gestures could potentially
increase, and so, the removal of gestures from the dataset would not be necessary to improve
the classification performance. Furthermore, because using multiple classification methods in
parallel will be computationally expensive, there is room for improvement by implementing
sophisticated embedded systems, such as field programmable gate arrays (FPGA), that are
capable of handling this computational load. Nowadays, embedded systems have evolved to
become powerful portable devices, which is why some studies have focused on implementing
them in pattern recognition applications [117, 118].
The purpose of this thesis was to implement user-independent hand gesture recognition classifi-
cation models using IMU and EMG-based sensor fusion techniques. Existing adaptive classification
methods that were aimed towards a user-independent classification model were improved. This
was accomplished by combining all of the information collected from the Myo Armband. The
main objectives of this work, which were to increase the number of gestures that the Myo Arm-
band can recognize while also improving its detection accuracy in a user-independent scenario,
were achieved. In this sense, overall accuracies of up to 84.55% were achieved for a set of 7 ges-
tures. Continued work developing more strategies for using sensor fusion techniques to achieve
better user-independent classifications will be able to promote long term adoption of wearable
mechatronic devices during robot-assisted therapies.
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Appendix B
MATLAB Code
B.1 Data Processing Codes
B.1.1 Extract Subject Data Code
1 %% Setup
2 clc; clear ; close all;
3
4 winSize = .250; %segment 's windows size in s
5 winOverlap = .125; %window overlap (about 50% of windows size) in s
6 deadzone = 0.02;
7
8 % featsEMG = [];
9 % featsIMU = [];
10 % featsIMU1 = [];
11 % featsIMU2 = [];
12 % gest_labels = [];
13
14
15 aa = [];
16 aaimu = [];
17
18 %% Read Data
19 subjectID = [2:7 9:16]; % UNCOMENT TO GENERATE FEATURE MATRICES
20 for gg = subjectID % UNCOMENT TO GENERATE FEATURE MATRICES
21
22 % gg = 25; % COMENT TO GENERATE FEATURE MATRICES
126
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23 dataFile = fullfile('Z:\Memo\Data\',sprintf('S_%d',gg),sprintf('expData_S%d.mat',gg));
24
25
26 workspaceVariable = sprintf('gestFeatures_S%d',gg);
27 dataFullFileName = fullfile('Z:\Memo\Feature Matrices ',workspaceVariable);
28
29 % CLEAR VALUES HERE
30 featsEMG_Train = [];
31 featsIMU_Train = [];
32 featsIMU1_Train = [];
33 featsIMU2_Train = [];
34 gest_labels_Train = [];
35
36 featsEMG_Test = [];
37 featsIMU_Test = [];
38 featsIMU1_Test = [];
39 featsIMU2_Test = [];
40 gest_labels_Test = [];
41
42 % if exist([ dataFullFileName '.mat '],'file ')
43 % load([ dataFullFileName '.mat ']);
44 % else
45 emgFeats_all_Tr = [];
46 imuFeats2_all_Tr = [];
47 fusedFeats_all_Tr = [];
48 emgFeats_all_Tst = [];
49 imuFeats2_all_Tst = [];
50 fusedFeats_all_Tst = [];
51 % end
52
53 load(dataFile);
54 for gestName = ["Wrist Flexion","Wrist Extension","Wrist Pronation","Wrist Supination ","
Wrist Aduction","Wrist Abduction ","Hand Fist","Hand Open","Precision Pinch","Key Pinch
"]
55
56 switch gestName
57 case "Wrist Flexion"
58 gesture = 1;
59 case "Wrist Extension"
60 gesture = 2;
61 case "Wrist Pronation"
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62 gesture = 3;
63 case "Wrist Supination"
64 gesture = 4;
65 case "Wrist Aduction"
66 gesture = 5; % Radial Deviation
67 case "Wrist Abduction"
68 gesture = 6; % Ulnar Deviation
69 case "Hand Fist"
70 gesture = 7;
71 case "Hand Open"
72 gesture = 8;
73 case "Precision Pinch"
74 gesture = 9;
75 case "Key Pinch"
76 gesture = 10;
77 end
78 % gesture = 4; % debug line
79
80 for kk = 1:4 % Arm Position
81 % kk = 3; % Debug line
82 % rng(1); % comment after debuging
83 order1 = randperm (10); % Randomize order of repetitions
84 cont = 1;
85
86 for ii = order1 % Repetition
87 % ii = 7;% debug line
88 if ~isempty(dataExp{ii,gesture ,kk}) %gesture
89 timeEMG_log = dataExp{ii,gesture ,kk}{1 ,1};
90 emg_log = dataExp{ii,gesture ,kk}{1 ,2};
91 timeIMU_log = dataExp{ii,gesture ,kk}{1 ,3};
92 imu_log = dataExp{ii,gesture ,kk}{1 ,4};
93 end
94 % =============== CODE HERE =======================
95 % tic
96 [feats ,~,~,feats_imu2 ,labels ,actarea ,actareaimu] = main_loop(gesture ,timeEMG_log ,
emg_log ,timeIMU_log ,imu_log ,winSize ,winOverlap ,deadzone);
97 % [feats ,~,~,feats_imu2 ,labels ,actarea] = main_loop(gesture ,timeEMG_log ,emg_log ,
timeIMU_log ,imu_log);
98 % featsEMG = [featsEMG;feats ];
99 % %featsIMU = [featsIMU;feats_imu ];
100 % %featsIMU1 = [featsIMU1;feats_imu1 ];
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101 % featsIMU2 = [featsIMU2;feats_imu2 ];
102 % gest_labels = [gest_labels;labels ];
103
104
105 if cont > 8
106 featsEMG_Test = [featsEMG_Test;feats ];
107 %featsIMU_Test = [featsIMU_Test;feats_imu ];
108 %featsIMU1_Test = [featsIMU1_Test;feats_imu1 ];
109 featsIMU2_Test = [featsIMU2_Test;feats_imu2 ];
110 gest_labels_Test = [gest_labels_Test;labels ];
111 else
112 featsEMG_Train = [featsEMG_Train;feats];
113 %featsIMU_Train = [featsIMU_Train;feats_imu ];
114 %featsIMU1_Train = [featsIMU1_Train;feats_imu1 ];
115 featsIMU2_Train = [featsIMU2_Train;feats_imu2 ];
116 gest_labels_Train = [gest_labels_Train;labels ];
117 end
118 cont = cont +1;
119
120 aa = [aa;actarea ];
121 aaimu = [aaimu;actareaimu ];
122
123 % toc
124 % =================================================
125 end
126 % plotStudyData2(dataExp ,gesture ,kk,aa ,aaimu)
127 aa = [];
128 aaimu = [];
129 end
130 end
131
132 % emgFeats = [featsEMG ,gest_labels ];
133 % imuFeats2 = [featsIMU2 ,gest_labels ];
134 % fusedFeats = [featsEMG ,featsIMU2 ,gest_labels ];
135 %
136 % emgFeats_all = [emgFeats_all;emgFeats ];
137 % imuFeats2_all = [imuFeats2_all;imuFeats2 ];
138 % fusedFeats_all = [fusedFeats_all;fusedFeats ];
139
140 emgFeatsTr = [featsEMG_Train ,gest_labels_Train ];
141 imuFeats2Tr = [featsIMU2_Train ,gest_labels_Train ];
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142 fusedFeatsTr = [featsEMG_Train ,featsIMU2_Train ,gest_labels_Train ];
143
144 emgFeatsTst = [featsEMG_Test ,gest_labels_Test ];
145 imuFeats2Tst = [featsIMU2_Test ,gest_labels_Test ];
146 fusedFeatsTst = [featsEMG_Test ,featsIMU2_Test ,gest_labels_Test ];
147
148 emgFeats_all_Tr = [emgFeats_all_Tr;emgFeatsTr ];
149 imuFeats2_all_Tr = [imuFeats2_all_Tr;imuFeats2Tr ];
150 fusedFeats_all_Tr = [fusedFeats_all_Tr;fusedFeatsTr ];
151
152 emgFeats_all_Tst = [emgFeats_all_Tst;emgFeatsTst ];
153 imuFeats2_all_Tst = [imuFeats2_all_Tst;imuFeats2Tst ];
154 fusedFeats_all_Tst = [fusedFeats_all_Tst;fusedFeatsTst ];
155
156 % save([ dataFullFileName '.mat '],'emgFeats_all_Tr ','imuFeats2_all_Tr ','fusedFeats_all_Tr ','
emgFeats_all_Tst ','imuFeats2_all_Tst ','fusedFeats_all_Tst ');
157
158
159 end % UNCOMENT TO GENERATE FEATURE MATRICES
B.1.2 Main Routine Code
1 function [features , featuresIMU , featuresIMU1 , featuresIMU2 , labels , active_area ,
active_areaIMU] = main_loop(gesture ,timeEMG ,channels ,timeIMU ,imu_log ,winSize ,winOverlap
,deadzone)
2 noSegmentation = 0;
3
4 if(nargin < 8)
5 deadzone = 0.02;
6 if (nargin < 7)
7 winOverlap = .125;
8 if (nargin < 6)
9 noSegmentation = 1;
10 end
11 end
12 end
13
14
15 test_time = ceil(length(timeEMG)/200); %time duration of data acquisition in seconds
16 fs = length(timeEMG)/test_time; %real sampling frequency UNCOMMENT LINE
17
18
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19 test_time_IMU = ceil(length(timeIMU)/50); %time duration of data acquisition in seconds
20 fs_IMU = length(timeIMU)/test_time_IMU; %real sampling frequency UNCOMMENT LINE
21
22
23 %% Conditioning
24
25 gyro = imu_log (: ,5:7);
26 acc = imu_log (: ,8:10);
27
28 signal = [gyro ,acc];
29
30 % Because the timestamp on both timeEMG and timeIMU are different , we have
31 % to make them similar by substracting the first value from timeEMG and
32 % timeIMU from their respective vectors
33 timeEMG = timeEMG - timeEMG (1);
34 timeIMU = timeIMU - timeIMU (1);
35
36 %% Preprocessing
37 emgsignal = emgFilter(channels , fs); % EMG filter
38 IMU_signal_filt = imuFilter(signal ,fs_IMU); % IMU filter (Remove 'gravity ' (DC component)
from the acceleration data)
39
40 % ====================================================================
41 % We will have to upsample the IMU signal so we can later fuse the
42 % feature vectors
43
44 % Upsample method one: repeat sample values
45 imuUp1 = (IMU_signal_filt (:)).';
46 imuUp1 = reshape(repmat(imuUp1 ,[4 1]),size(IMU_signal_filt ,1)*4,size(IMU_signal_filt ,2));
47
48 % Upsample method two: interpolate using a cubic spline
49 imuUp2 = interp1(timeIMU ,IMU_signal_filt ,timeEMG ,'spline ');
50
51 % ====================================================================
52 [ema , emga] = emgEnergy_test(emgsignal ,fs); % Compute the Energy Moving Average
53 [onEMG ,active_area] = onsetDetection_test(ema);
54
55 if length(onEMG)> 1200 || isempty(onEMG) % length bigger than 6 seconds UNCOMMENT LINE
56 onEMG = 800:1650;
57 active_area = [onEMG (1);onEMG(end)];
58 end % UNCOMMENT LINE
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59
60 emgsignal_active = emgsignal(onEMG ,:);
61
62 % ====================================================================
63 idx = timeEMG(active_area);
64 active_areaIMU = zeros(size(active_area));
65
66 for ii = 1: length(idx)
67 temp = find(timeIMU >= idx(ii));
68 active_areaIMU(ii) = temp (1);
69 end
70
71
72 cont = (active_areaIMU (2:2: end)-active_areaIMU (1:2:end -1))+1; % Se suma 1 para obtener el
rango completo. Eg: [1:22]. El rango de valores es de 22 sin embargo , si restamos 22-1,
obtendremos 21 por lo tanto para obtener el rango hay que sumarle 1 al resultado
73 check1 = reshape(active_areaIMU ,2,[]);
74
75 rows_size = sum(cont);
76 idx1 = cumsum(cont);
77
78 onIMU = zeros(rows_size ,1);
79
80 temp1 = 1;
81
82 for ii = 1:size(check1 ,2)
83 onIMU(temp1:idx1(ii)) = check1(1,ii):check1(2,ii);
84 temp1 = idx1(ii)+1;
85 end
86
87 IMU_active = IMU_signal_filt(onIMU ,:); % Non upsampled signal
88 IMU_active1 = imuUp1(onEMG ,:); % Upsampled signal method 1. We use same active
area as EMG b/c both signals have the same sampling rate now
89 IMU_active2 = imuUp2(onEMG ,:); % Upsampled signal method 2. We use same active
area as EMG b/c both signals have the same sampling rate now
90
91 %% Feature Extraction
92 if isempty(emgsignal_active)
93 features = [];
94 labels = [];
95 active_area = [0;0];
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96 active_areaIMU = [0;0];
97 return
98 end
99 if ~noSegmentation
100 % ====================================================================
101 winIncrement = winSize -winOverlap;
102 win_size = ceil(winSize*fs);
103 win_inc = ceil(winIncrement*fs);
104 win_sizeIMU = ceil(winSize*fs_IMU);
105 win_incIMU = ceil(winIncrement*fs_IMU);
106
107 features = extract_feature(emgsignal_active ,'winSize ',win_size ,'winInc ',win_inc ,'
Features ' ,["MAV" "MAVS" "WL" "ZC" "AR"]);
108 featuresIMU = extract_feature(IMU_active ,'winSize ',win_sizeIMU ,'winInc ',win_incIMU ,'
Features ' ,["MAV" "WL"]);
109 featuresIMU1 = extract_feature(IMU_active1 ,'winSize ',win_size ,'winInc ',win_inc ,'
Features ' ,["MAV" "WL"]); % We use the same parameters as with the EMG signal b/c
both signals have the same sampling rate now
110 featuresIMU2 = extract_feature(IMU_active2 ,'winSize ',win_size ,'winInc ',win_inc ,'
Features ' ,["MAV" "WL"]); % We use the same parameters as with the EMG signal b/c
both signals have the same sampling rate now
111 else
112 features = extract_feature(emgsignal_active ,'Features ' ,["MAV" "WL" "ZC" "AR"]);
113 featuresIMU = extract_feature(IMU_active ,'Features ' ,["MAV" "WL"]);
114 featuresIMU1 = extract_feature(IMU_active1 ,'Features ' ,["MAV" "WL"]); % We use the same
parameters as with the EMG signal b/c both signals have the same sampling rate now
115 featuresIMU2 = extract_feature(IMU_active2 ,'Features ' ,["MAV" "WL"]); % We use the same
parameters as with the EMG signal b/c both signals have the same sampling rate now
116 end
117
118 labels = ones(size(features ,1) ,1).* gesture;
119
120 end
B.1.3 Signal Filtering Codes
1 function [processed_signal] = emgFilter(signal , fs)
2 %UNTITLED Summary of this function goes here
3 % Detailed explanation goes here
4
5 %% DC -Offset Removal
6 DCfilterEMG = signal -mean(signal);
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7
8 %% Stop -Band Filter (Notch Filter)
9 fo = 60;
10 qf = 30; % Quality factor set to 30 to have a bandwith of 2 Hz
11 wo = fo/(fs/2);
12 bw = wo/qf;
13 [b,a] = iirnotch(wo ,bw);
14
15 processed_signal = filtfilt(b,a,DCfilterEMG);
16
17 %% High -Pass Filter
18 fo = 20;
19 wo = fo/(fs/2);
20 [b,a] = butter(4,wo ,'high');
21 processed_signal = filtfilt(b,a,processed_signal);
22 end
1 function [processed_signal] = imuFilter(signal , fs)
2 %% Band -Pass Filter (4th Order Butterworth Filter)
3
4 fcl = 0.2; %0.2 Hz cutoff frequency
5 fch = 15;
6
7 [b,a] = butter (4,[fcl ,fch ]/(fs/2),'bandpass '); %4th order butterworth
8
9 processed_signal = filtfilt(b,a,signal);
10
11
12 end
B.1.4 Signal Conditioning Codes
1 function [emg_energy , emg_average] = emgEnergy_test(x,fs)
2 useTKEO = 1;
3 if nargin < 2
4 useTKEO = 0;
5 end
6
7 [data , Nsignals] = size(x);
8
9 % Use TKEO before averaging
10 if useTKEO == 1
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11 emg_average = tkeo(x,fs);
12 else
13 emg_average = x;
14 end
15
16
17 emg_average = mean(emg_average ,2);
18
19 emg_average2 = emg_average .^2;
20
21 emg_average = [0; emg_average; 0] ;
22
23 windowSize = 60;
24 b = (1/ windowSize)*ones(1, windowSize);
25 a = 1;
26
27 emg_energy = filter(b,a,emg_average2);
28
29 emg_energy = sqrt(emg_energy);
30 emg_energy = [0; emg_energy; 0];
31 end
1 function [emg_conditioned] = tkeo(x,fs)
2
3 TKEO = x(2:end -1,:).^2 - x(3:end ,:) .* x(1:end -2,:);
4
5 %%
6 % Butterworth Filter
7 fc = 50; %5 Hz cutoff frequency
8
9 [b,a] = butter(4,fc/(fs/2)); %4th order butterworth
10
11 emg_conditioned = filtfilt(b,a,TKEO);
12
13 emg_conditioned = abs(emg_conditioned);
14
15
16 end
B.1.5 Onset Detection Code
1 function [onEMG ,check] = onsetDetection_test(emg_energy)
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2 l = size(emg_energy ,1);
3 check = zeros(l,1);
4
5
6 function [pkthOn , pkthOff ,P1] = peakDetection(emg_energy)
7 ematst = emg_energy; %ema (5000: end);
8
9 th = max(ematst)*0.1; % 0.1
10 [pks ,locs_Swave] = findpeaks(ematst ,'MinPeakHeight ',th,'MinPeakDistance ' ,100);
11
12
13 pkthOn = mean(pks) * 0.2; % 0.1
14 pkthOff = pkthOn *0.6;
15
16 Fs = 200; % Sampling frequency
17 T = 1/Fs; % Sampling period
18 L = length(ematst); % Length of signal
19 Y = fft(ematst);
20 P2 = abs(Y/L);
21 P1 = P2(1: floor(L/2+1));
22 P1(2:end -1) = 2*P1(2:end -1);
23 end
24
25 [pkthOn , pkthOff , P1] = peakDetection(emg_energy);
26 aux = 0;
27 cont = 0;
28
29
30 % Data with length less than 100 ms is considered spurious due to the
31 % electromechanical delay of the muscles
32 st = 1;
33 en = length(emg_energy);
34 for ii = st: en
35 if (emg_energy(ii) >= pkthOn)
36 if (aux == 0)
37 ta = ii;
38 aux = 1;
39 end
40 end
41 if (aux == 1)
42 if (emg_energy(ii) <= pkthOff || ii == length(emg_energy))
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43 if (cont >= 750) % 20 samples = 100 ms at 200 Hz %Test with 750 samples: (3/4)
of 5 secs
44 check(ta) = 1;
45 check(ii -1) = 1;
46 end
47 aux = 0;
48 cont = 0;
49 else
50 cont = cont + 1;
51 end
52 end
53 end
54
55
56 % ========================================================================
57 % % % Code used to find the active area between '1':
58 % % % For example: [0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0] -> [0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0]
59 % ========================================================================
60
61 check = find(check == 1);
62 length_check = length(check);
63 if mod(length_check ,2) ~= 0
64 check = [check ,length(emg_energy)];
65 end
66
67 cont = (check (2:2: end)-check (1:2:end -1))+1; % We add 1 to obtaine the complete range.
68 check1 = reshape(check ,2,[]);
69
70 rows_size = sum(cont);
71 idx1 = cumsum(cont);
72
73 onEMG = zeros(rows_size ,1);
74
75 temp1 = 1;
76
77 for ii = 1:size(check1 ,2)
78 onEMG(temp1:idx1(ii)) = check1(1,ii):check1(2,ii);
79 temp1 = idx1(ii)+1;
80 end
81
82 end
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B.2 Feature Extraction Codes
The code used for feature extraction from the EMG and IMU signal is presented in this section.
To optimize the computational speed, feature matrices where prepared for vectorization. Some of
the utilized code is based on a previous work presented in [119].
B.2.1 Vectorization Code
1 %
2 % EXTRACT_FEATURE Extracts features from signal.
3 %
4 % [feature ,seg_raw_data] = extract_feature(data ,win_size ,win_inc , deadzone)
5 %
6 % Author Jose Guillermo Colli Alfaro
7 %
8 % This function extracts features from the signal contained in data ,
9 % which are stored in columns.
10 %
11 % The signals in data are divided into multiple windows of size
12 % win_size and the windows are space win_inc apart.
13 %
14 % A variable numwin is created to reshape the matrix data into a new
15 % matrix VECTDATA of size [win_size size(data ,2)*numwin ]. This new
16 % matrix is used as an input for the functions that compute the features
17 % of the EMG signal.
18 %
19 % Features are computed using Vectorization.
20 %
21 % 2018/04/23 Memo: First created
22 % 2018/04/24 Memo: Added code for reshaping vectdata
23 % 2018/11/22 Memo: Modified function to compute any feature. Added RMS
24 % feature calculation
25 % 2019/05/28 Memo: Added option to return segmented raw data
26
27 % function feature = extract_feature(data ,win_size ,win_inc ,varargin)
28 function [feature , seg_raw_data] = extract_feature(data ,varargin)
29 defaultFeatures = ["MAV" "MAVS" "WL" "ZC" "AR"];
30 defaultDeadzone = 0.02;
31 defaultAROrder = 4;
32 defaultWinSize = size(data ,1);
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33 defaultWinInc = 1;
34
35 p = inputParser;
36 addRequired(p,'data');
37 % addRequired(p,'win_size ');
38 % addRequired(p,'win_inc ');
39 addParameter(p,'winSize ',defaultWinSize);
40 addParameter(p,'winInc ',defaultWinInc);
41 addParameter(p,'Features ',defaultFeatures);
42
43 %% Add parameters here:
44 % addParameter(p,'Parameter_Name ',Default_parameter_value)
45 addParameter(p,'Deadzone ',defaultDeadzone);
46 addParameter(p,'arOrder ',defaultAROrder);
47
48 %% DO NOT MODIFY
49 % parse(p,data ,win_size ,win_inc ,varargin {:});
50 parse(p,data ,varargin {:});
51
52 %% Assign parameters to variables here:
53 % var_name = p.Results.Parameter_Name
54 feats = p.Results.Features;
55 deadzone = p.Results.Deadzone;
56 ar_order = p.Results.arOrder;
57 win_size = p.Results.winSize; % Test
58 win_inc = p.Results.winInc; % Test
59
60 %% DO NOT MODIFY
61 % Manipulate Data matrix for vectorization
62 [datasize , Nsignals] = size(data);
63 temp = 0: win_inc :(datasize -win_size); % Create temporal vector that will allow us to get
the index of matrix Data
64 temp1 = 1: win_size; % Vector that will be sumed to temp vector to obtain index of matrix
Data
65
66 idx = temp1+temp.'; % index matrix
67 idx = idx '; %transpose matrix and then ...
68 idx = idx (:); %... unroll parameters % 2018/04/24 Memo: probably this step is not
necessary
69
70 vectdata = data(idx ,:); %Create vectorized matrix
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71 seg_raw_data = vectdata; % Backup vectada , will be used later
72 numwin = size(vectdata ,1)/win_size; %obtain #of windows in the vectorized matrix , there may
be data loss if module(winsize/wininc) ~= 0
73
74 % This section is used to create a matrix which contains the index of the
75 % values in vectdata. This index matrix will be used to reshape the matrix
76 % vectdata so it can be further analyzed used vectorization. reshape
77 % function was not used because the way it sorted the columns
78
79 idxvector = 1:numel(vectdata); % Create a vector which values range from 1 to the # of
elements in vectdata
80 idxvector = reshape(idxvector ,size(vectdata)); % Reshape the vector into a matrix of the
same size as vectdata
81 out = idxvector (1: win_size:end ,:); % take every 'numwin ' rows of idx vector
82 temp = reshape(out ',[Nsignals*numwin 1]).'; % row -wise reshaping into a vector
83 temp1 = (0:( win_size -1)) '; % Vector that will be sumed to temp vector to obtain index of
matrix vectdata
84 idxmat = temp+temp1; % index matrix
85 vectdata = vectdata(idxmat); % vectadata now reshaped and ready to be used for
vectorization
86
87 % ------------------------------------------------------------------------
88 % Initialize variable to Preallocate Memory
89 temp = size(feats ,2);
90
91 %% Add any constraints here:
92 % E.g., AR features will return 1* ar_order
93 % features , this will affect the size of the final feature array.
94 % Therefore , we increase the size of our final array by ar_order -1.
95 % If ar_order = 4, then the columns of our final array should look
96 % something like this:
97 % [AR AR1 AR2 AR3]; where AR1 ,AR2 ,AR3 are the 3 extra columns
98 % added to the original vector size
99
100 % Blank sample function:
101 % if (any(feats == "Feature_Name "))
102 % temp = temp + (feature_constraint - 1);
103 % end
104
105 if (any(feats == "AR"))
106 temp = temp + (ar_order - 1);
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107 end
108
109 %% DO NOT MODIFY
110 % Preallocate Memory and initialize index variable
111 feature = zeros(numwin ,Nsignals*temp);
112 idx = 1;
113
114 %% Add functions for calculating new features here:
115 for ii = feats
116 switch ii
117 % Blank sample function:
118 % case 'Feature_Name '
119 % feat = your_feature_function
120 % feature(:,idx:(idx+size(feat ,2) -1)) = feat; % DO NOT DELETE
121 % idx = idx+size(feat ,2); % DO NOT DELETE
122 case 'MAV'
123 [feat , ~] = getmavfeat_test(vectdata ,Nsignals ,numwin);
124 feature(:,idx:(idx+size(feat ,2) -1)) = feat;
125 idx = idx+size(feat ,2);
126 case 'MAVS'
127 [~, feat] = getmavfeat_test(vectdata ,Nsignals ,numwin);
128 feature(:,idx:(idx+size(feat ,2) -1)) = feat;
129 idx = idx+size(feat ,2);
130 case 'WL'
131 feat = getwlfeat_test(vectdata ,Nsignals ,numwin);
132 feature(:,idx:(idx+size(feat ,2) -1)) = feat;
133 idx = idx+size(feat ,2);
134 case 'ZC'
135 [feat] = getzcfeat_test(vectdata ,deadzone ,win_size ,Nsignals ,numwin);
136 feature(:,idx:(idx+size(feat ,2) -1)) = feat;
137 idx = idx+size(feat ,2);
138 case 'AR'
139 feat = getarfeat_test(vectdata ,ar_order ,Nsignals ,numwin);
140 feature(:,idx:(idx+size(feat ,2) -1)) = feat;
141 idx = idx+size(feat ,2);
142 case 'RMS'
143 feat = getrmsfeat_test(vectdata ,Nsignals ,numwin);
144 feature(:,idx:(idx+size(feat ,2) -1)) = feat;
145 idx = idx+size(feat ,2);
146 case 'MEAN'
147 feat = getmeanfeat_test(vectdata ,Nsignals ,numwin);
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148 feature(:,idx:(idx+size(feat ,2) -1)) = feat; % DO NOT DELETE
149 idx = idx+size(feat ,2); % DO NOT DELETE
150 case 'STD'
151 feat = getstdfeat_test(vectdata ,Nsignals ,numwin);
152 feature(:,idx:(idx+size(feat ,2) -1)) = feat; % DO NOT DELETE
153 idx = idx+size(feat ,2); % DO NOT DELETE
154 end
155 end
156
157 % Test Matrix ... YOU CAN IGNORE THIS
158 % Add the new computed feature to this matrix
159 % feature = [MAV MAVS WL ZC AR1 AR2 AR3 AR4 RMS]
160 % feature = [feature1 feature2 feature3 feature4 feature5 feature6 ];
161
162 end
B.2.2 MAV and MAVS Features Code
1 function [feat , feat2] = getmavfeat_test(x,nsignals ,nwindows)
2 %UNTITLED2 Summary of this function goes here
3 % Detailed explanation goes here
4
5 % allocate memory
6 % feat = zeros(nwindows ,nsignals);
7
8 feat = mean(abs(x));
9 feat = (reshape(feat , [nsignals ,nwindows ])).';
10
11 % feat2 = [diff(feat); zeros(1,nsignals)];
12 feat2 = diff([feat;feat(end ,:)]);
13 end
B.2.3 WL Feature Code
1 function feat = getwlfeat_test(x,nsignals ,nwindows)
2 %UNTITLED Summary of this function goes here
3 % Detailed explanation goes here
4
5 feat = sum(abs(diff(x)));
6 feat = (reshape(feat , [nsignals ,nwindows ])).';
7
8 end
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B.2.4 ZC Feature Code
1 function [feat] = getzcfeat_test(x,deadzone ,winsize ,nsignals ,nwindows)
2 %UNTITLED2 Summary of this function goes here
3 % Detailed explanation goes here
4
5
6 y = (x > deadzone) - (x < -deadzone);
7
8 % % forces the zeros towards either the positive or negative
9 % % the filter is chosen so that the most recent +1 or -1 has
10 % % the most influence on the state of the zero.
11 a=1;
12 b=exp(-(1: winsize /2)) ';
13 z = filter(b,a,y);
14
15
16 z = (z > 0) - (z < -0);
17 dz = diff(z);
18
19 feat = (sum(abs(dz)==2));
20 feat = (reshape(feat , [nsignals ,nwindows ])).';
21
22 % C = sign(x(1:end -1,:) .* x(2:end ,:));
23 % C(C~=-1)=0;
24 % C = abs(C);
25 %
26 % A = abs(x(1:end -1,:) - x(2:end ,:));
27 %
28 % y = sign(C);
29 % y(y~=-1)=0;
30 % z(z<= deadzone)=0;
31 % z(z>deadzone)=1;
32 % dz = (-y)&z;
33 % feat2 = sum(dz);
34 % feat2 = (reshape(feat2 , [nsignals ,nwindows ])).';
35
36
37 end
B.2.5 AR Coefficients Feature Code
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1 function feat = getarfeat_test(x,order ,nsignals ,nwindows)
2 %UNTITLED3 Summary of this function goes here
3 % Detailed explanation goes here
4
5 % While aryule might be more accurate , lpc is faster for computing the
6 % autoregressive coefficients. Theorethically , the computed values are the
7 % same. The might be different by a couple of decimals
8
9 % ar = aryule(x,order) '; % transpose b/c the parameters along the nth row of 'ar ' model the
nth column of x
10 % feat = reshape(ar(2:end ,:),nsignals*order*nwindows ,1) ';
11
12 cur_xlpc = real(lpc(x,order) ');
13 feat = reshape(cur_xlpc (2:end ,:),nsignals*order*nwindows ,1) ';
14
15 feat = (reshape(feat , [nsignals*order ,nwindows ])).';
16
17 end
B.2.6 Mean Feature Code
1 function [feat] = getmeanfeat_test(x,nsignals ,nwindows)
2 %UNTITLED Summary of this function goes here
3 % Detailed explanation goes here
4 feat = mean(x);
5 feat = (reshape(feat , [nsignals ,nwindows ])).'; % DO NOT DELETE
6
7 end
B.2.7 Std Feature Code
1 function [feat] = getstdfeat_test(x,nsignals ,nwindows)
2 %UNTITLED2 Summary of this function goes here
3 % Detailed explanation goes here
4
5 feat = std(x);
6 feat = (reshape(feat , [nsignals ,nwindows ])).';
7 end
B.2.8 RMS Feature Code
1 function feat = getrmsfeat_test(x,nsignals ,nwindows)
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2 %UNTITLED Summary of this function goes here
3 % Detailed explanation goes here
4
5 % feat = sqrt(mean(x.^2));
6 feat = rms(x);
7 feat = (reshape(feat , [nsignals ,nwindows ])).';
8
9 end
B.3 Feature Normalization Code
1 function [x_norm , x_norm2 , mu , sigma] = featureNormalize(x, mu, sigma)
2 %FEATURENORMALIZE Normalizes the features in X
3 % FEATURENORMALIZE(X) returns a normalized version of X where
4 % the mean value of each feature is 0 and the standard deviation
5 % is 1. This is often a good preprocessing step to do when
6 % working with learning algorithms.
7
8 if nargin < 2
9 mu = mean(x);
10 x_norm = x - mu;
11
12 sigma = std(x_norm);
13 x_norm = x_norm ./ sigma;
14 else
15 x_norm = (x - mu)./ sigma;
16 end
17
18
19 % Change the range between -1 and 1
20 x_norm2 = 2.*(( x_norm - min(x_norm ,[] ,1))./(max(x_norm ,[],1)-min(x_norm ,[] ,1))) -1;
21 end
B.4 Feature Reduction Code
1 function [Z, K, U, maxVar] = projectData(X, K, U)
2 %PROJECTDATA Computes the reduced data representation when projecting only
3 %on to the top k eigenvectors
4 % Z = projectData(X, K, U) computes the projection of
5 % the normalized inputs X into the reduced dimensional space spanned by
6 % the first K columns of U. It returns the projected examples in Z.
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7 %
8
9 findK = 0;
10 computeU = 0;
11 if nargin < 3
12 computeU = 1;
13 if nargin < 2
14 K = size(X,2);
15 findK = 1;
16 end
17 end
18
19 % Useful values
20 [m, n] = size(X);
21
22 if computeU
23 % Compute covariance matrix Sigma
24 Sigma = (X' * X) / (m-1);
25
26 % Compute eigenvectors of matrix Sigma
27 [U, S, V] = svd(Sigma);
28
29 % Obtain variances
30 idx = find(S);
31 den = sum(S(idx));
32 temp = cumsum(S(idx))./den;
33
34 % =======================================================================
35 % ========= COMMENT THIS CODE IF ALREADY KNOW THE VALUE OF K ============
36 % =======================================================================
37
38 if findK
39 % Use singular value matrix S to compute the # of principal components K.
40
41 % Matrix S is a diagonal matrix that contains the square roots of the
42 % non -zero eigenvalues of both Sigma '*Sigma and Sigma*Simga ', where
43 % Sigma ' is the conjugate transpose of Sigma.
44
45 % idx = find(S);
46 % den = sum(S(idx));
47 % temp = cumsum(S(idx))./den;
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48 K = find(temp >=0.95); % Find K so that reduced matrix retains 99% variance
49
50 % If K = 0, then reduce varaince tolerance up to 90% MAX. If K is still
51 % zero , then it is not possible to reduce the matrix
52
53 if isempty(K)
54 K = find(temp >=0.95);
55 if isempty(K)
56 K = find(temp >=0.90);
57 if isempty(K)
58 K = n;
59 end
60 end
61 end
62
63 K = min(K);
64
65 end
66
67 % =======================================================================
68
69 maxVar = temp(K);
70 end
71
72 Z = X * U(:, 1:K);
73
74
75 end
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B.5.1 LS-SVM Code
1 % featMatID = 2;
2 reduce = 1; %'1' or '0'
3 znorm = 0;
4 remove_gests = 1;
5
6 for featMatID = 1:2
7 for subID = [2:7 ,9:20 ,22:25] %[2:7 ,9:16]
8 workspaceVariable = sprintf('gestFeatures_S%d',subID);
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9 dataFullFileName = fullfile('Z:\Memo\Feature Matrices ',workspaceVariable);
10 load(dataFullFileName);
11 switch featMatID
12 case 1
13 featMat = [fusedFeats_all_Tr; fusedFeats_all_Tst ];
14 if remove_gests == 1
15 featMat = reduce_data(featMat);
16 end
17
18 if znorm == 1
19 [feature_norm3 ,~] = featureNormalize(featMat (:,1:end -1));
20 else
21 [~, feature_norm3] = featureNormalize(featMat (:,1:end -1));
22 end
23 fileName = 'fusedFeats ';
24 if exist('bestcAll ', 'var')
25 C = bestcAll;%2
26 gamma = bestgAll; %0.5
27 else
28 C = 2;
29 gamma = 0.5;
30 end
31 case 2
32 featMat = [emgFeats_all_Tr; emgFeats_all_Tst ];
33 if remove_gests == 1
34 featMat = reduce_data(featMat);
35 end
36
37 if znorm == 1
38 [feature_norm3 ,~,mu,sigma] = featureNormalize(featMat (:,1:end -1));
39 else
40 [~,feature_norm3 ,mu,sigma] = featureNormalize(featMat (:,1:end -1));
41 end
42
43 fileName = 'emgFeats ';
44 if exist('bestc ', 'var')
45 C = bestc;%2
46 gamma = bestg; %0.5
47 else
48 C = 2;
49 gamma = 0.5;
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50 end
51 case 3
52 featMat = [imuFeats2_all_Tr; imuFeats2_all_Tst ];
53 if remove_gests == 1
54 featMat = reduce_data(featMat);
55 end
56 [~, feature_norm3] = featureNormalize(featMat (:,1:end -1));
57 fileName = 'imu2Feats ';
58 end
59
60 if reduce == 1
61 featPCA2 = projectData(feature_norm3 ,17);
62 else
63 featPCA2 = feature_norm3;
64 end
65
66 Y = featMat(:,end);
67
68 nLab = numel(unique(Y));
69 Yi = Y;
70
71 % Kernel Matrix
72 K = rbfKernel(featPCA2 ,featPCA2 ,gamma);
73 H = K; H(1: size(K,1) +1:end) = H(1: size(K,1)+1:end)+(1/C);
74
75 alphas = zeros(size(H,1),nLab);
76 betas = zeros(nLab ,1);
77
78 Ev = ones(size(H,1) ,1);
79
80
81 % Cholesky factorization
82 R = chol(H,'lower ');
83
84 labels = unique(Y);
85 for ii = 1:nLab
86 Yi(Y==ii) = 1;
87 Yi(Y~=ii) = -1;
88
89 % Solve for eta (n) in H*eta = 1. Use the Cholesky factor of H
90 eta = R.'\(R\Ev);
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91
92 % Solve for nu (v) in H*nu = y. Use the Cholesky factor of H
93 nu = R.'\(R\Yi);
94
95 betas(ii) = (Ev.'*nu)/(Ev.'*eta);
96 alphas(:,ii) = nu - (eta*betas(ii));
97 end
98
99 switch featMatID
100 case 1
101 if reduce == 1
102 if znorm == 1
103 LSSVM_Mdl_EMGIMU_znorm.eta = eta;
104 LSSVM_Mdl_EMGIMU_znorm.nu = nu;
105 LSSVM_Mdl_EMGIMU_znorm.betas = betas;
106 LSSVM_Mdl_EMGIMU_znorm.alphas = alphas;
107 LSSVM_Mdl_EMGIMU_znorm.datTr = featPCA2; %featPCA2
108 LSSVM_Mdl_EMGIMU_znorm.C = C;
109 LSSVM_Mdl_EMGIMU_znorm.gamma = gamma;
110
111 save(dataFullFileName ,'LSSVM_Mdl_EMGIMU_znorm ','-append ');
112 else
113 LSSVM_Mdl_EMGIMU_7_gest.eta = eta;
114 LSSVM_Mdl_EMGIMU_7_gest.nu = nu;
115 LSSVM_Mdl_EMGIMU_7_gest.betas = betas;
116 LSSVM_Mdl_EMGIMU_7_gest.alphas = alphas;
117 LSSVM_Mdl_EMGIMU_7_gest.datTr = featPCA2; %featPCA2
118 LSSVM_Mdl_EMGIMU_7_gest.C = C;
119 LSSVM_Mdl_EMGIMU_7_gest.gamma = gamma;
120
121 save(dataFullFileName ,'LSSVM_Mdl_EMGIMU_7_gest ','-append ');
122 end
123
124 else
125 LSSVM_Mdl_EMGIMU_NoPCA.eta = eta;
126 LSSVM_Mdl_EMGIMU_NoPCA.nu = nu;
127 LSSVM_Mdl_EMGIMU_NoPCA.betas = betas;
128 LSSVM_Mdl_EMGIMU_NoPCA.alphas = alphas;
129 LSSVM_Mdl_EMGIMU_NoPCA.datTr = featPCA2; %featPCA2
130 LSSVM_Mdl_EMGIMU_NoPCA.C = C;
131 LSSVM_Mdl_EMGIMU_NoPCA.gamma = gamma;
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132 save(dataFullFileName ,'LSSVM_Mdl_EMGIMU_NoPCA ','-append ');
133 end
134 case 2
135 if reduce == 1
136 if znorm == 1
137 LSSVM_Mdl_EMG_znorm.eta = eta;
138 LSSVM_Mdl_EMG_znorm.nu = nu;
139 LSSVM_Mdl_EMG_znorm.betas = betas;
140 LSSVM_Mdl_EMG_znorm.alphas = alphas;
141 LSSVM_Mdl_EMG_znorm.datTr = featPCA2; %featPCA2
142 LSSVM_Mdl_EMG_znorm.C = C;
143 LSSVM_Mdl_EMG_znorm.gamma = gamma;
144
145 save(dataFullFileName ,'LSSVM_Mdl_EMG_znorm ','-append ');
146 else
147 LSSVM_Mdl_EMG_7_gest.eta = eta;
148 LSSVM_Mdl_EMG_7_gest.nu = nu;
149 LSSVM_Mdl_EMG_7_gest.betas = betas;
150 LSSVM_Mdl_EMG_7_gest.alphas = alphas;
151 LSSVM_Mdl_EMG_7_gest.datTr = featPCA2; %featPCA2
152 LSSVM_Mdl_EMG_7_gest.C = C;
153 LSSVM_Mdl_EMG_7_gest.gamma = gamma;
154
155 save(dataFullFileName ,'LSSVM_Mdl_EMG_7_gest ','-append ');
156 end
157 else
158 LSSVM_Mdl_EMG_NoPCA.eta = eta;
159 LSSVM_Mdl_EMG_NoPCA.nu = nu;
160 LSSVM_Mdl_EMG_NoPCA.betas = betas;
161 LSSVM_Mdl_EMG_NoPCA.alphas = alphas;
162 LSSVM_Mdl_EMG_NoPCA.datTr = featPCA2; %featPCA2
163 LSSVM_Mdl_EMG_NoPCA.C = C;
164 LSSVM_Mdl_EMG_NoPCA.gamma = gamma;
165 save(dataFullFileName ,'LSSVM_Mdl_EMG_NoPCA ','-append ');
166 end
167 case 3
168 LSSVM_Mdl_IMU.eta = eta;
169 LSSVM_Mdl_IMU.nu = nu;
170 LSSVM_Mdl_IMU.betas = betas;
171 LSSVM_Mdl_IMU.alphas = alphas;
172 LSSVM_Mdl_IMU.datTr = featPCA2; %featPCA2
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173 LSSVM_Mdl_IMU.C = C;
174 LSSVM_Mdl_IMU.gamma = gamma;
175 save(dataFullFileName ,'LSSVM_Mdl_IMU ','-append ');
176 end
177 end
178 end
B.5.1.1 Predict LS-SVM Code
1 function [Ys ,pred ,KK] = predLSSVM(datTst ,varargin)
2 %UNTITLED5 Summary of this function goes here
3 % Detailed explanation goes here
4 defaultModel = [];
5 defaultdatTr = [];
6 defaultAlpha = [];
7 defaultBeta = [];
8 defaultGamma = [];
9
10 validStruct = @(x) isstruct(x);
11
12 p = inputParser;
13 addRequired(p,'datTst ');
14 addOptional(p,'dataTr ',defaultdatTr);
15 addOptional(p,'alpha ',defaultAlpha);
16 addOptional(p,'beta',defaultBeta);
17 addOptional(p,'gam',defaultGamma);
18 addParameter(p,'Model ',defaultModel ,validStruct);
19
20 parse(p,datTst ,varargin {:});
21 Mdl = p.Results.Model;
22 datTr = p.Results.dataTr;
23 alphas = p.Results.alpha;
24 betas = p.Results.beta;
25 gamma = p.Results.gam;
26
27 %%
28
29 if ~isempty(Mdl)
30 KK = rbfKernel(datTst ,Mdl.datTr ,Mdl.gamma);
31 Y = (Mdl.alphas).'*KK.';
32 % Ys = sign(Ys+Mdl.betas);
33 Y = Y+Mdl.betas;
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34 else
35 if isempty(datTr) || isempty(alphas) || isempty(betas) || isempty(gamma)
36 error('Not enough input arguments ')
37 end
38 KK = rbfKernel(datTst ,datTr ,gamma);
39 Y = (alphas).'*KK.';
40 Y = Y+betas;
41 end
42
43
44
45 [~,p2]=max(Y);
46 pred = p2.';
47 lab = (1: size(Y,1)).';
48 G = length(lab);
49 N = length(p2);
50
51 Ys = repmat(lab , [1 N]);
52 Ys = Ys== repmat(p2 ,[G 1]);
53 Ys = double(Ys);
54 Ys(Ys==0) = -1;
55
56 end
B.5.1.2 Get LS-SVM Parameters Code
1 function [R,alphas ,betas] = findSVMParam(H,Y,varargin)
2 %UNTITLED Summary of this function goes here
3 % Detailed explanation goes here
4 defaultChol = 'upper ';
5
6 p = inputParser;
7 addRequired(p,'H');
8 addRequired(p,'Y');
9 % addRequired(p,'win_inc ');
10 addParameter(p,'cholFac ',defaultChol);
11
12 parse(p,H,Y,varargin {:});
13
14 cholFactor = p.Results.cholFac;
15
16 %%
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17 nLab = numel(unique(Y));
18 Yi = Y;
19 alphas = zeros(size(H,1),nLab);
20 betas = zeros(nLab ,1);
21
22 Ev = ones(size(H,1) ,1);
23
24 if cholFactor == "lower"
25 % Cholesky factorization
26 R = chol(H,'lower ');
27
28 labels = unique(Y);
29 for ii = 1:nLab
30 Yi(Y==ii) = 1;
31 Yi(Y~=ii) = -1;
32
33 % Solve for eta (n) in H*eta = 1. Use the Cholesky factor of H
34 eta = R.'\(R\Ev);
35
36 % Solve for nu (v) in H*nu = y. Use the Cholesky factor of H
37 nu = R.'\(R\Yi);
38
39 betas(ii) = (Ev.'*nu)/(Ev.'*eta);
40 alphas(:,ii) = nu - (eta*betas(ii));
41 end
42 else
43 % Cholesky factorization
44 R = chol(H);
45
46 labels = unique(Y);
47 for ii = 1:nLab
48 Yi(Y==ii) = 1;
49 Yi(Y~=ii) = -1;
50
51 % Solve for eta (n) in H*eta = 1. Use the Cholesky factor of H
52 eta = R\(R.'\Ev);
53
54 % Solve for nu (v) in H*nu = y. Use the Cholesky factor of H
55 nu = R\(R.'\Yi);
56
57 betas(ii) = (Ev.'*nu)/(Ev.'*eta);
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58 alphas(:,ii) = nu - (eta*betas(ii));
59 end
60 end
61 end
B.5.1.3 Compute RBF Kernel Code
1 function sim = rbfKernel(X, Y, gamma)
2 %RBFKERNEL returns a radial basis function kernel between X and Y
3 % sim = gaussianKernel(X, Y) returns a gaussian kernel between X and Y
4 % and returns the value in sim. RBF is computed using vectorization
5
6 sim = exp(-gamma .* pdist2(X,Y,'euclidean ').^2);
7
8 end
B.5.2 PAC Code
1 function [accEMG ,accEMGIMU ,preds] = particleAdaptiveClass(subjects ,mdlID ,cont ,reduce)
2 %UNTITLED3 Summary of this function goes here
3 % Detailed explanation goes here
4 accEMGIMU = zeros(size(subjects));
5 accEMG = zeros(size(subjects));
6 preds = cell(2,numel(subjects));
7
8
9 for jj = 1: length(subjects)
10 subID = subjects(jj);
11 for featMatID = 1:2
12 switch featMatID
13 case 1
14 % load(fullfile('Z:\Memo\Feature Matrices ',sprintf('gestFeatures_S%d',subID
)) ,...
15 % 'fusedFeats_all_Tr ','fusedFeats_all_Tst ','LSSVM_Mdl_EMGIMU ','
LSSVM_Mdl_EMGIMU_NoPCA ');
16 load(fullfile('Z:\Memo\Feature Matrices ',sprintf('gestFeatures_S%d',subID))
,...
17 'fusedFeats_all_Tr ','fusedFeats_all_Tst ','LSSVM_Mdl_EMGIMU_7_gest ','
LSSVM_Mdl_EMGIMU_NoPCA ');
18
19 featMat = [fusedFeats_all_Tr; fusedFeats_all_Tst ];
20 featMat = reduce_data(featMat); % Uncomment if testing for 7 gestures
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21
22 [~, feature_norm3] = featureNormalize(featMat (:,1:end -1));
23 if reduce == 1
24 % mdlName = 'LSSVM_Mdl_EMGIMU ';
25 mdlName = 'LSSVM_Mdl_EMGIMU_7_gest ';
26 else
27 mdlName = 'LSSVM_Mdl_EMGIMU_NoPCA ';
28 end
29 case 2
30 % load(fullfile('Z:\Memo\Feature Matrices ',sprintf('gestFeatures_S%d',subID
)) ,...
31 % 'emgFeats_all_Tr ','emgFeats_all_Tst ','LSSVM_Mdl_EMG ','
LSSVM_Mdl_EMG_NoPCA ');
32 load(fullfile('Z:\Memo\Feature Matrices ',sprintf('gestFeatures_S%d',subID))
,...
33 'emgFeats_all_Tr ','emgFeats_all_Tst ','LSSVM_Mdl_EMG_7_gest ','
LSSVM_Mdl_EMG_NoPCA ');
34
35 featMat = [emgFeats_all_Tr; emgFeats_all_Tst ];
36 featMat = reduce_data(featMat); % Uncomment if testing for 7 gestures
37
38 [~, feature_norm3] = featureNormalize(featMat (:,1:end -1));
39 if reduce == 1
40 % mdlName = 'LSSVM_Mdl_EMG ';
41 mdlName = 'LSSVM_Mdl_EMG_7_gest ';
42 else
43 mdlName = 'LSSVM_Mdl_EMG_NoPCA ';
44 end
45 case 3
46 feature_norm = featureNormalize(imuFeats2_all_Tr (:,1:end -1));
47 feature_norm2 = featureNormalize(imuFeats2_all_Tst (:,1:end -1));
48
49 featMat = [imuFeats2_all_Tr; imuFeats2_all_Tst ];
50 [~, feature_norm3] = featureNormalize(featMat (:,1:end -1));
51 mdlName = 'LSSVM_Mdl_IMU ';
52 end
53 % Data reduction
54 if reduce == 1
55 featPCA2 = projectData(feature_norm3 ,17);
56 else
57 featPCA2 = feature_norm3;
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58 end
59
60 % Separate data
61 if featMatID == 1
62 rng('shuffle ')
63 order = randperm (40);
64 labels = featMat(:,end);
65 reps = cell (1 ,40);
66 idx1 = 1;
67 idx2 = 1;
68 idxTr = [];
69 idxTst = [];
70 % cont = 1; % Change this value to determine the number of reps used
for the training set
71 for ii = 1:10
72 aux1 = zeros (1 ,40);
73 aux2 = ones (1 ,40);
74
75 idxAux= find(labels == ii);
76 temp = floor(length(idxAux)/40);
77 aux2 = aux2*temp;
78 aux1 (1: length(idxAux) -(temp *40)) = 1;
79 aux2 = aux2+aux1;
80
81 sizeReps = cumsum(aux2).';
82 sizeReps2 = sizeReps +1;
83 sizeReps2 = [1; sizeReps2 (1:end -1)];
84
85 idx_temp = [sizeReps2 sizeReps ];
86 for kk = 1:40
87 reps{kk} = idxAux(idx_temp(kk ,1):idx_temp(kk ,2));
88 end
89 reps_temp = reps(order);
90 for kk = 1:40
91 if kk <= cont
92 idxTr = [idxTr; reps_temp{kk}];
93 else
94 idxTst = [idxTst; reps_temp{kk}];
95 end
96 end
97 end
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98 end
99
100 % Assign testing and training set
101 featMatTr = featPCA2(idxTr ,:);
102 featMatTst = featPCA2(idxTst ,:);
103 labelsTr = labels(idxTr);
104 labelsTst = labels(idxTst);
105
106 %% Train data using different models
107 k = length(mdlID);
108
109 % Find the best model that fit the training set
110 acc = 0;
111 for ii = 1:k
112 load(fullfile('Z:\Memo\Feature Matrices ',sprintf('gestFeatures_S%d',mdlID(ii)))
,mdlName);
113 aux = eval(mdlName);
114 [~,pred] = predLSSVM(featMatTr ,'Model',aux);
115 CC = confusionmat(labelsTr ,pred);
116 C1 = CC.*eye(length(CC));
117 C2 = sum(CC ,2);
118 a = (sum(sum(C1 ,2)./C2)/( length(unique(labelsTr))))*100;
119 if a > acc
120 acc = a;
121 bestS = mdlID(ii);
122 datTr = aux.datTr;
123 % Change SVM variables
124 gamma = aux.gamma;
125 C = aux.C;
126 bestMdl = aux;
127 bestPred = pred;
128 end
129 end
130
131 switch featMatID
132 case 1
133 aux = load(fullfile('Z:\Memo\Feature Matrices ',sprintf('gestFeatures_S%d',
bestS)),'fusedFeats_all_Tr ', 'fusedFeats_all_Tst ');
134 labTr = [aux.fusedFeats_all_Tr; aux.fusedFeats_all_Tst ];
135 labTr = reduce_data(labTr); % Uncomment if testing for 7 gestures
136 case 2
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137 aux = load(fullfile('Z:\Memo\Feature Matrices ',sprintf('gestFeatures_S%d',
bestS)),'emgFeats_all_Tr ', 'emgFeats_all_Tst ');
138 labTr = [aux.emgFeats_all_Tr; aux.emgFeats_all_Tst ];
139 labTr = reduce_data(labTr); % Uncomment if testing for 7 gestures
140 end
141
142 labTr = labTr(:,end);
143
144 %% PAC algorithm
145 % Vectorized RBF Kernel
146 % This is equivalent to computing the kernel on every pair of examples
147 K = rbfKernel(datTr ,datTr ,gamma); % All training data kernel
148 H = K; H(1: size(K,1) +1:end) = H(1: size(K,1)+1:end)+(1/C);
149
150 % ================================================================
151 % GPU stuff
152 reqMemory = numel(K)*8;
153
154 % Reset GPU Memory
155 gpuDev = gpuDevice (1);
156 if gpuDev.AvailableMemory > reqMemory
157 kD = gpuArray(abs ((2 -(2*K)).^(1/2)));
158 kernelDist = gather(kD);
159
160 % Reset GPU Memory
161 gpuDev = gpuDevice (1);
162 else
163 % Compute kernel distance matrix
164 kernelDist = abs ((2 -(2*K)).^(1/2));
165 end
166
167 % ================================================================
168
169 % Split training samples within each class into 'm' clusters and extract
170 % representative particles with percentage 'p' into dataset RSS
171 m = 10; % Recomended value between 9 and 28
172 p = 0.23; % Recomended value between 10% and 20%
173 labs = unique(labTr);
174 rpMat = zeros(size(labTr));
175 idx_rpMat = 1;
176
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177 % For each class
178 for ii = 1: length(labs)
179 idx = find(labTr==labs(ii));
180 dist_Class = kernelDist(idx ,idx);
181 aux = kmedoids1(m,dist_Class);
182
183 % Preallocate Memory and initialize index variable
184 repPart = ceil(histcounts(aux).*p);
185 idxMat = zeros(sum(repPart) ,1);
186 idxAux = 1;
187
188 % Randomly select samples from each cluster
189 for kk = 1: length(repPart)
190 aux_idx = find(aux == kk);
191 aux_idx = aux_idx(randperm(numel(aux_idx)));
192 idxMat(idxAux :( idxAux+repPart(kk) -1)) = idx(aux_idx (1: repPart(kk)));
193 idxAux = idxAux+repPart(kk);
194 end
195
196 % Save selected samples in rpMat and move its index value to the next
197 % available space
198 rpMat(idx_rpMat:idx_rpMat+sum(repPart) -1) = idxMat;
199 idx_rpMat = idx_rpMat+sum(repPart);
200 end
201
202 % Remove zero values from rpMat
203 rpMat = sort(rpMat(rpMat ~=0));
204
205 % Create new training dataset RSS
206 RSS = datTr(rpMat ,:);
207 RSS_H = H(rpMat ,rpMat);
208
209 % Obtain labels of RSS
210 labelsTrRSS = labTr(rpMat);
211
212 [R,alphas ,betas] = findSVMParam(RSS_H ,labelsTrRSS);
213
214 lambda = 10e5;
215 dTh = 0.99;
216 ti = zeros(1,size(RSS ,1));
217
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218 for ii = 1:size(featMatTr ,1)
219 % Predict new sample
220 [~,Yn,KK] = predLSSVM(featMatTr(ii ,:),RSS ,alphas ,betas ,gamma);
221 kDist = abs ((2 -(2*KK)).^(1/2));
222 ti = ti+1; % update unchanging time
223
224 [RP ,I] = min (((exp(ti/lambda)).* kDist));
225
226 D = dTh - RP;
227 if(Yn == labelsTr(ii))
228 if (D > 0) && (Yn == labTr(I))
229 ti(I) = 0;
230 RSS(I,:) = featMatTr(ii ,:);
231 [R,alphas ,betas] = unincLSSVM_test(KK ,labelsTrRSS ,featMatTr(ii ,:),R,I,C
,gamma); % Require upper Cholesky Factor
232 end
233 end
234 end
235 [~,prd] = predLSSVM(featMatTst ,RSS ,alphas ,betas ,gamma);
236 CC_mdl = confusionmat(labelsTst ,prd);
237
238 C1 = CC_mdl .*eye(length(CC_mdl));
239 C2 = sum(CC_mdl ,2);
240 acc3 = (sum(sum(C1 ,2)./C2)/( length(unique(labelsTr))))*100;
241 if featMatID == 1
242 accEMGIMU(jj) = acc3; %Fused feats
243 preds{2,jj} = [labelsTst ,prd];
244 else
245 accEMG(jj) = acc3; %EMG only feats
246 preds{1,jj} = [labelsTst ,prd];
247 end
248 end
249 end
250 end
B.5.2.1 K Medoids Code
1 function [idx] = kmedoids1(m,distMatrix)
2 % Code adapted from:
3 % H.-S. Park and C.-H. Jun , A simple and fast algorithm for k-medoids
4 % clustering ," Expert Systems With Applications , vol. 36, no. 2,
5 % pp. 3336{3341 , 2009.
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6
7 % m = 4;
8 max_it = 10000;
9 didx = 1:size(distMatrix ,1);
10
11 den = sum(distMatrix ,2);
12 den = repmat(den ,[1,size(distMatrix ,2)]);
13 v = sum(distMatrix ./den);
14
15 % Sort v in ascending order
16 [~, idx_medoid] = sort(v);
17
18 idx_medoid = sort(idx_medoid (1:m));
19 idx_medoid = idx_medoid (1:m);
20
21 d_medoid = distMatrix (:, idx_medoid);
22 [dist ,idx] = min(d_medoid ,[],2);
23
24 sum_dist = zeros(1,m);
25 for ii = 1:m
26 sum_dist(:,ii) = sum(dist(idx==ii));
27 end
28
29 prev_sum_dist = sum_dist;
30
31 cont = 1;
32
33 % Step2
34 for jj = 1: max_it
35 for ii = 1:m
36 idx_aux = idx==ii;
37 aux_mat = distMatrix(idx_aux ,idx_aux);
38 aux_didx = didx(:,idx_aux);
39 [~,aux2] = min(sum(aux_mat));
40 idx_medoid(ii) = aux_didx(aux2);
41 end
42
43 idx_medoid = sort(idx_medoid);
44 d_medoid = distMatrix (:, idx_medoid);
45 [dist ,idx] = min(d_medoid ,[],2);
46
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47 for ii = 1:m
48 sum_dist(:,ii) = sum(dist(idx==ii));
49 end
50
51 if prev_sum_dist == sum_dist
52 break;
53 end
54
55 cont = cont + 1;
56 prev_sum_dist = sum_dist;
57
58 end
59
60 end
B.5.2.2 Universal Incremental Learning Code
1 function [U,alphas ,betas] = unincLSSVM_test(K2,S_labels ,newDat ,R,p,C,gamma)
2
3 % Code adapted from:
4 % Q. Huang , D. Yang , L. Jiang , H. Zhang , H. Liu , and K. Kotani ,
5 % "A novel unsupervised adaptive learning method for long -term
6 % electromyography (EMG) pattern recognition", Sensors (Switzerland),
7 % vol. 17, no. 6, 2017.
8
9 %This function assumes we are using a RBF Kernel , code can be
10 %easily modified to use any type of kernel
11 % S_labels = Representative sample set S labels.
12 % K2 = Kernel Matrix of new testing sample newDat against representative
13 % sample set S -> kernelFunction(newDat ,S)
14 % H = LS_SVM Kernel Matrix of RS (This kernel matrix already has the
15 % regularization parameter C)
16 % C = SVM regularization term (the same used for S)
17 % p = index of particle in S to be replaced
18 % newDat = Sample to replace the pth sample in S
19
20 l = size(S_labels ,1);
21 W = zeros(l-1,l-1);
22 U = zeros(l,l);
23
24 h1 = (K2(1:p-1)).';
25 h2 = (K2(p+1:end)).';
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26 hpp = (rbfKernel(newDat ,newDat ,gamma))+(1/C);
27
28 if p ~= 1
29 W1 = R(1:p-1,1:p-1);
30 W(1: size(W1 ,1) ,1:size(W1 ,2)) = W1;
31 U(1:p-1,1:p-1) = W1;
32
33 W2 = R(1:p-1,p+1:l);
34 W(1: size(W2 ,1),size(W,2)-size(W2 ,2)+1: end) = W2;
35
36 u1 = (W1.')\h1;
37 upp = sqrt(hpp -((u1.')*u1));
38
39 U(1:p-1,p) = u1;
40
41 if ~isempty(W2)
42 u2 = (h2 - (W2.')*u1)/upp;
43 U(1: size(W2 ,1),size(U,2)-size(W2 ,2)+1: end) = W2;
44 end
45 else
46 upp = sqrt(hpp);
47 u2 = h2/upp;
48 end
49
50
51 if p ~= l
52
53 U(p,p+1:l) = u2.';
54
55 W3 = R(p+1:l,p+1:l);
56 r2 = (R(p,p+1:l)).';
57 W3 = cholupdate(W3 ,r2);
58 W(size(W,1)-size(W3 ,1)+1:end ,size(W,2)-size(W3 ,2)+1: end) = W3;
59
60 U3 = cholupdate(W3 ,u2,'-');
61
62 U(size(U,1)-size(W3 ,1)+1:end ,size(U,2)-size(W3 ,2)+1: end) = U3;
63
64 end
65 U(p,p) = upp;
66
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67 % FIND ALPHAS AND BETAS USING MULTICLASS CLASSIFICATION
68 nLab = numel(unique(S_labels));
69 Yi = S_labels;
70 alphas = zeros(size(U,1),nLab);
71 betas = zeros(nLab ,1);
72
73 Ev = ones(size(U,1) ,1);
74
75
76 for ii = 1:nLab
77 Yi(S_labels ==ii) = 1;
78 Yi(S_labels ~=ii) = -1;
79
80 % Solve for eta (n) in H*eta = 1. Use the Cholesky factor of H
81 eta = U\(U.'\Ev);
82
83 % Solve for nu (v) in H*nu = y. Use the Cholesky factor of H
84 nu = U\(U.'\Yi);
85
86 betas(ii) = (Ev.'*nu)/(Ev.'*eta);
87 alphas(:,ii) = nu - (eta*betas(ii));
88 end
89
90 end
B.5.3 Adaptive LS-SVM Code
1 function [accEMG ,accEMGIMU ,preds] = lssvmAdapt(subjects ,mdlID ,cont ,reduce)
2 %UNTITLED2 Summary of this function goes here
3 % Detailed explanation goes here
4
5 %%
6 accEMGIMU = zeros(size(subjects));
7 accEMG = zeros(size(subjects));
8 preds = cell(2,numel(subjects));
9
10
11 for jj = 1: length(subjects)
12 subID = subjects(jj);
13 for featMatID = 1:2
14 switch featMatID
15 case 1
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16 % load(fullfile('Z:\Memo\Feature Matrices ',sprintf('gestFeatures_S%d',subID
)) ,...
17 % 'fusedFeats_all_Tr ','fusedFeats_all_Tst ','LSSVM_Mdl_EMGIMU_7_gest ','
LSSVM_Mdl_EMGIMU_NoPCA ');
18 load(fullfile('Z:\Memo\Feature Matrices ',sprintf('gestFeatures_S%d',subID))
,...
19 'fusedFeats_all_Tr ','fusedFeats_all_Tst ','LSSVM_Mdl_EMGIMU ','
LSSVM_Mdl_EMGIMU_NoPCA ');
20
21 featMat = [fusedFeats_all_Tr; fusedFeats_all_Tst ];
22
23 % featMat = reduce_data(featMat);
24
25 [~, feature_norm3] = featureNormalize(featMat (:,1:end -1));
26 % [feature_norm3 ,~] = featureNormalize(featMat (:,1:end -1));
27 if reduce == 1
28 % mdlName = 'LSSVM_Mdl_EMGIMU_7_gest ';
29 mdlName = 'LSSVM_Mdl_EMGIMU ';
30 else
31 mdlName = 'LSSVM_Mdl_EMGIMU_NoPCA ';
32 end
33 case 2
34 % load(fullfile('Z:\Memo\Feature Matrices ',sprintf('gestFeatures_S%d',subID
)) ,...
35 % 'emgFeats_all_Tr ','emgFeats_all_Tst ','LSSVM_Mdl_EMG_7_gest ','
LSSVM_Mdl_EMG_NoPCA ');
36
37 load(fullfile('Z:\Memo\Feature Matrices ',sprintf('gestFeatures_S%d',subID))
,...
38 'emgFeats_all_Tr ','emgFeats_all_Tst ','LSSVM_Mdl_EMG ','
LSSVM_Mdl_EMG_NoPCA ');
39
40 featMat = [emgFeats_all_Tr; emgFeats_all_Tst ];
41 % featMat = reduce_data(featMat);
42
43 [~, feature_norm3] = featureNormalize(featMat (:,1:end -1));
44 % [feature_norm3 ,~] = featureNormalize(featMat (:,1:end -1));
45 if reduce == 1
46 % mdlName = 'LSSVM_Mdl_EMG_7_gest ';
47 mdlName = 'LSSVM_Mdl_EMG ';
48 else
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49 mdlName = 'LSSVM_Mdl_EMG_NoPCA ';
50 end
51 case 3
52 feature_norm = featureNormalize(imuFeats2_all_Tr (:,1:end -1));
53 feature_norm2 = featureNormalize(imuFeats2_all_Tst (:,1:end -1));
54
55 featMat = [imuFeats2_all_Tr; imuFeats2_all_Tst ];
56 [~, feature_norm3] = featureNormalize(featMat (:,1:end -1));
57 mdlName = 'LSSVM_Mdl_IMU ';
58 end
59
60 % Data reduction
61 if reduce == 1
62 featPCA2 = projectData(feature_norm3 ,17);
63 else
64 featPCA2 = feature_norm3;
65 end
66
67
68 %--------------------------
69 %test 3
70 if featMatID == 1
71 rng('shuffle ')
72 order = randperm (40);
73 labels = featMat(:,end);
74 reps = cell (1 ,40);
75
76 idx1 = 1;
77 idx2 = 1;
78 idxTr = [];
79 idxTst = [];
80
81 for ii = 1:10
82 aux1 = zeros (1 ,40);
83 aux2 = ones (1 ,40);
84
85 idxAux= find(labels == ii);
86 temp = floor(length(idxAux)/40);
87 aux2 = aux2*temp;
88 aux1 (1: length(idxAux) -(temp *40)) = 1;
89 aux2 = aux2+aux1;
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90
91 sizeReps = cumsum(aux2).';
92 sizeReps2 = sizeReps +1;
93 sizeReps2 = [1; sizeReps2 (1:end -1)];
94
95 idx_temp = [sizeReps2 sizeReps ];
96
97 for kk = 1:40
98 reps{kk} = idxAux(idx_temp(kk ,1):idx_temp(kk ,2));
99 end
100
101 reps_temp = reps(order);
102 for kk = 1:40
103 if kk <= cont % cont controls the number of repetitions from each
gesture extracted for training
104 idxTr = [idxTr; reps_temp{kk}];
105 else
106 idxTst = [idxTst; reps_temp{kk}];
107 end
108 end
109 end
110 end
111
112 % Separate data
113 featMatTr = featPCA2(idxTr ,:);
114 featMatTst = featPCA2(idxTst ,:);
115 labelsTr = labels(idxTr);
116 labelsTst = labels(idxTst);
117 %--------------------------
118
119 gamma = 0.5;
120 C = 2;
121
122 %% Train data using different models
123 k = length(mdlID);
124 yHatCell = cell(k,2);
125
126 % Kernel Matrix
127 K = rbfKernel(featMatTr ,featMatTr ,gamma);
128 H = K; H(1: size(K,1) +1:end) = H(1: size(K,1)+1:end)+(1/C);
129
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130 % Create vector of ones
131 Ev = ones(size(H,1) ,1);
132
133 % Compute M matrix
134 M = [H, Ev;Ev.' 0];
135 P = invBlockMat(M);
136
137 % Compute Yhat vector for each model
138 for ii = 1:k
139 load(fullfile('Z:\Memo\Feature Matrices ',sprintf('gestFeatures_S%d',mdlID(ii)))
,mdlName);
140 [yHatCell{ii ,1}, yHatCell{ii ,2}] = predLSSVM(featMatTr ,'Model ',eval(mdlName));
141 end
142
143 [~, ~, alphas , bs] = pSubGradDes(labelsTr ,yHatCell ,P,k);
144
145 KK = rbfKernel(featMatTst ,featMatTr ,0.5);
146
147 w = (alphas)*KK.';
148 YY = w+bs;
149 [~,p3]=max(YY);
150 pred = p3.';
151 CC_mdl = confusionmat(labelsTst ,pred);
152 C1 = CC_mdl .*eye(length(CC_mdl));
153 C2 = sum(CC_mdl ,2);
154 acc3 = (sum(sum(C1 ,2)./C2)/( length(unique(labelsTr))))*100;
155
156 if featMatID == 1
157 accEMGIMU(jj) = acc3; %Fused feats
158 preds{2,jj} = [labelsTst ,pred];
159 else
160 accEMG(jj) = acc3; %EMG only feats
161 preds{1,jj} = [labelsTst ,pred];
162 end
163 end
164 end
165 end
B.5.3.1 Inverse Block Matrix Code
1 function [P,R,S] = invBlockMat(M,varargin)
2 defaultDiagValue = 'False ';
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3 p = inputParser;
4 addRequired(p,'M');
5 addParameter(p,'Diagonal ',defaultDiagValue);
6
7 %% DO NOT MODIFY
8 % parse(p,data ,win_size ,win_inc ,varargin {:});
9 parse(p,M,varargin {:});
10
11 %% Assign parameters to variables here:
12 % var_name = p.Results.Parameter_Name
13 compDiagonal = p.Results.Diagonal;
14
15 %% Operations
16 A = M(1:end -1,1:end -1);
17 B = M(1:end -1,end);
18 C = M(end ,1:end -1);
19 D = M(end ,end);
20
21 % Cholesky factorization
22 R = chol(A,'lower ');
23 S = inv(R);
24
25 Ap = S.'*S;
26 eta = R.'\(R\B);
27 SM = (-B).'*eta;
28
29 if (compDiagonal == "True")
30 Sdiag = sum(S.^2);
31 P = Sdiag .'+((eta .^2)./SM);
32 else
33 Ainv = Ap+Ap*B/SM*C*Ap;
34 Binv = -Ap*B/SM;
35 Cinv = -SM\C*Ap;
36 Dinv = inv(SM);
37 P = [Ainv ,Binv;Cinv ,Dinv];
38 end
39
40 end
B.5.3.2 Projected Sub-Gradient Descent Code
1 function [bestb ,Ytilde ,alphas2 ,b] = pSubGradDes(y,Yhat ,P,k)
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2 %Projected Sub -gradient Descent Algorithm
3 % Adapted from:
4 % T. Tommasi , F. Orabona , C. Castellini , and B. Caputo , "Improving
5 % control of dexterous hand prostheses using adaptive learning ,"
6 % IEEE Trans. Robot., vol. 29, no. 1, pp. 207-219, 2013.
7
8 % M is given by [H, Ev;Ev.' 0];
9
10 Pdiag = diag(P);
11
12 Adp = cell(k,1);
13 Adpcross = Adp;
14
15 betas = zeros(1,k);
16 prevBetas = betas;
17 t = 1;
18
19 y = y(:);
20 lab = unique(y);
21 G = length(lab);
22 N = length(y);
23
24 % Ensure Y is a [G, N] matrix , where G is the number of classes and N is
25 % the number of samples
26 Y = repmat(lab , [1 N]);
27 Y = Y== repmat(y.',[G 1]);
28 Y = double(Y);
29 Y(Y==0) = -1;
30
31 Zv = zeros(G,1);
32
33
34 Ap = ([Y, Zv])*(P.');
35 b = Ap(:,end);
36
37 % cellfun by itself uses a for loop to apply a function to each cell of the
38 % cell array
39 yHat = cellfun (@horzcat ,Yhat (:,1),repmat(mat2cell(Zv ,[ length(Zv)],[1]) ,[size(Yhat ,1) ,1]),'
UniformOutput ',false);
40
41 for ii = 1:k
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42 Adp{ii} = yHat{ii}*(P.');
43 Adpcross{ii} = Adp{ii}./( Pdiag.');
44 Adpcross{ii} = Adpcross{ii}(:,1:end -1); %remove bias term
45 end
46
47 Apcross = Ap(:,1:end -1)./( Pdiag (1:end -1).');
48
49 % ========================================================================
50 % Repeat until convergence
51 % ========================================================================
52 cont = 0;
53 bestd = realmax;
54 for jj = 1:10000
55 Adpaux = zeros(size(Y));
56 for ii = 1:k
57 Adpaux = Adpaux + Adpcross{ii}.* betas(ii);
58 end
59
60 Ytilde = Y - Apcross + Adpaux;
61
62 idxMat = 1:numel(Ytilde);
63 idxMat = reshape(idxMat ,size(Ytilde));
64 idxMat2 = reshape(idxMat(Y~=1),G-1,N);
65
66 % Compute gStar
67 Ytildeaux = Ytilde(idxMat2);
68 [~,argmax] = max(Ytildeaux);
69 argmax2 = (0: size(Ytildeaux ,1):numel(idxMat2));
70 argmax2 = argmax+argmax2 (1:end -1);
71 gStar = idxMat2(argmax2);
72
73 % Compute yi
74 yi = idxMat(y. '+(0: size(Ytilde ,1):numel(idxMat)-G));
75
76 % Compute d
77 d = sign(1-Ytilde(yi)+Ytilde(gStar)); %
78 d(d<=0) = 0;
79 normd = norm(d); % test
80
81 if normd < bestd
82 bestb=betas;
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83 if (bestd - normd) <= 0.05
84 break
85 end
86 bestd = normd;
87 % bestb = betas;
88 end
89
90 % obtain betas vector
91
92 for ii = 1:k
93 betas(ii) = betas(ii) - (1/ sqrt(t))*sum(d.*( Adpcross{ii}(gStar)-Adpcross{ii}(yi)));
94 end
95
96 if norm(betas) >1
97 betas = betas/norm(betas);
98 end
99
100 betas = max(betas ,0);
101
102
103
104 prevBetas = betas;
105 t = t+1;
106 cont = cont +1;
107 end
108
109 al = zeros(size(Ap ,1),size(Ap ,2) -1);
110
111 for ii = 1:k
112 al = al+(bestb(ii).*Adp{ii}(: ,1:end -1));
113 end
114
115 alphas2 = Ap(:,1:end -1) - al;
116 end
B.5.4 Bilinear Model Codes
1 %% Setup
2 clc; clear ; close all;
3
4 winSize = .250; %segment 's windows size in s
5 winOverlap = .125; %window overlap (about 50% of windows size) in s
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6 deadzone = 0.02;
7
8 %% Read Data
9
10 subjectID = [2:7 9:20 22:25];
11
12 for gg = subjectID
13 dataFile = fullfile('Z:\Memo\Data\',sprintf('S_%d',gg),sprintf('expData_S%d.mat',gg));
14
15 workspaceVariable = sprintf('gestFeatures_S%d_bm',gg);
16 dataFullFileName = fullfile('Z:\Memo\Feature Matrices\Bilinear Models Features2 ',
workspaceVariable);
17
18 % CLEAR VALUES HERE
19 featsEMG = [];
20 featsIMU = [];
21 gest_labels = [];
22
23 load(dataFile);
24 for gestName = ["Wrist Flexion","Wrist Extension ","Wrist Pronation","Wrist Supination
","Wrist Aduction","Wrist Abduction","Hand Fist","Hand Open","Precision Pinch","Key
Pinch"]
25
26 switch gestName
27 case "Wrist Flexion"
28 gesture = 1;
29 case "Wrist Extension"
30 gesture = 2;
31 case "Wrist Pronation"
32 gesture = 3;
33 case "Wrist Supination"
34 gesture = 4;
35 case "Wrist Aduction"
36 gesture = 5; % Radial Deviation
37 case "Wrist Abduction"
38 gesture = 6; % Ulnar Deviation
39 case "Hand Fist"
40 gesture = 7;
41 case "Hand Open"
42 gesture = 8;
43 case "Precision Pinch"
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44 gesture = 9;
45 case "Key Pinch"
46 gesture = 10;
47 end
48
49 for kk = 1:4 % Arm Position
50 order1 = randperm (10); % Randomize order of repetitions
51
52 for ii = order1 % Repetition
53 if ~isempty(dataExp{ii,gesture ,kk}) %gesture
54 timeEMG_log = dataExp{ii,gesture ,kk}{1 ,1};
55 emg_log = dataExp{ii,gesture ,kk}{1 ,2};
56 timeIMU_log = dataExp{ii,gesture ,kk}{1 ,3};
57 imu_log = dataExp{ii,gesture ,kk}{1 ,4};
58 end
59 [feats ,~,~,feats_imu2 ,labels ,actarea ,actareaimu] = main_loop_bm(gesture ,
timeEMG_log ,emg_log ,timeIMU_log ,imu_log ,winSize ,winOverlap ,deadzone);
60
61 featsEMG = [featsEMG;feats ];
62 featsIMU = [featsIMU;feats_imu2 ];
63 gest_labels = [gest_labels;labels ];
64 end
65 end
66 end
67
68 emgFeats = [featsEMG ,gest_labels ];
69 imuFeats = [featsIMU ,gest_labels ];
70 fusedFeats = [featsEMG ,featsIMU ,gest_labels ];
71
72 size(emgFeats)
73
74 bm_Mdl.emgFeats = emgFeats;
75 bm_Mdl.imuFeats = imuFeats;
76 bm_Mdl.fusedFeats = fusedFeats;
77
78 save([ dataFullFileName '.mat'],'bm_Mdl ');
79 end
1 function [features , featuresIMU , featuresIMU1 , featuresIMU2 , labels , active_area ,
active_areaIMU] = main_loop_bm(gesture ,timeEMG ,channels ,timeIMU ,imu_log ,winSize ,
winOverlap ,deadzone)
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2 %UNTITLED4 Summary of this function goes here
3 % Detailed explanation goes here
4
5 noSegmentation = 0;
6
7 if(nargin < 8)
8 deadzone = 0.02;
9 if (nargin < 7)
10 winOverlap = .125;
11 if (nargin < 6)
12 noSegmentation = 1;
13 end
14 end
15 end
16
17
18 test_time = ceil(length(timeEMG)/200); %time duration of data acquisition in seconds
19 fs = length(timeEMG)/test_time; %real sampling frequency UNCOMMENT LINE
20
21 test_time_IMU = ceil(length(timeIMU)/50); %time duration of data acquisition in seconds
22 fs_IMU = length(timeIMU)/test_time_IMU; %real sampling frequency UNCOMMENT LINE
23
24 %% Conditioning
25
26 gyro = imu_log (: ,5:7);
27 acc = imu_log (: ,8:10);
28
29 signal = [gyro ,acc];
30
31 % Because the timestamp on both timeEMG and timeIMU are different , we have
32 % to make them similar by substracting the first value from timeEMG and
33 % timeIMU from their respective vectors
34 timeEMG = timeEMG - timeEMG (1);
35 timeIMU = timeIMU - timeIMU (1);
36
37
38 %% Preprocessing
39 emgsignal = emgFilter(channels , fs); % EMG filter
40 IMU_signal_filt = imuFilter(signal ,fs_IMU); % IMU filter (Remove 'gravity ' (DC component)
from the acceleration data)
41
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42 % ====================================================================
43 % We will have to upsample the IMU signal so we can later fuse the
44 % feature vectors
45
46 % Upsample method one: repeat sample values
47 imuUp1 = (IMU_signal_filt (:)).';
48 imuUp1 = reshape(repmat(imuUp1 ,[4 1]),size(IMU_signal_filt ,1)*4,size(IMU_signal_filt ,2));
49
50 % Upsample method two: interpolate using a cubic spline
51 imuUp2 = interp1(timeIMU ,IMU_signal_filt ,timeEMG ,'spline ');
52
53
54 onEMG = 800:1650;
55 active_area = [onEMG (1);onEMG(end)];
56
57
58 emgsignal_active = emgsignal(onEMG ,:);
59
60 idx = timeEMG(active_area);
61 active_areaIMU = zeros(size(active_area));
62
63 for ii = 1: length(idx)
64 temp = find(timeIMU >= idx(ii));
65 active_areaIMU(ii) = temp (1);
66 end
67
68
69 cont = (active_areaIMU (2:2: end)-active_areaIMU (1:2:end -1))+1;
70 check1 = reshape(active_areaIMU ,2,[]);
71
72 rows_size = sum(cont);
73 idx1 = cumsum(cont);
74
75 onIMU = zeros(rows_size ,1);
76
77 temp1 = 1;
78
79 for ii = 1:size(check1 ,2)
80 onIMU(temp1:idx1(ii)) = check1(1,ii):check1(2,ii);
81 temp1 = idx1(ii)+1;
82 end
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83
84 IMU_active = IMU_signal_filt(onIMU ,:); % Non upsampled signal
85 IMU_active1 = imuUp1(onEMG ,:); % Upsampled signal method 1. We use same active
area as EMG b/c both signals have the same sampling rate now
86 IMU_active2 = imuUp2(onEMG ,:); % Upsampled signal method 2. We use same active
area as EMG b/c both signals have the same sampling rate now
87
88
89 %% Feature Extraction
90 if isempty(emgsignal_active)
91 features = [];
92 labels = [];
93 active_area = [0;0];
94 active_areaIMU = [0;0];
95 return
96 end
97 if ~noSegmentation
98 % ====================================================================
99 winIncrement = winSize -winOverlap;
100 win_size = ceil(winSize *200); % Myo EMG FS
101 win_inc = ceil(winIncrement *200); % Myo EMG FS
102 win_sizeIMU = ceil(winSize *50); % Myo IMU FS
103 win_incIMU = ceil(winIncrement *50); % Myo IMU FS
104
105 features = extract_feature(emgsignal_active ,'winSize ',win_size ,'winInc ',win_inc ,'
Features ' ,["MAV" "MAVS" "WL" "ZC" "AR"]);%["RMS" "AR"]
106 featuresIMU = extract_feature(IMU_active ,'winSize ',win_sizeIMU ,'winInc ',win_incIMU ,'
Features ' ,["MAV" "WL"]);
107 featuresIMU1 = extract_feature(IMU_active1 ,'winSize ',win_size ,'winInc ',win_inc ,'
Features ' ,["MAV" "WL"]); % We use the same parameters as with the EMG signal b/c
both signals have the same sampling rate now
108 featuresIMU2 = extract_feature(IMU_active2 ,'winSize ',win_size ,'winInc ',win_inc ,'
Features ' ,["MAV" "WL"]); % We use the same parameters as with the EMG signal b/c
both signals have the same sampling rate now
109 else
110 features = extract_feature(emgsignal_active ,'Features ' ,["MAV" "WL" "ZC" "AR"]);
111 featuresIMU = extract_feature(IMU_active ,'Features ' ,["MAV" "WL"]);
112 featuresIMU1 = extract_feature(IMU_active1 ,'Features ' ,["MAV" "WL"]); % We use the same
parameters as with the EMG signal b/c both signals have the same sampling rate now
113 featuresIMU2 = extract_feature(IMU_active2 ,'Features ' ,["MAV" "WL"]); % We use the same
parameters as with the EMG signal b/c both signals have the same sampling rate now
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114 end
115
116 labels = ones(size(features ,1) ,1).* gesture;
117
118 end
B.5.4.1 Learn Bilinear Models Code
1 function [W,WVT ,WVTZ ,X,Z,cont] = bmLearn(Y,U,K,M,N,I,J)
2 %Bilinear Models Function
3 % Y = Stacked matrix of Feature Matrices
4 % U = Number of users
5 % K = Number of features
6 % M = Number of motions/gestures
7 % N = Number of samples per gesture
8 % I = Desired first dimension of style and content variables
9 % J = Desired second dimension of style and content variables
10
11 % % U = 6; % Number of users in our training data (we know this value); 10
12 % K = size(Y,1)/U; % Number of channels being used
13 % M = 10; % Number of motions (we know this value)
14 % N = size(Y,2)/M; % Number of samples of each motion
15
16 YVT = vectTrans2(Y,K);
17
18 MN = size(YVT ,1)/K;
19
20 [~,~,V] = svd(Y);
21 vt = V.';
22 X = vt(1:J,:);
23 Xb = X;
24 Zb = zeros(I,U);
25
26 cont = 0;
27 for ii = 1:100000000
28
29 %----------------------
30 % Find Z
31 mat1 = Y*X.';
32 % mat1VT = vectTrans(mat1 ,U,J,K);
33 mat1VT = vectTrans2(mat1 ,K);
34
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35 [~,~,V] = svd(mat1VT);
36 vt = V.';
37 Z = vt(1:I,:);
38 %-----------------------
39 % Find X
40 mat2 = YVT*Z.';
41
42
43 %===================== GPU code =====================
44 existGPU = gpuDeviceCount;
45 if existGPU > 0
46 dev = gpuDevice (1);
47 if dev.AvailableMemory > (numel(mat2)*8)
48 mat2VT = gpuArray(vectTrans2(mat2 ,K));
49 [~,~,vv] = svd(mat2VT);
50 V = gather(vv);
51 dev = gpuDevice (1); % Clear GPU memory
52 else
53 mat2VT = vectTrans2(mat2 ,K);
54 [~,~,V] = svd(mat2VT);
55 end
56 else
57 mat2VT = vectTrans2(mat2 ,K);
58 [~,~,V] = svd(mat2VT);
59 end
60 %=================== end GPU code ===================
61
62 vt = V.';
63 X = vt(1:J,:);
64
65 cont = cont +1;
66
67 if (norm(X,'fro')-norm(Xb,'fro') == 0) && (norm(Z,'fro')-norm(Zb,'fro') == 0)
68 break;
69 end
70
71 Xb = X;
72 Zb = Z;
73 end
74
75 mat1 = Y*X.';
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76 YXtVT = vectTrans2(mat1 ,K);
77
78
79 WVT = (YXtVT*Z.');
80 W = vectTrans2(WVT ,K);
81
82 WVTZ = vectTrans2(WVT*Z,K);
83
84 end
B.5.4.2 Style and Content Separation Code
1 clear ; clc;
2 load('cvAccWithPCA.mat')
3 testDat = cell (5,1);
4 cvModels2 = cvModels;
5 reduce = 1; % 0 or 1
6 tic
7 for gg = 1:5
8 ids = cvModels{gg}{1};
9 stackedY_emg = [];
10 stackedY_imu = [];
11 for subID = ids
12 load(fullfile('Z:\Memo\Feature Matrices\Bilinear Models Features ',sprintf('
gestFeatures_S%d_bm',subID)),'bm_Mdl ');
13
14 featMatEMG = bm_Mdl.emgFeats;
15 featMatIMU = bm_Mdl.imuFeats;
16
17 if reduce
18 featMatEMG = reduce_data(featMatEMG);
19 featMatIMU = reduce_data(featMatIMU);
20 end
21
22 featPCA2 = featMatEMG (:,1:end -1); % TEST LINE
23 featPCA2_imu = featMatIMU (:,1:end -1); % TEST LINE
24
25 % Transpose featPCA2 so that the features are in the rows and the samples are in
the columns
26 stackedY_emg = [stackedY_emg;featPCA2 .'];
27 stackedY_imu = [stackedY_imu;featPCA2_imu .'];
28 end
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29
30 gest = numel(unique(featMatEMG (:,end)));
31 [W,WVT ,WVTZ ,X,Z,cont] = bmLearn(stackedY_emg ,numel(ids),size(featPCA2 ,2),gest ,(size(
featPCA2 ,1)/gest) ,2,3);
32
33 yy = stackedY_imu .';
34 YY = zeros(size(yy ,1) ,12);
35 for ii=1:12
36 YY(:,ii) = mean(yy(:,ii:12:end -(12-ii)) ,2);
37 end
38
39 Mdl_bm.X = X; %featPCA2
40 Mdl_bm.W = W;
41 Mdl_bm.Z = Z;
42 Mdl_bm.IMU = YY;
43 Mdl_bm.Convergence = cont;
44 Mdl_bm.labels = featMatEMG (:,end);
45
46 testDat{gg} = Mdl_bm;
47 end
48 toc
49 fullfile_name = fullfile('Z:\Memo\Feature Matrices\Bilinear Models Features ',sprintf('
bm_Content_Variables_%d_gest.mat',gest));
50 save(fullfile_name ,'testDat ');
B.5.4.3 Vector Transpose Code
1 function [vectdataVT] = vectTrans2(vectdata ,K)
2 %Returns a matrix in the form of: [K*J,I]
3 % I = Desired columns
4 % J = Desired rows
5 % K = Row multiplier
6
7 U = size(vectdata ,1)/K;
8 C = size(vectdata ,2);
9
10 idxvector = 1: numel(vectdata); % Create a vector which values range from 1 to the # of
elements in vectdata
11 idxvector = reshape(idxvector ,size(vectdata)); % Reshape the vector into a matrix of the
same size as vectdata
12
13 auxMat = mat2cell(vectdata ,ones(1,U).*K,ones(1,C));
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14 vectdataVT = cell2mat(auxMat ');
15
16 end
B.6 General Purpose Codes
B.6.1 Reduce Number of Gestures Code
1 function newData = reduce_data(data ,varargin)
2 % Remove desired gestures from data. Gesture inputs must be in a string
3 % format and inside a vector. If no gestures are used as an input , the
4 % function will remove the WAD , WAB , and PP gestures
5 % Example:
6 % newData = reduce_data(data ,["WAD","WAB","PP"])
7 %
8 % Valid inputs:
9 % WF Wrist Flexion
10 % WE Wrist Extension
11 % WP Wrist Pronation
12 % WS Wrist Supination
13 % WAD Wrist Aduction (Default gesture to be removed)
14 % WAB Wrist Abduction (Default gesture to be removed)
15 % HF Hand Fist
16 % HO Hand Open
17 % PP Precision Pinch (Default gesture to be removed)
18 % KP Key Pinch
19
20 defaultGestures = ["WAD" "WAB" "PP"];
21
22 p = inputParser;
23 addRequired(p,'data');
24 addParameter(p,'Gestures ',defaultGestures);
25
26 %% DO NOT MODIFY
27 % parse(p,data ,win_size ,win_inc ,varargin {:});
28 parse(p,data ,varargin {:});
29
30 %% Assign parameters to variables here:
31 % var_name = p.Results.Parameter_Name
32 gests_to_remove = p.Results.Gestures;
33
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34 %% Main
35
36 % Substitute labels of gestures to be removed with zeros
37 gests = 1:10;
38 labels = data(:,end);
39 for ii = gests_to_remove
40 switch ii
41 case "WF"
42 labels(labels == gests (1)) = 0;
43 case "WE"
44 labels(labels == gests (2)) = 0;
45 case "WP"
46 labels(labels == gests (3)) = 0;
47 case "WS"
48 labels(labels == gests (4)) = 0;
49 case "WAD"
50 labels(labels == gests (5)) = 0;
51 case "WAB"
52 labels(labels == gests (6)) = 0;
53 case "HF"
54 labels(labels == gests (7)) = 0;
55 case "HO"
56 labels(labels == gests (8)) = 0;
57 case "PP"
58 labels(labels == gests (9)) = 0;
59 case "KP"
60 labels(labels == gests (10)) = 0;
61 end
62 end
63
64 % Remove data whose label is zero from the dataset
65 datEMGIMU_17 = data(labels ~=0,:);
66
67 % Make the labels of the dataset sequential
68 aux1 = datEMGIMU_17 (:,end);
69 gestures = unique(aux1);
70 temp = diff(gestures);
71 aux = find(temp >1) +1;
72
73 for ii = aux (1):length(gestures)
74 aux1(aux1== gestures(ii))=ii;
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75 end
76
77 datEMGIMU_17 (:,end) = aux1;
78 newData = datEMGIMU_17;
79
80 end
Appendix C
Mathematical Formulations
C.1 Least Squares Support Vector Machines
The optimization problem of the LS-SVM is given by the following equation:
min
w,b
1
2
‖w‖2 + C
2
N∑
i=1
ξ2i
subject to yi = w · φ(xi) + b+ ξi i = 1, ..., N,
(C.1)
where w is a weight vector, xi is the feature vector of the i
th training sample, φ(·) is the non-linear
function that maps the samples of xi to a high dimensional space, b is the bias term, ξ is the
LS-SVM slack variable that relaxes the optimization constraints, and yi is the i
th training sample
label. After solving the Lagrangian for Equation (C.1), the following LS-SVM optimal conditions
are obtained:
∂
∂w
L(w, b, ξ) = 0 ⇒ w =
N∑
i=1
αi · φ(xi) (C.2)
∂
∂b
L(w, b, ξ) = 0 ⇒
N∑
i=1
αi = 0 (C.3)
∂
∂ξi
L(w, b, ξ) = 0 ⇒ Cξi = αi (C.4)
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∂
∂αi
L(w, b, ξ) = 0 ⇒
N∑
i=1
w · φ(xi) + b+ ξi − yi = 0. (C.5)
Substituting Equations (C.2) to (C.4) into Equation (C.5) to eliminate w and ξ, the following
equation is found:
N∑
i,j=1
αj〈φ(xi), φ(xj)〉+ αiC + b− yi = 0, (C.6)
where 〈·〉 represent the dot product between φ(xi) and φ(xj). Equation (C.6) can then be repre-
sented in the form of linear equations, as follows:
K + IC ~1
~1 T 0
 ·
α
b
 =
y
0
 , (C.7)
where ~1 represents a vector of 1’s, I is the identity matrix, α, b and C are the LS-SVM parameters,
and K is the kernel matrix with entries Ki,j = K(xi, xj) = 〈φ(xi), φ(xj)〉, being K(xi, xj) the kernel
function.
C.2 Adaptive LS-SVM
This section describes the mathematical formulations and derivations of the Adaptive LS-SVM
classification method proposed by Tommasi et al. [81]. This classification method aims to solve
the following optimization problem:
min
w,b
1
2
‖w − βwˆ‖2 + C
2
N∑
i=1
ξ2i
subject to yi = w · φ(xi) + b+ ξi i = 1, ..., N,
(C.8)
where β is a scaling factor that weighs a pretrained model wˆ. Solving the Lagrangian for Equa-
tion (C.8) yields:
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N∑
i,j=1
αj〈φ(xi), φ(xj)〉+ αiC + b = yi − βwˆ · φ(xi). (C.9)
From Equation (C.2), the dot product [wˆ ·φ(xi)] in Equation (C.9) can be rewritten as yˆ, which
is the prediction on a new sample using a previous trained LS-SVM model. Thus, the system of
linear equations in Equation (C.7) changes to:
M ·
α
b
 =
y − βyˆ
0
 , (C.10)
where M is the first matrix to the left in Equation (C.7), and y is the vector that contains the
label samples. From Equation (C.10), the parameters α and b are obtained, as follows:
α
b
 = P ·
y − βyˆ
0
 , (C.11)
where P = M−1. Finally, following the same procedure in [98], and using Equation (C.11) a closed
form solution for the leave-one-out prediction y˜i on sample i when removed from the training set
is given by:
y˜i = yi − αi
Pii
. (C.12)
Having α = α′ − βα′′, the leave-one-out prediction is then given by:
y˜i = yi − α
′
i
Pii
+ β
α′′i
Pii
, (C.13)
where α′ and α′′ are given by:
[α′T , b′]T = P · [yT , 0]T (C.14)
[α′′T , b′′]T = P · [yˆT , 0]T . (C.15)
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C.2.1 Adaptive LS-SVM From Multiple Subjects
A variation of the Adaptive LS-SVM consists of using more than one parameter from previous
pretrained models to construct a new learning problem. For this case, Equation (C.8) changes so
that the new optimization problem becomes:
min
w,b
1
2
∥∥∥∥∥w −
K∑
k=1
~β(k) ~ˆw(k)
∥∥∥∥∥
2
+
C
2
N∑
i=1
ξ2i
subject to yi = w · φ(xi) + b+ ξi i = 1, ..., N.
(C.16)
The main difference between Equation (C.8) and Equation (C.16) is that the coefficient β and
the parameter wˆ in Equation (C.8) are replaced with new vectors ~β, whose number of elements
are equal to K pretrained models, and ~ˆw, which is a vector of matrices containing the pretrained
parameters w of previous K models, respectively. The superscript (k) in Equation (C.16) indicates
the kth element of ~β and ~ˆw. Furthermore, for a new classification model, the parameter w is given
by the weighted sum of the pretrained parameters ~ˆw(k) of previous models scaled by its respective
coefficient ~β(k), plus the new model built on incoming new training data, as follows:
w =
K∑
k=1
~β(k) ~ˆw(k) +
N∑
i=1
αiφ(xi). (C.17)
As before, it can be seen that by removing the first summation term in Equation (C.17), i.e., by
making all elements in ~β equal to 0, the original LS-SVM formulation is recovered.
Appendix D
Python Code
D.1 Real-Time EMG Data Streaming
1 # The MIT License (MIT)
2 #
3 # Copyright (c) 2017 Niklas Rosenstein
4 #
5 # Permission is hereby granted , free of charge , to any person obtaining a copy
6 # of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to
7 # deal in the Software without restriction , including without limitation the
8 # rights to use , copy , modify , merge , publish , distribute , sublicense , and/or
9 # sell copies of the Software , and to permit persons to whom the Software is
10 # furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:
11 #
12 # The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in
13 # all copies or substantial portions of the Software.
14 #
15 # THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND , EXPRESS OR
16 # IMPLIED , INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY ,
17 # FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE
18 # AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM , DAMAGES OR OTHER
19 # LIABILITY , WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT , TORT OR OTHERWISE , ARISING
20 # FROM , OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS
21 # IN THE SOFTWARE.
22 #
23 # Author: Jose Guillermo Colli Alfaro
24 # Date: October 2, 2018
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25 # Version: 1.0
26
27 from matplotlib import pyplot as plt
28 from collections import deque
29 from threading import Lock , Thread
30
31 import myo
32 import numpy as np
33
34
35 class EmgCollector(myo.DeviceListener ):
36 """
37 Collects EMG data in a queue with *n* maximum number of elements.
38 """
39
40 def __init__(self, n):
41 self.n = n
42 self.lock = Lock()
43 self.emg_data_queue = deque(maxlen=n)
44
45 def get_emg_data(self):
46 with self.lock:
47 return list(self.emg_data_queue)
48
49 # myo.DeviceListener
50
51 def on_connected(self, event ):
52 event.device.stream_emg(True)
53
54 def on_emg(self, event):
55 with self.lock:
56 self.emg_data_queue.append (( event.timestamp , event.emg))
57
58
59 class Plot(object ):
60
61 def __init__(self, listener ):
62 self.n = listener.n
63 self.listener = listener
64 self.fig = plt.figure ()
65 self.axes = self.fig.add_subplot(’111’)
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66 self.axes.set_ylim ([0, 1000])
67 self.graph = self.axes.plot(np.arange(self.n), np.zeros(self.n))[0]
68 #Insert code for transparent background in plot
69 plt.ion()
70
71 def update_plot(self):
72 emg_data = self.listener.get_emg_data ()
73 emg_data = np.array([x[1] for x in emg_data ]).T
74 emg_data2 = np.sum(np.abs(emg_data),axis = 0)
75 #for data in emg_data2:
76 #print(len(data))
77
78 #print(emg_data2.size)
79 if emg_data2.size < self.n:
80 # Fill the left side with zeroes.
81 data = np.concatenate ([np.zeros(self.n - emg_data2.size), emg_data2], axis=None)
82 else:
83 data = emg_data2
84 self.graph.set_ydata(data)
85 plt.draw()
86
87 def main(self):
88 while True:
89 self.update_plot ()
90 plt.pause (1.0 / 30)
91
92
93 def main ():
94 myo.init(’C:/ Users/jcollial/Google Drive/UWO/Masters Project/Myo/’
95 ’Real Time Plot/PythonApplication2/myo -sdk -win -0.9.0/ bin/myo32.dll’)
96 hub = myo.Hub()
97 listener = EmgCollector (512)
98 with hub.run_in_background(listener.on_event ):
99 Plot(listener ).main()
100
101
102 if __name__ == ’__main__ ’:
103 main()
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D.2 Classification Using Bilinear EMG Models
1 import numpy as np
2 from numpy import array
3 import time
4 import pandas as pd # For loading and processing the dataset
5 import tensorflow as tf # Of course , we need TensorFlow.
6 from sklearn.model_selection import train_test_split
7 import os
8
9 from collections import deque
10 import random
11 from tensorflow.keras.models import Sequential
12 from tensorflow.keras.layers import Dense , Dropout , LSTM , CuDNNLSTM , \
13 BatchNormalization , Bidirectional
14 from tensorflow.keras.callbacks import TensorBoard
15 from tensorflow.keras.callbacks import ModelCheckpoint , ModelCheckpoint
16 from sklearn import preprocessing
17 import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
18 from sklearn.preprocessing import MinMaxScaler ,StandardScaler
19 from tensorflow.keras.callbacks import TensorBoard
20 from tensorflow.keras.callbacks import ModelCheckpoint , ModelCheckpoint
21
22
23 # NAME = "Classification -{}". format(int(time.time ()))
24
25 data = pd.read_csv(’Z:/Memo/BM Python Code/Data/CV5/DatEMGIMU5_7_gest.csv’) # Load EMG Data
26
27 x_trainEMG = data.drop([’f4’,’f5’,’f6’,’f7’,’f8’,’f9’,’f10’,’f11’,
28 ’f12’,’f13’,’f14’,’f15’,’label’], axis =1). values
29 x_trainEMGIMU = data.drop(’label ’, axis =1). values
30 y_train = data[’label’]. values
31 y_train = y_train - 1 # Subtract 1 from the labels so that they start at 0
32
33 # Select optimizer
34 opt = tf.keras.optimizers.Adam(lr=0.001 , decay=1e-6)
35
36 # =============================== Custom Activation Functions ===============================
37
38
39 def my_leaky_relu(features ):
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40 ’’’This function allows to modify the default alpha value of
41 the tf.nn.leaky_relu activation function ’’’
42 return tf.nn.leaky_relu(features , alpha =0.01)
43
44
45 # ======================================== EMG Model ========================================
46 sc = StandardScaler ()
47 x_trainEMG_scaled=sc.fit_transform(x_trainEMG)
48 modelEMG = Sequential ()
49 modelEMG.add(Dense(50, activation=tf.nn.relu , input_shape =( x_trainEMG_scaled.shape [1:])))
50 modelEMG.add(Dropout (0.2))
51 modelEMG.add(BatchNormalization ())
52
53 # modelEMG = Sequential ()
54 # modelEMG.add(Dense(50, activation=tf.nn.relu , input_shape =( x_trainEMG.shape [1:])))
55 # modelEMG.add(Dropout (0.2))
56 # modelEMG.add(BatchNormalization ())
57
58 modelEMG.add(Dense(20, activation=tf.nn.relu))
59 modelEMG.add(Dropout (0.2))
60
61 modelEMG.add(Dense(7, activation=’softmax ’))
62
63 # Compile EMG model
64 modelEMG.compile(
65 loss=’sparse_categorical_crossentropy ’,
66 optimizer=opt ,
67 metrics =[’accuracy ’]
68 )
69
70 # Train EMG model
71 historyEMG = modelEMG.fit(
72 x_trainEMG , y_train ,
73 batch_size =256,
74 epochs =300,
75 # validation_data =( x_test_scaled , y_test),
76 # validation_split = 0.2,
77
78 )
79
80 # plt.plot(historyEMG.history[’acc ’])
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81 # plt.title(’model accuracy ’)
82 # plt.ylabel(’accuracy ’)
83 # plt.xlabel(’epoch ’)
84 # plt.legend([’train ’, ’test ’], loc=’upper left ’)
85 # plt.show()
86 # # summarize history for loss
87 # plt.plot(historyEMG.history[’loss ’])
88 # plt.title(’model loss ’)
89 # plt.ylabel(’loss ’)
90 # plt.xlabel(’epoch ’)
91 # plt.legend([’train ’, ’test ’], loc=’upper left ’)
92 # plt.show()
93
94 # ====================================== EMG+IMU Model ======================================
95 sc = StandardScaler ()
96
97 x_trainEMGIMU_scaled=sc.fit_transform(x_trainEMGIMU)
98
99 modelEMGIMU = Sequential ()
100 modelEMGIMU.add(Dense(50, activation= tf.nn.relu ,
101 input_shape =( x_trainEMGIMU_scaled.shape [1:]))) # 50
102 modelEMGIMU.add(Dropout (0.2))
103 modelEMGIMU.add(BatchNormalization ())
104
105 modelEMGIMU.add(Dense(20, activation= tf.nn.relu)) # 20
106 modelEMGIMU.add(Dropout (0.2))
107
108 # modelEMGIMU.add(Dense(15, activation= tf.nn.leaky_relu )) # 20
109 # modelEMGIMU.add(Dropout (0.2))
110
111 modelEMGIMU.add(Dense(7, activation=’softmax ’))
112
113 # Compile EMG+IMU model
114 modelEMGIMU.compile(
115 loss=’sparse_categorical_crossentropy ’,
116 optimizer=opt ,
117 metrics =[’accuracy ’]
118 )
119
120 # Train EMG+IMU model
121 historyEMGIMU = modelEMGIMU.fit(
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122 x_trainEMGIMU_scaled , y_train ,
123 batch_size =256,
124 epochs =300,
125 # validation_data =( x_test_scaled , y_test),
126 # validation_split = 0.2,
127
128 )
129
130 # plt.plot(historyEMGIMU.history[’acc ’])
131 # plt.title(’model accuracy ’)
132 # plt.ylabel(’accuracy ’)
133 # plt.xlabel(’epoch ’)
134 # plt.legend([’train ’, ’test ’], loc=’upper left ’)
135 # plt.show()
136 # # summarize history for loss
137 # plt.plot(historyEMGIMU.history[’loss ’])
138 # plt.title(’model loss ’)
139 # plt.ylabel(’loss ’)
140 # plt.xlabel(’epoch ’)
141 # plt.legend([’train ’, ’test ’], loc=’upper left ’)
142 # plt.show()
143
144 # ===========================================================================================
145 # ======================================== PREDICT ========================================
146 # ===========================================================================================
147 datasetEMG_test = pd.read_csv(’Z:/Memo/BM Python Code/Data/CV5/’
148 ’CV5_bm_testdataEMG4_7_gests.csv’)
149 datasetEMGIMU_test = pd.read_csv(’Z:/Memo/BM Python Code/Data/CV5/’
150 ’CV5_bm_testdataEMGIMU4_7_gests.csv’)
151
152 x_testEMG = datasetEMG_test.drop(’label’, axis =1). values
153 x_testEMGIMU = datasetEMGIMU_test.drop(’label’, axis =1). values
154
155 y_test = datasetEMG_test[’label’]. values
156 y_test = y_test - 1 # Subtract 1 from the labels so that they start at 0
157
158 # ======================================== EMG Model ========================================
159 sc = StandardScaler ()
160 x_testEMG_scaled=sc.fit_transform(x_testEMG)
161 predictionsEMG = modelEMG.predict ([ x_testEMG_scaled ])
162
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163 # predictionsEMG = modelEMG.predict ([ x_testEMG ])
164
165 y_maxPre_EMG= np.argmax(predictionsEMG , axis =1)
166
167
168 from sklearn.metrics import confusion_matrix , recall_score , precision_score , f1_score , \
169 classification_report
170 confusion_matrix(y_test , y_maxPre_EMG)
171 print(classification_report(y_test , y_maxPre_EMG ))
172 c_Mat_EMG = confusion_matrix(y_test , y_maxPre_EMG)
173
174 # ====================================== EMG+IMU Model ======================================
175 sc = StandardScaler ()
176
177 x_testEMGIMU_scaled=sc.fit_transform(x_testEMGIMU)
178 # x_testEMGIMU_scaled=sc.transform(x_testEMGIMU)
179
180 predictionsEMGIMU = modelEMGIMU.predict ([ x_testEMGIMU_scaled ])
181
182 y_maxPre_EMGIMU= np.argmax(predictionsEMGIMU , axis =1)
183
184
185 from sklearn.metrics import confusion_matrix , recall_score , precision_score , f1_score , \
186 classification_report
187 confusion_matrix(y_test , y_maxPre_EMGIMU)
188 print(classification_report(y_test , y_maxPre_EMGIMU ))
189 c_Mat_EMGIMU = confusion_matrix(y_test , y_maxPre_EMGIMU)
190
191 # =================================== Save Models Results ===================================
192 df1 = pd.DataFrame(c_Mat_EMG)
193 df2 = pd.DataFrame(c_Mat_EMGIMU)
194
195 writer = pd.ExcelWriter(’Z:/Memo/BM Python Code/Data/CV5/’
196 ’CV5_bm_7_gests_Results_S15.xlsx’, engine = ’xlsxwriter ’)
197
198 df1.to_excel(writer , sheet_name = ’EMG’)
199 df2.to_excel(writer , sheet_name = ’EMGIMU ’)
200
201 writer.save()
Appendix E
R Code
E.1 Train MLP
1 ################
2 # Library
3 ################
4
5 library(RSNNS)
6 library(DMwR)
7 #####################
8 # load data
9 #####################
10
11 data <- read.csv("D:/Memo/R stuff/Model EMG+IMu/data7gest.csv")
12
13 ##################
14 # Split Data
15 ##################
16
17 sample <- sample.int(n=nrow(data), size = floor (0.2* nrow(data )))
18 train <- data[-sample ,]
19 test <- data[sample ,]
20
21 ###############################################################
22 # Scaling
23 ###############################################################
24
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25 colMeans = colMeans(train)#column means
26 col_stdev <- apply(train , 2, sd) #standard deviation
27
28 trainNorm <- scale(train , center=colMeans , scale=col_stdev )
29 trainNorm[is.nan(trainNorm )] = 0
30
31 testNorm <- scale(test , center=colMeans , scale=col_stdev)
32 testNorm[is.nan(testNorm )] = 0
33
34 forUnscaleOutput <- scale(train[, ncol(train )])
35
36
37 ####################################################################################
38 ####################################################################################
39
40 ###MLP - NN
41
42 start.time <- Sys.time() ##### start time
43
44 model7Gest <-RSNNS::mlp(trainNorm [,1:76], trainNorm [,77],
45 size = c(300 ,200 ,100) , maxit = 100,
46 learnFunc="BackpropMomentum",linOut = TRUE)
47
48
49 end.time <-Sys.time() ##### end time
50 time.taken <- round(end.time - start.time ,2)
51 time.taken
52
53 predicted <-predict(model7Gest , testNorm [,1:76], testNorm [,77])
54
55 predicted <- DMwR:: unscale(predicted ,forUnscaleOutput)
56
57
58 ##############################################
59 #### Confusion Matrix
60 ##############################################
61
62 result.nnet <- data.frame(actual = test$label , prediction = predicted)
63 roundedresults.nnet <-sapply(result.nnet ,round ,digits =0)
64 roundedresultsdf.nnet = data.frame(roundedresults.nnet)
65
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66 for (i in 1: length(roundedresultsdf.nnet$prediction ))
67 {
68 if (roundedresultsdf.nnet$prediction[i]<1)
69 {
70 roundedresultsdf.nnet$prediction[i] = 1
71 }
72 else if(roundedresultsdf.nnet$prediction[i]>7){
73 roundedresultsdf.nnet$prediction[i] = 7
74 }
75 }
76
77 attach(roundedresultsdf.nnet)
78 table(actual ,prediction)
79
80 table7gest <- table(actual , prediction)
81 write.csv(table7gest , file = "D:/Memo/R stuff/table7gest.csv")
E.2 Predict MLP
1 ################
2 # Library
3 ################
4
5 library(RSNNS)
6 library(DMwR)
7
8 #####################
9 # load data
10 #####################
11
12 clist <- c("EMG", "EMGIMU")
13 glist <- c(10 ,7)
14 cvlist <- c(1:5)
15 for (cc in cvlist) {
16 if(cvlist[cc ]==1){
17 nlist <- c(10 ,16 ,17 ,18)
18 } else if(cvlist[cc ]==2){
19 nlist <- c(13 ,14 ,19 ,22 ,23)
20 } else if(cvlist[cc ]==3){
21 nlist <- c(4,6,12,20,24)
22 } else if(cvlist[cc ]==4){
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23 nlist <- c(3,5,7,25)
24 } else{
25 nlist <- c(2,9,11,15)
26 }
27 for (gg in glist)
28 {
29 for (ii in clist)
30 {
31
32 if (gg == 10) {
33 load(sprintf("Z:/Memo/R stuff/MLP/CV_Models/Training files/CV%d%s.RData",cc,ii))
34 modelName <- sprintf("modelCV%d_%s",cc,ii)
35 uppLimit = 10
36 } else {
37 load(sprintf("Z:/Memo/R stuff/MLP/CV_Models/Training files/CV%d%s_% dgest.RData",
38 cc,ii,gg))
39 modelName <- sprintf("modelCV%d_%s_%dGest",cc ,ii,gg)
40 uppLimit = 7
41 }
42
43 for (jj in nlist)
44 {
45 data_tst <- read.csv(sprintf("Z:/Memo/R stuff/MLP/CV_Models/
46 Data/dataS%d_%s_%d_gest.csv",jj ,ii,gg))
47 colMeans_tst = colMeans(data_tst)#column means
48 col_stdev_tst <- apply(data_tst , 2, sd) #standard deviation
49
50 trainNorm_tst <- scale(data_tst , center=colMeans_tst , scale=col_stdev_tst )
51 trainNorm_tst[is.nan(trainNorm_tst)] = 0
52
53 forUnscaleOutput <- scale(data_tst[, ncol(data_tst)])
54 if(ii=="EMG"){
55 # parse turns a string or a file into an expression ,
56 # and eval evaluates the expression
57 predictedVal <-predict(eval(parse(text = modelName)), trainNorm_tst[,1:64],
58 trainNorm_tst [,65])
59 }else{
60 predictedVal <-predict(eval(parse(text = modelName)), trainNorm_tst[,1:76],
61 trainNorm_tst [,77])
62 }
63
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64
65 predicted <- DMwR:: unscale(predictedVal ,forUnscaleOutput)
66 result.nnet <- data.frame(actual = data_tst[,ncol(data_tst)], prediction = predicted)
67 roundedresults.nnet <-sapply(result.nnet ,round ,digits =0)
68 roundedresultsdf.nnet = data.frame(roundedresults.nnet)
69
70 for (i in 1: length(roundedresultsdf.nnet$prediction ))
71 {
72 if (roundedresultsdf.nnet$prediction[i]<1)
73 {
74 roundedresultsdf.nnet$prediction[i] = 1
75 }
76 else if(roundedresultsdf.nnet$prediction[i]>uppLimit ){
77 roundedresultsdf.nnet$prediction[i] = uppLimit
78 }
79 }
80
81 attach(roundedresultsdf.nnet)
82 tableData <- table(actual , prediction)
83 print(tableData)
84 tt <- data.frame(data_tst[,ncol(data_tst)], roundedresultsdf.nnet$prediction)
85 write.csv(tableData , file = sprintf("Z:/Memo/R stuff/MLP/CV_Models/Predictions/
86 S%d_%s_%d_gest_CM.csv",jj,ii,gg))
87
88 write.csv(tt, file = sprintf("Z:/Memo/R stuff/MLP/CV_Models/Predictions/
89 S%d_%s_%d_gest_predictions.csv",jj,ii,gg))
90 }
91 }
92 }
93 }
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